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For our latest coverage of the
virus please visit economist.com/
coronavirus or download the
Economist app.

The world this week Politics

A winter storm that covered
three-quarters of America’s
Lower 48 with snow brought
havoc to southern states. A
federal emergency was de-
clared in Texas; temperatures
plummeted to -2oF (-19oC) in
Dallas. Millions of Texans were
left without power, as were
tens of thousands of people in
other states. Many blamed
antiquated energy grids for not
being able to cope with the
surge in demand for electricity. 

Donald Trump’s impeach-
ment trial for “incitement of
insurrection” ended quickly.
Fully 57 senators, including
seven Republicans, agreed that
he had whipped up the mob
that stormed Congress on
January 6th. But the vote fell
short of the two-thirds major-
ity required in the Senate to
convict the former president. 

Mario Draghi was sworn in as
Italy’s prime minister, having
secured the support of almost
all of the country’s main politi-
cal parties. The former head of
the European Central Bank
named a new cabinet in which
many of the key positions are
held by technocrats like him-
self. His task is to draw up a
plan of reform that can unlock
more than €200bn ($240bn) in
eu covid-recovery money.

England dished out its first
£10,000 ($13,900) fines to
travellers who broke strict new
quarantine rules after return-
ing from a “red list” of 33 coun-
tries. Confusingly, the rules are
different in Scotland, which
now quarantines all interna-
tional arrivals. One flight that
was subject to Scottish rules
had only a handful of pas-
sengers, despite having 60
seats booked. The others may
have taken flights to England

and then travelled overland to
Scotland, to avoid being
cooped up in costly hotels.

Protests continued in
Myanmar against a military
coup. Many civil servants have
stopped work. Public services
and many financial trans-
actions are hamstrung. The
authorities have arrested
democrats, threatened truant
bureaucrats with prison and
tried to disperse crowds with
water cannons and rubber
bullets.

A court in India acquitted a
journalist, Priya Ramani, of
libel, after she accused a for-
mer government minister of
sexual harassment. The case is
seen as a milestone for India’s
#MeToo movement. Separately,
the police arrested Disha Ravi,
a green activist, after she post-
ed hints for environmental
protesters on how to gain
attention. They accused her of
“spreading disaffection”.

A trial began in Hong Kong of
nine people for alleged
offences related to protests in
2019. The accused include
well-known veterans of the
territory’s pro-democracy
movement, such as Martin Lee
and Jimmy Lai. Mr Lee and Mr
Lai, as well as five others,
pleaded not guilty to charges
involving illegal assembly.

Jake Sullivan, Joe Biden’s
national security adviser,
expressed “deep concerns”
about the reluctance of China
to release data related to the
outbreak of covid-19 in Wuhan.
He reiterated that China
should fully co-operate with an
investigation by the World
Health Organisation. 

Carlos Menem, Argentina’s
president from 1989 to 1999,
died aged 90. A Peronist by
political lineage, he adopted
some liberal economic poli-
cies, lowering trade barriers,
cutting subsidies and privatis-
ing state firms. But he failed to
protect ordinary Argentines’
livelihoods, and allowed rent-
seekers to flourish. With his
mutton-chop sideburns and
fast cars, Mr Menem was prob-

ably the most glamorous resi-
dent of the Casa Rosada since
Evita Perón.

The Biden administration said
that asylum-seekers could
cross America’s southern
border to have their applica-
tions heard. Donald Trump had
insisted they wait in Mexico. 

Brazil’s president, Jair Bolso-
naro, signed four decrees to
make it easier to pack heat.
Ordinary Brazilians will be
allowed to buy as many as six
guns (up from four) and carry
two at once. 

America vowed to punish the
perpetrators of a rocket attack
in Iraq’s Kurdistan region that
killed a contractor with the
American-led military co-
alition and wounded several
others, including an American
soldier. A pro-Iranian group
claimed responsibility for the
attack.

The un called for an additional
3,700 peacekeepers to be sent
to the Central African Repub-
lic to bolster a force that is
already 15,000-strong. Rebels
are advancing on the country’s
main cities. 

Gunmen in Nigeria abducted
42 students and staff from a
school, the latest such incident
in a country plagued by
kidnapping for ransom and
political hostage-taking. In
December 344 students were
taken from another school, but
later freed by security forces.

Guinea said that three people
died after contracting Ebola, a
virus that is usually fatal if not
treated quickly. They are the
first cases in west Africa since
more than 11,000 people died
in an outbreak in the region
that raged from 2013 to 2016.

Seif Sharif Hamad, the vice-
president of Zanzibar, died
after catching covid-19. Zan-
zibar is a semi-autonomous
part of Tanzania. John Magu-
fuli, Tanzania’s president,
insists his country is free of the
virus and that vaccinations
against it are dangerous and do
not work.

Coronavirus briefs

New recorded infections in
India have tumbled from
nearly 100,000 a day in Sep-
tember to under 10,000. In
England a study found that
infections have fallen by
two-thirds since early Janu-
ary. California reported fewer
than 5,000 new daily cases for
the first time since November. 

The world’s first “human
challenge” study of covid-19
got the go-ahead in Britain.
Volunteers aged 18-30 will be
exposed to the coronavirus to
establish how much of it is
needed to cause infection. 

The hours needed to shut and
disinfect New York’s subway
system at night have been
reduced from four to two, a
sign, said an official, that the
city “is starting to return to
normalcy”. 

North Korea reportedly tried
to hack Pfizer’s computers to
find details of its vaccine.
Strange for a country that
officially claims not to have
had any cases of covid-19. 

Weekly confirmed deaths by area, ’000

To 6am GMT February 18th 2021

Vaccination doses

Sources: Johns Hopkins University CSSE; 
Our World in Data; United Nations

  Total Per 100
 This week, ’000 ’000 people

Israel 802 6,759 78.1
Seychelles 11 56 56.9
UAE 833 5,199 52.6
Britain 3,049 16,122 23.8
United States 11,514 55,220 16.5
Bahrain 50 253 14.9
Chile 1,256 2,376 12.4
Malta 13 54 12.2
Serbia 165 817 12.0
Denmark 66 422 7.3
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In an unexpected move, Face-
book blocked news content on
its sites in Australia, and also
stopped people outside the
country from viewing Austra-
lian news publications on its
platforms. The social-media
giant took the action after the
lower house of parliament
passed a bill that would force it
to pay for news content that
has been shared by users; it
says the law is unclear about
what constitutes “news”.

Facebook’s defiant tone was a
stark contrast to Google’s
global agreement to pay News
Corporation for content from
its publications, which include
the Wall Street Journal and the
Sun in Britain. Google was also
under threat from the pro-
posed law in Australia and had
warned that it would shut its
search engine there. 

Bernard Arnault, the chairman
of lvmh, a French luxury-
goods group, is joining the
growing list of business lead-
ers who have set up a special-
purpose acquisition com-
pany. A spac is a shell com-
pany that lists on a stock
exchange with the intent of
merging with an existing
company, enabling the firm to
raise capital without the slog of
an ipo. They became popular
in America in 2020, but are
now taking off in Europe, too.
Mr Arnault’s investment com-
pany is launching its spac with
other investors to look for
deals in financial services. 

Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala was
appointed as the new director-
general of the World Trade
Organisation. She is the first
African and the first woman to
hold the job. The Trump
administration had opposed
the nomination of Ms Okonjo-
Iweala, a former Nigerian
finance minister, claiming that
she lacks experience. But her
only rival, Yoo Myung-hee,
South Korea’s trade minister,
withdrew her candidacy in
early February, soon after Joe
Biden took office. 

China displaced America as the
European Union’s biggest
trading partner last year,

according to official data, with
both exports and imports
growing. America remains the
eu’s biggest export market
(followed by Britain), but
overall trade slumped between
the two after their economies
tanked during the pandemic. 

Official statistics confirmed
that Britain’s gdp contracted
by 9.9% in 2020, the worst
performance in the g7. The
economic recovery that began
mid-year stalled when the
second wave of the pandemic
took hold. The Treasury’s
average of forecasts suggests
that the economy will grow by
4.4% this year and 5.7% in
2022, depending on what
happens with covid-19.

Japan’s economy shrank by
4.8% in 2020. The country’s
economic output picked up
towards the end of the year,
helped by a surge in exports. 

An expensive error
An American judge ruled that a
group of creditors that mistak-
enly received $500m from
Citigroup did not have to repay
the money to the bank. The
creditors are in dispute with
Revlon, a cosmetics company
and a client of Citi’s. The bank
sent $900m to creditors last
August, though it had meant to

recompense them with only a
small interest payment. Some
$400m has been returned, but
the judge found that the credi-
tors had grounds to think the
payment was intentional, as
the idea that Citi could make
such a blunder was “borderline
irrational”. The bank is appeal-
ing against the decision. 

Jaguar Land Rover laid out an
ambitious plan to rebrand its
Jaguar cars as all-electric by
2025. Under its new chief
executive, Thierry Bolloré, the
company plans to offer bat-
tery-powered versions of all its
models by 2030. All three of its
British factories will stay open. 

The state of New York filed a
lawsuit against Amazon,
claiming it had been “defi-
cient” in ensuring the safety of
its warehouse workers during
the pandemic and had not
adequately disinfected its
facilities. The online retailer
had tried to stop the suit, argu-
ing that workers’ safety is
covered by federal, not state,
law. It says it has spent $11.5bn
on covid measures. New York’s
suit is the latest in a series of
state challenges to the way
Amazon conducts its business. 

Air France-klm reported an
annual net loss of €7.1bn
($8.1bn). The French-Dutch

airline group said the current
tightening of travel restrictions
in some European countries
because of covid-19 made for a
challenging start to this year. 

What’s on the menu?

An Israeli startup that is devel-
oping 3d printers for meat
undertook a successful
fundraising round that will
allow it to distribute its pro-
ducts to restaurants this year.
Redefine Meat combines 3d

meat modelling, food formu-
lations and food printing to
build complex-matrix “meat”
on its machines, made from
proteins found in legumes and
grains and fat from plants. The
steaks resemble the texture
and taste of choice cuts of beef,
but with no cholesterol. Bill
Gates this week called on rich
countries to switch to “100%
synthetic beef” in order to
lower greenhouse-gas emis-
sions from the cattle industry. 
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Texas prides itself on being different. Yet it is in the grip of a
winter storm that typifies the Snowmageddon-size problems

facing energy in America. Although nobody can be sure if this
particular freeze is a sign of climate change, the growing fre-
quency of extreme weather across the country is. Texan infra-
structure has buckled. The problem is not, as some argue, that
Texas has too many renewables. Gas-fired plants and a nuclear
reactor were hit, as well as wind turbines. Worse, Texas had too
little capacity and its poorly connected grid was unable to import
power from elsewhere (see United States section). Texas shows
that America needs both a cleaner grid and a more reliable one.

Plans to overhaul American energy will come before Con-
gress in the next few months. President Joe Biden has said that he
wants fossil-fuel emissions from power generation to end by
2035 and the economy to be carbon-neutral by 2050. America is
not just the world’s second-largest emitter, but also a source of
climate-related policy, technology and, potentially, leadership.
What is about to unfold in Washington will set the course in
America for the next decade—and quite possibly beyond.

Time is pressing. Neither Mr Biden nor his successors may get
a second chance to recast policy on such a scale. Global emis-
sions from fossil fuels and cement production in 2019 were 16%
higher than in 2009. It will be even harder to limit climate
change to less than 2°C above the pre-industrial
level, the global threshold from which Ameri-
ca’s target for 2050 comes. To be carbon neutral,
the world must curb emissions by 7.6% a year
for a decade, a steeper decline than in 2020,
when covid-19 cut demand for oil and coal. For
America, delaying action to 2030 would nearly
double the cost of reaching net zero or, more
likely, mean it overshoots its targets. 

Yet there are grounds for hope. Although the Republican Party
is against almost all action, voters are increasingly alarmed by
climate change. Two-thirds of them think the federal govern-
ment is doing too little about it, and that share includes plenty of
younger Republicans. Although the fossil-fuel lobby remains
powerful, many Republican business donors want more ac-
tion—partly because asset managers are urging firms to align
their strategies with the net-zero world Mr Biden envisions. 

Most encouraging of all, the costs of power from wind and so-
lar have plunged by 70% and 90% over the past decade. Along
with cheap gas, this has already helped America decarbonise at
an impressive rate, despite Donald Trump’s rolling back of fossil-
fuel regulations. Price has not been the only factor; more than
half of the states have some sort of clean-energy mandate, a de-
vice that Mr Biden wants to introduce on a national scale. 

This involves a regulatory framework that favours renewable-
energy developments and grid connections to hook them up. It
will take a lot of extra investment—about $2.5trn in the coming
decade, say researchers at Princeton (see Briefing). In a new
book, Bill Gates, a billionaire philanthropist, argues that re-
search is needed into a host of areas such as energy storage, ad-
vanced nuclear reactors to complement renewables and tech-
nologies for clean concrete-making and other activities that are

hard to decarbonise (see Books & arts section). Without these,
even if a clean grid is powering electric cars and light trucks, it
will displace only around half of emissions.

America is good at innovation, but new ideas need to be de-
ployed at scale, not languish in the lab. One tool is a carbon price
which, if it were high enough and if investors believed it would
last, would signal what improvements were needed where. But
for all its attractions, carbon pricing failed in Congress in 2009.
Although many economists and opinion-makers on the right fa-
vour it, Republican politicians do not. And even if a carbon price
were in place, public-private co-operation would still be needed
for America to act as fast as Mr Biden proposes.

For all those reasons, an ambitious climate-oriented infra-
structure bill looks like Mr Biden’s best chance of getting new
policy on climate through the Senate. Unfortunately such a plan
will be lucky to attract any Republican votes. Yet, if mustering
the 60 needed to see off a Senate filibuster is improbable, a plan
could be stripped of some measures, including a clean-energy
standard, and passed with a simple majority through the parlia-
mentary manoeuvre known as reconciliation. The bill must still
be of a scale and ambition that matches America’s challenge.

Failure to act would bring big risks. For a start, it would make
America less competitive in the new clean-energy economy. Chi-

na is the dominant producer of solar panels and
batteries; it has also invested in foreign mines to
secure minerals needed for them. Europe has its
own “green deal” to boost its clean-energy in-
dustries. It plans to tax imports from countries
that do not pledge to lower their emissions.

America would also be deprived of global in-
fluence over climate. It has direct control over
only about 10% of the world’s greenhouse-gas

effluvia. If it wants the benefit of a stabler climate—and with it a
stabler world economy, stabler geopolitics and much avoided
suffering—it needs to influence the other 90%, too. Mr Biden has
appointed John Kerry, a former secretary of state, to spearhead
that effort (see Lexington). America is to rejoin the Paris agree-
ment on February 19th, making it a full participant in the un con-
ference to be held in Glasgow, in Scotland, in November, when
countries will be able to lodge new and more ambitious pledges
to cut emissions. If America tables goals and gives evidence that
it will back them with domestic policy, it will gain influence.
China’s two big development banks have doled out $51bn for for-
eign coal plants since 2008. America should be part of a push
against such subsidies.

Enough drifting
Unfortunately, America brings little credibility to action on cli-
mate. Mr Trump took pleasure in subverting it, but his country’s
poor record precedes him. George W. Bush declined to imple-
ment the Kyoto protocol. Congress has not considered serious
climate legislation since 2009. Today must be different. There
will never be a better chance for Mr Biden to show real ambition.
If the blackouts in Texas are any guide, it would not just be the
world that would thank him, but Americans, too. 7

America’s better future

This is the moment for an ambitious attempt to deal with climate change

Leaders
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It is easy to mock spacs. For decades these “special purpose ac-
quisition vehicles”, publicly listed pots of capital raised by in-

vestors who seek out private firms to merge with, have ushered a
small number of flaky and irrelevant companies onto public
markets. The present spac boom on Wall Street began last year
and, true to form, features celebrities-on-the-make, failed
bosses looking for redemption and credulous investors keeping
their eyes wide shut. Yet it is undeniable that something more
serious is also now taking place. The amount of money raised by
spacs in the past 12 months has soared to over $120bn, according
to Bloomberg. In a few weeks this year as much has been raised as

in the first half of 2020. The boom is spreading to Europe, and
Amsterdam is racing ahead of London as a favoured venue (see
Finance section). Serious companies are getting involved, too.
Two of Asia’s leading digital firms, Gojek and Tokopedia, are said
to be considering using a spac to list in New York, which would
be an alternative to a conventional initial public offering (ipo). 

In an ipo a firm hires bankers who help it sell shares at an
agreed price to mainly institutional investors in an elaborate
process set out by regulators. The spac approach turns that on its
head. A group of investors float a shell company, giving it a pot of
cash. It then hunts for an unlisted target firm and offers to merge 

Spactacular

spacs are a mania—and a useful way to take firms public

Capital-raising on Wall Street

Italy is big enough to break Europe. Some countries, such as
Greece or Portugal, are highly indebted but their fellow Euro-

peans can bail them out, if necessary. Others, like France, Spain
or indeed Germany, have large debts in absolute terms, but
thanks to the size of their economies and a decent record of
growth they can cope without spooking the markets. Only Italy
has the triple whammy: a big debt stock in both relative and ab-
solute terms, plus an economy that was stagnant even before co-
vid-19 struck. The arrival of Mario Draghi, sworn in as Italy’s
prime minister on February 13th (see Europe section), offers
some hope that Europe’s sick man may get a vital healing shot.

Mr Draghi, an ex-boss of the European Central Bank, is the lat-
est in a long line of technocrats to be installed in the prime min-
ister’s office. That is hardly ideal. Unelected
heads of government are in principle a snub to
democracy. They are often bad at communicat-
ing with the public. Their elevation can play into
the hands of populists, who will always claim
that the elites are conspiring to do down the
masses. When the prime minister in question is
a former international banker, the demagogic
slogans practically write themselves. 

Still, Mr Draghi commands the support of all Italy’s main par-
ties, with the sole exception of the Brothers of Italy, an outfit with
neo-fascist origins, which will no doubt snipe dangerously from
the sidelines. Mr Draghi is more than just a technocrat; he also
has considerable political and diplomatic skills, as he showed
when shepherding the euro through its crisis a decade ago. He
will need them.

Previous governments have often broadly agreed about what
has to be done to rescue Italy from its chronic malaise. It is one of
the worst places in the European Union in which to do business,
owing to a sluggish and erratic judicial system, a weakness for
red tape and a tax system that discourages job creation. Govern-
ment subsidies have failed to correct the deep structural imbal-

ance between the prosperous north and the mezzogiorno, Italy’s
south, one of Europe’s least prosperous regions. All these things
need fixing, but a series of weak, cash-strapped coalition govern-
ments have made little progress. Mr Draghi has a chance to do
better. For now, at least, he has a huge majority in parliament.

He will also have plenty of sugar to help the unpleasant medi-
cine go down. Thanks to a €750bn ($900bn) recovery fund that
the eu agreed to last summer, Italy is eligible for around €200bn
in grants and loans over the next six years. The money comes
with the right kind of conditions attached. Much of it must be
spent on green projects or digital ones; and agreeing to a detailed
programme of reforms is a key part of the mix. Italy’s draft plan is
better than some that other member states have submitted to

Brussels. Even so, Mr Draghi needs to beef it up.
In a speech to parliament on February 17th he hit
the right notes, promising to reform taxes, the
courts and public administration, but also pro-
mising not to bail out unviable firms.

If Mr Draghi is a good bet for Italy, he looks a
good one for the eu as well. The European Coun-
cil could use another heavyweight. Angela Mer-
kel is on her way out, having promised that her

current term as Germany’s chancellor is her last; an election is
due on September 26th. Emmanuel Macron faces his own re-
election battle early next year. Britain, in the past the swing vote
in Europe’s trio of dominant powers, has abandoned the stage.

A powerful and highly regarded Italian will also help shift the
eu’s ideological balance in the right direction. If it is to survive
and thrive, the bloc needs to invest a good deal more money, rais-
ing it on the international markets and so allowing its weaker
countries to benefit from the credit of the union as a whole. The
recovery fund offers a good template that should be used again in
the future; Mr Draghi will be well placed to press for that. This
can happen, though, only if the existing plan is a success. If Su-
per Mario cannot make it work for Italy, perhaps no one can. 7

Another chance

Mario Draghi’s appointment as prime minister is good for Italy and good for Europe

Italy
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India will soon end China’s long run as the world’s most pop-
ulous country. But by some projections its workforce will not

exceed China’s until mid-century, even though Indians are much
younger. One reason is that so few women in India are in paid
work (see Asia section). The International Labour Organisation
says that only a fifth of adult women had a job or sought one in
2019, compared with three-fifths in China. The Centre for Mon-
itoring Indian Economy, a local research firm, put the share of
urban women in or looking for work at just 7% in November.

During the pandemic, women have typically been the first in
India to lose their jobs and the last to regain them. School shut-
downs have forced some to drop out of the labour force to look
after children who would normally be in class. Young women
who have been unable to study, train or work during the pan-
demic are being married off instead. That is a worrying develop-
ment. Whereas women in other countries often withdraw from
the workforce when burdened with a child, women in India drop
out when burdened with a husband.

Some would say that nothing should, or can, be done about
this. If Indian women choose not to work outside the home, the
argument runs, that is their business. Dropping out of the labour
force is a status symbol for upwardly mobile households, show-

ing they are able to get by on the husband’s earnings alone.
But the dearth of working women in India is not simply a re-

flection of cultural preferences. Many women on the sidelines of
the economy are not there by choice. They say they would like to
work if they could. Were they all to get their wish, it would add
over 100m women to the workforce, by one calculation. That is
more than the total number of workers, male and female, in
France, Germany and Italy combined. 

Moreover, Indians are not as hostile to women in work as the
employment numbers suggest. Their answers to questions like
“Should men have more right to a job than women?” are more
egalitarian than poll responses in Indonesia, where fully 53% of
women pursue work outside the home. Despite that, the share of
Indian women who actually find a perch in the workforce is a
shade lower than in Saudi Arabia, where 22% do. And in so far as
social attitudes do hold women back, they are not immutable.
Indeed, employing women is often a catalyst for social enlight-
enment, rather than a consequence of it. 

The best thing the government can do to increase the supply
of female workers is to increase the demand for labour in gen-
eral. If growth is quick, hiring strong and labour scarce, then em-
ployers will have a powerful incentive to attract more women 

Many hands, light work

A lower share of women are in work in India than in Saudi Arabia

India’s jobs market

with it, raising a second round of cash from investors as it does
so. If you are a firm that wants to go public, a marriage with a spac

is relatively quick and certain.
The spac boom partly reflects a rebellion among Silicon Val-

ley types, who have long grumbled about having to go through an
ipo. Banks charge fees of 5-7% of the capital raised. Bankers man-
age the ipo price, and stand accused of setting it artificially low
in order to give a “pop” to the pals they deal with routinely in the
public markets at the expense of founders and early backers. For
over a decade many exciting firms have stayed sheltered in priv-
ate markets, an option afforded them by well-funded venture-
capital investors like Son Masayoshi of Soft-
Bank. As a result, the value of cash raised by ipos
as a share of America’s overall stockmarket val-
ue had been in decline for years.

However, the pent-up demand to go public is
being unleashed at last. As well as spacs, some
firms are trying a third technique to go public
called a direct listing. Founders and employees
sell shares on an exchange for whatever inves-
tors are willing to pay—an option made possible by high-fre-
quency traders, like Citadel Securities, who helped Slack and
Spotify, two tech stars, to debut in this way.

There are two big dangers. One is that the spac boom becomes
a bubble. Financial markets show many other signs of froth, in-
cluding the recent GameStop retail-investor frenzy and the surge
in Bitcoin’s price. If interest rates were to rise suddenly as a result
of inflation (see Buttonwood), and the music were to stop in
markets, the spac boom might end abruptly. That is unlikely to
pose a risk to the financial system, but some firms would be left
stranded at the altar. And spac investors might be clobbered.

The second danger lies within spacs’ design, which can range
from being efficient to being a rip-off. The typical spac creator
receives “promote” shares—the median stake is 8% of the post-
merger equity—for a trivial cost, meaning they make decent re-
turns even if the merged firm’s shares sink after it goes public.
Warrants (the right to buy shares at a given price in the future) are
given to early backers as an incentive, and can also dilute the re-
turns of outside shareholders. The presence of a cohort of badly
designed spacs is one reason why, on average, spacs have under-
performed both firms that debut via ipo, and the broader market.

Fixing these problems will require investors to be vigilant.
They should demand that spac creators forgo
their fat promote shares in favour of shares or
warrants that pay out only once other investors
have seen returns. The incentives doled out to
early backers should be trimmed, and restricted
to those who are prepared to hold on to their
shares long after a target has been acquired.
These changes would both improve the long-
term returns for investors and also discourage

more dubious ventures from being set up. Some spacs, such as
the one launched by Bill Ackman, a hedge-fund manager, have
already adopted more sensible terms. 

The spac boom has a whiff of the bubble about it—and some
projects will end in tears. But with the right design, spacs can be-
come a familiar and useful device for investors. They give firms
more options for going public and will encourage regulators and
bankers to improve the ipo process. Rational risk-taking by in-
vestors, capital-raising by exciting firms and the expansion of
public markets are all things that should be welcomed. Even if
some spacs crash and burn, the idea behind them is a buy. 7

SPACs
Number launched, by IPO trading date
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For the past eight years France has been leading a counter-
terrorism war in Africa. The fighting is mainly in three coun-

tries—Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso—and straddles an area four
times the size of France itself, stretching from the great dunes on
the southern edge of the Sahara down through the thorny acacia
scrub of the Sahel. 

It is brutal. Last year jihadist-related violence in the region
claimed about 6,200 lives. Almost 2m people have fled their
homes. The conflict is not just causing misery among the world’s
poorest and fastest-growing populations. It also threatens to
spread chaos into coastal countries such as Ivory Coast, Ghana
and Benin, whose stability is essential if this huge part of Africa
is ever to grow rich. 

A year ago, with the backing of leaders in the region, President
Emmanuel Macron led a mini-surge to try to push back the jihad-
ists, adding about 600 troops to take France’s to-
tal force, known as Operation Barkhane, to
5,100. Working with local armies, French troops
have won some big tactical successes, in partic-
ular against Islamic State in the Greater Sahara
(isgs). By bombing its hideouts and chasing its
convoys of motorbikes and pickup trucks, Bark-
hane has shaken this jihadist group.

Yet even as French troops have hammered
militias linked to isgs, others mostly affiliated to a branch of 
al-Qaeda have continued their deadly business. The cruel truth is
that France finds itself leading a war it will struggle to win, and
for which nobody is particularly grateful. At home, Barkhane en-
joys cross-party support, but a new poll suggests that a slim ma-
jority of French voters now oppose the war. In the region, where
France has often propped up autocrats or turned a blind eye to
coups in its former colonies, it faces ongoing protests. On Febru-
ary 16th, after a summit with Sahel leaders, Mr Macron promised
that he would not immediately draw down troops, but said that
this was not “a forever war” (see Middle East & Africa section). 

The region’s own armies have improved considerably since
2013, when rebels and jihadists overran all of northern Mali and
were marching on Bamako, the capital. But they are nowhere
near ready to hold the line without the support of French troops

and air power, American intelligence-gathering and training
from other Western powers. Mali’s government barely controls
much of the country’s north or centre beyond its largest cities,
and that is only with the help of a 15,000-strong un force.

There are also limits to what heavily armed outsiders can
achieve, as Western armies have learned in Somalia and Afghani-
stan. This is a fight that will ultimately be won or lost by the re-
gion’s own governments. That, in turn, will depend on whether
they can regain the trust of long-neglected rural populations,
who often see the jihadists as less predatory and corrupt than the
state. The governments of Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso must do
a better job of supplying services such as clean water, schools
and clinics. They will also have to curb graft and human-rights
abuses. Last year more civilians in the Sahel were killed by gov-
ernment soldiers than by jihadists. There is only so much that

France and its Western allies can do to improve
Sahelian governance. But they can make their
support for local leaders and armies more con-
ditional on tangible changes, such as the prose-
cution of soldiers who have been accused of war
crimes. An end to coups, such as the one in Mali
last year, would also help. 

If France wants the Sahel’s governments to
take more responsibility, it may have to accept

that their leaders could enter into peace talks with some of the ji-
hadists that it is fighting. Local ceasefires such as one struck in
Djibo, a city in northern Burkina Faso, could be a useful starting-
point and a way of allowing teachers and nurses to return. 

As much as Mr Macron would like to find a way to bring
France’s troops home, many will be needed in the Sahel for years.
However, it is unreasonable to expect France to carry the combat
burden alone. The entire region would be damaged if the Sahel’s
already-weak states were to collapse. Countries with effective ar-
mies such as Ghana could do more to protect themselves by pro-
tecting their neighbours. A few of France’s European allies have
stepped forward with small commando forces. Others should
make good on their promises to join them. Nobody wants to get
stuck in a forever war. But repelling the jihadists will take troops,
money, co-operation and, above all, patience. 7

Macron’s African mission

France wants to avoid a “forever war” in the Sahel. That will take patience, and allies

Fighting jihadists

into the workforce by offering higher pay and safer, more con-
venient jobs. Alas, India’s notorious red tape has restricted the
growth of labour-intensive, female-friendly industries such as
the garment trade, which has prospered next door in Bangla-
desh. To the extent that India’s government does try to foster
private employment, it coddles pet industries, especially it, that
are prestigious but unlikely to employ the masses. And the state
is extremely sexist in its own hiring: only 11% of the central gov-
ernment’s employees are women.

The government has adopted some helpful reforms. Factory
rules that are soon to come into effect will ease restrictions on
women’s working hours, which should make them more appeal-
ing recruits. But it could do more. India’s rural workfare scheme
provides flexible employment to many women. But work is not

always available and pay often arrives late. The scheme should
also pay wages directly to women rather than to households. A
study by Erica Field of Duke University and her colleagues
showed that giving women control over their wages increased
their bargaining power with their husbands, which in turn won
them more freedom to work. There is the potential to initiate a
virtuous cycle. As more women in a district take jobs, their hus-
bands feel less shame about their wives’ departures from home
and hearth. 

Despite the many obstacles they face, Indian women already
make striking contributions in many fields, including retail,
management, media and politics. India’s finance minister, Nir-
mala Sitharaman, has herself worked in all four. Her government
should try harder to clear a path for more women like her. 7
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Disarming features
The dangers of nuclear prolif-
eration and confrontation
cannot be understated (“Who
will go nuclear next?”, January
30th). However, the Treaty on
the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons represents much
more than a means of chan-
nelling “the frustration among
nuclear have-nots.” It may not
magically eliminate the
world’s nuclear arsenal, but it
does set a moral and legal
starting point for long-term
efforts towards disarmament,
which nuclear powers have an
obligation and special respon-
sibility to take up.

The treaty outlaws the use,
development, production,
testing and stockpiling of
nuclear weapons, formalises a
strongly held taboo against
their use and fills a legal gap. It
provides a further disincentive
against proliferation.

Given that the ultimate goal
is to ensure that a nuclear
detonation never takes place
again, perhaps the treaty’s
most obvious effect is the
further stigmatisation of nu-
clear weapons. This makes it
less probable that one will be
detonated in the future. 
robert mardini
Director-general
International Committee of
the Red Cross
Geneva

You noted that Japan’s devel-
opment of reprocessing will
bring it closer to a nuclear-
weapons capability. The
situation is significantly worse
than you describe. In fact,
France has reprocessed 47
tonnes of Japanese reactor
plutonium, separating out
weapons-usable plutonium
and returning 11 tonnes of it to
Japan. It now has enough
plutonium to produce well
above 1,000 nuclear weapons. 

To say that Japan is a latent
nuclear power is perhaps an
understatement. It is months,
not years, from a weapon
should it choose to build one.
The stockpiling of commer-
cially produced plutonium is a
serious proliferation problem.
bruce goodwin
Pleasanton, California

Priestley’s prejudice
Bagehot presented an idyllic
view of J.B. Priestley’s “English
Journey” (January 23rd). A
closer reading proffers a darker
side to this “hero” of left-wing
politics, in his description of
the Irish in Liverpool:

A great many speeches have
been made and books written
on the subject of what England
has done to Ireland. I should be
interested to hear a speech and
read a book or two about what
Ireland has done to England. If
we do have an Irish Republic as
our neighbour, and it is found
possible to return her exiled
citizens, what a grand clear-
ance there will be in all the
western ports, from the Clyde
to Cardiff, what a fine exit of
ignorance and dirt and drunk-
enness and disease. 

This message was not too
dissimilar to that spewed by
Enoch Powell some 30 years
later, and Donald Trump much
too recently.
a.d. pellegrini
Bloomington, Minnesota

Chinese friends
I enjoyed your special report
on Chinese youth (January
23rd). I lecture in English to
Chinese undergraduates at
Cambridge and across China.
Their desire to learn about our
culture is so impressive. It
stands in stark contrast to the
lack of interest in China by the
West’s young. In 2020 there
were very few undergraduates
studying Chinese at Cam-
bridge University; there were
more reading Anglo-Saxon.
Youngsters must be encour-
aged to learn about China.
Appreciation of its rich culture
and the formation of friend-
ships should not be inhibited
by our political differences
with its leadership.
nicholas chrimes
Guest professor
Guangzhou University

Covid comparisons
One thesis of your article
comparing California to Texas
in the pandemic is that there is
less difference than one might
expect, despite their divergent

strategies (“Life, liberty”, Feb-
ruary 6th). Texas had 127
deaths per 100,000 people
compared with 104 in Cali-
fornia. That is a difference of
one-fifth, quite significant
given that the economic
impacts of both strategies are
similar. If two firms achieved
that difference in profit in the
same market we’d laud one
over the other. If they swapped
death rates it would amount to
thousands of fewer deaths in
Texas and thousands more
deaths in California. 

The pandemic perhaps
reaffirms Stalin’s maxim that
one death is a tragedy, a mil-
lion deaths a statistic. 
aaron mckenna
Dublin

Intense minorities
“Into the lion's den” (January
23rd) mentioned that only 23%
of the Russian public think
political protests are possible,
making a revolution unlikely.
However, Erica Chenoweth, a
political scientist at Harvard,
has demonstrated that it takes
only 3.5% of a population to
protest to bring about change.
The possibility of a Navalnyan
revolution should not yet be
written off in Russia. Revolu-
tions are always impossible,
until they are inevitable. 
viktor sundman
Stockholm

The extraordinary efforts of
despots to prevent their citi-
zens from voting “for the
wrong people” (“The meaning
of Myanmar’s coup”, February
6th), calls to mind a question
posed by Bertolt Brecht after
the East German uprising
against Soviet rule: “Would it
not in that case be simpler, for
the government to dissolve the
people and elect another?”
augustus haney
New York

Moore’s law for lasers
The Technology Quarterly on
understanding light was excel-
lent (January 9th). I agree with
your assertion that there “is no
grand sweep to laser devel-
opment akin to Moore’s law for
chips…different types of laser

improve according to different
measures and at different
rates.” However, the funda-
mental economics of semi-
conductor lasers have indeed
been improving at a rate simi-
lar to Moore’s law. Just as
integrated circuits empowered
a broad range of applications
that improved at different
rates, high-power semicon-
ductor lasers have been getting
better at an extraordinarily
rapid rate (similar to Moore’s
law) and are similarly enabling
other solid-state lasers in a
wide range of applications. 

As Paul Romer argues, “We
consistently fail to grasp how
many ideas remain to be dis-
covered…possibilities do not
merely add up; they multiply.”
scott keeney
Vancouver, Washington

A knack for shacks
Regarding the “Spread of the
shed” (January 23rd) as more
people work from home, my
former hen house on our
property in rural Ontario has
been transformed into my Zen
house, with recycled windows
and scrap lumber. From its
picture window I can spy on an
immature bald eagle in a dis-
tant tree-top, I can read my
international weekly news
magazine and write in my
notebook, enjoy the peace and
luxury of device-free sur-
roundings in a bug-free space
and think non-covid thoughts.
jane de jong
Chatsworth, Canada

George Bernard Shaw’s garden
shed, shown in a photograph
in your article, was named
“London”. This meant that
when someone came to his
home, his housekeeper would
be able truthfully to say, “Sorry,
he’s not here; he’s in London,”
ensuring greater peace and
quiet for his writing.
william newsom
Weston Bampfylde, Somerset

Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the Editor at 
The Economist, The Adelphi Building,
1-11 John Adam Street, London wc2n 6ht
Email: letters@economist.com
More letters are available at:
Economist.com/letters
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The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) is the leading international policy forum for securities regulators and is recognized as the global 
standard setter for securities regulation. The organization’s membership regulates more than 95% of the world’s securities markets in more than 115 jurisdictions 
and its membership continues to grow.
IOSCO aims through its work to:

• promote the protection of investors;

• reduce systemic risk.
The Secretary General is IOSCO’s senior full-time executive, appointed by and accountable to the organization through the IOSCO Board, and is responsible for 
implementing IOSCO’s strategic priorities and leading the General Secretariat, which is based in Madrid, Spain.

The Role
You will be responsible for leading and managing the work of the General Secretariat, which serves as the permanent base for the organization’s global 

to the Board, Board Committees and IOSCO’s work generally in pursuit of its aims and objectives; leading IOSCO’s regulatory capacity building initiatives; and 

tasks will be implementing the strategic Board Priorities and the organization’s bi-annual Workplan.

The Candidate

Portuguese or French) would be an asset. 

Applications
SG-Vacancy@iosco.org Committee 

at SG-Vacancy@iosco.org

• Where the nomination is by an IOSCO member, a written assurance that the person nominated is interested in being considered for the role of  
 the Secretary General.

Job Advertisement

International Organization of Securities Commissions 
(IOSCO)

Secretary General
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Amid the dust and sagebrush of New
Mexico there are 61 rigs at work. The

south-eastern part of the state, which sits
over the shales of the Permian basin that
spans the border with Texas, has over the
past decade attracted shale-oil specialists,
oil majors like ExxonMobil and innumer-
able camp followers fixing pumps, selling
pipe and hauling the sand used to fracture
the underground strata. About 40,000 peo-
ple in the state now work in the sector; the
taxes it generates pay for a third of the
state’s budget; and it accounts for about 1%
of America’s greenhouse-gas emissions.

President Joe Biden’s announcement in
January of a temporary moratorium on
new leases allowing drilling on federal
land has not gone down well in this bit of
the Permian; New Mexico accounts for
more than half of such onshore oil produc-
tion. The American Petroleum Institute
(api), the industry’s main lobby, contends
that the moratorium could cost the state
62,000 jobs. But for all the importance oil
has in its economy, even New Mexico is
preparing for a new energy era. 

The Democratic governor, Michelle Lu-

jan Grisham, wants her state’s emissions
in 2030 to be at least 45% below their level
in 2005, which given the recent oil boom
means about 60% less than what they were
in 2018. Across the state solar farms are be-
ing set up to harness the abundant sun-
shine and charging points provided for
electric cars—just the sort of initiatives Mr
Biden is seeking to accelerate as he aims to
turn the American economy away from
fossil fuels once and for all.

In January the president signed an ex-
ecutive order calling for the country to re-
duce its net greenhouse-gas emissions to
zero by 2050, and to that end he wants the
electricity sector to be emissions-free by
2035. Angelica Rubio, a New Mexico state
representative who has relatives working
on oil and gas projects in the Permian ba-
sin, acknowledges local resistance to Mr
Biden’s decarbonisation goals. “It is dras-
tic,” she says. “But this is the road map we
need to take.” She is sponsoring a bill in the
state legislature to ease the transition for
oil workers. 

Any encouragement from within the
shale patch will be welcome to Mr Biden’s

team, which needs all the help it can get. In
Europe, as in China, politicians are using
industrial policy, regulations, carbon pric-
es and other tools to lessen the risks asso-
ciated with climate change and secure
their place in a global clean-energy econo-
my; some have got a fair way already (see
Britain). But despite having played a key
role in the negotiations which produced
the Paris agreement in 2015—an agreement
that it is rejoining on February 19th—
America has to date offered no compre-
hensive outline of the goals and strategies
it will use to tackle greenhouse-gas emis-
sions which, in 2018, were equivalent to
5.3bn tonnes of carbon dioxide (see chart 1
on next page). Those emissions declined in
2020 by a staggering 9%, according to esti-
mates from Bloombergnef, a data provid-
er. But as the economy recovers they will
bounce back quickly.

The lack of an ambitious national pro-
gramme is largely down to the fact that
America’s Republican Party couples politi-
cal power with a climate nihilism to an al-
most unparalleled extent. Donald Trump
called climate change a hoax and withdrew
from the Paris agreement; his administra-
tion put significant effort into trying to roll
back the regulations with which his prede-
cessor, Barack Obama, had tried to lower
emissions. That they are subject to such re-
versals is one of the reasons that executive
orders and regulatory stances are a poor
substitute for thoroughgoing legislation.
But Mr Obama had little choice. The vast
majority of Republicans elected to federal

NEW YORK

America has done too little to fight rising temperatures. Joe Biden wants to
change that

The switch
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office reject policies to cut emissions,
which is why Congress has not seriously
confronted the issue for more than a dec-
ade. The power of Republicans in the Sen-
ate made it pointless.

The problem is made worse by the fact
that some conservative Democrats have
their own reservations. Joe Manchin, a
Democrat from West Virginia, says that he
supports climate action. But he rejects the
idea that coal, the dirtiest fossil fuel, might
be permanently removed from the world’s
energy portfolio: “Get into reality,” he says.
“It’s not going to be eliminated.” The fact
that the Senate is split 50-50 between the
parties means that, even with Vice-Presi-
dent Kamala Harris’s casting vote, Mr Man-
chin in effect has a veto over legislation.

Should such obstacles lead to America
punting for another decade, it will pay for
the privilege. Delaying to 2030 would make
the transition to a net-zero emissions
economy almost twice as expensive as it
would be if started today, with costs soar-
ing to $750bn a year by 2035 and more than
$900bn a year by the early 2040s, accord-
ing to Energy Innovation, a policy group.
But today’s urgency comes from greater
concerns than fiscal prudence. America’s
emissions are not only a problem for the
climate in and of themselves. They are also
a check on its opportunities to influence
the rest of the world’s emissions, which co-
piously outweigh its own. 

A decisive American effort to reduce
emissions would be a potent signal of soli-
darity and a great enabler of change. It is
unlikely that poor- and middle-income
countries, eager to lift their citizens out of
poverty, will try hard to curb their emis-
sions if the world’s richest nation declines
to limit its own, which are among the
world’s largest per person. A vibrant Amer-
ican programme would also guarantee lev-
els of innovation devoted to the fight for a
stable climate that easily exceed today’s.
America’s wealth, national laboratories,
universities, corporate giants and entre-
preneurs, if properly harnessed to the task
of decarbonisation, will undoubtedly pro-

duce novel approaches and technologies
that would benefit other nations. 

And it would be a licence to persuade,
shame and, where appropriate, bully. Mr
Biden has charged John Kerry, who when
secretary of state was an important player
in the Paris negotiations, with leading ef-
forts on climate change abroad (see Lex-
ington). If he cannot point to progress at
home, Mr Kerry’s job will be an unprofit-
able and thankless one. 

Running down a dream
But providing Mr Kerry with compelling
backup is a tall order. In December re-
searchers at Princeton University publish-
ed a sweeping report to show how Ameri-
can emissions might by 2050 be reduced to
“net zero”—a state where the amount of
greenhouse gas still being dumped into the
atmosphere is no greater than the amount
deliberately being taken out of it and se-
questered in some form. Though the study
outlined various paths to that goal, all of
them shared the basic foundation of an
electricity sector rapidly both decarbo-
nised and enlarged. 

Over the past decade America’s electric-
ity industry has become significantly less
carbon-intensive despite meagre federal
action. This has mainly been down to the
replacement of coal by natural gas; coal,

which provided 45% of the electricity gen-
erated in 2010, provided just 19% in 2020.
But truly clean energy has been on the rise
too. Though no new nuclear-power plants
have been built and brought online, annual
installations of wind and solar have rock-
eted as states have imposed mandates
which require a certain amount of renew-
able or emissions-free generating capaci-
ty—mandates which, with the capital costs
of renewables tumbling and interest rates
low, have not been irksome to meet. In
2010, according to Bloombergnef, Ameri-
ca had 42.6gw of wind and solar capacity.
Last year it had 213.2gw, about five times as
much, with 33.6gw added in 2020 alone. 

But this progress is mere prologue to
what must come in the 2020s. “The pace
we are talking about is much faster than
what has been done historically,” says Eric
Larson, who led the Princeton study. In one
scenario, wind and solar capacity would
need to expand each year through 2025 by
about 40gw before hitting 70-75 gw a year
in 2026-30—more than double last year’s
record rate (see chart 2). If those targets are
met, the Princeton researchers reckon, by
2030 wind and solar farms could be provid-
ing about half of America’s electricity, up
from 9% in 2019. 

One of the reasons for dealing with
electricity first is that it opens up possibil-
ities in other sectors. A grid powered by
abundant clean energy allows emissions
from cars, light vans, trains and buildings
to be slashed as they turn to electricity for
more and more of their energy needs. 

Turbines in America’s endless skyways
and panels across her diamond deserts are
no use if the power cannot get to the peo-
ple. Lots of clean power means lots of new
transmission lines, too—in one scenario,
Princeton estimates that high-voltage
transmission capacity would need to jump
by 60% over the course of the coming dec-
ade. It adds up to a big bill. Mr Larson and
his colleagues estimate that setting Ameri-
ca on a path to net zero will require at least
$2.5trn of additional capital investment
over the present decade. And that spend-
ing requires careful planning, with enough
spare power capacity to deal with extreme
weather. 

The blackouts which hit Texas in this
week’s catastrophic cold snap are a case in
point (see United States). The problem was
not primarily one of renewables failing in
the freezing conditions, as some have sug-
gested; many gas-fired plants failed, as did
one nuclear reactor. But this does not
mean that a grid dominated by renewables
would necessarily have done better. Jesse
Jenkins, one of the authors of the Prince-
ton study, says the outages show both that
America needs interconnections that can
transmit large amounts of power over long
distances and that “firm” generating ca-
pacity—be it in the form of thermal plants

A great leap forward
United States, installed electricity capacity
By power source, gigawatts

Sources: BloombergNEF;
Princeton University
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powered by biomass, natural-gas plants
from which the carbon-dioxide emissions
are sequestered, nuclear plants, hydrogen
or even geothermal generation—needs to
be really reliable. 

By 2050 the expansion of transmission
and renewables would be truly prodigious
(see chart 3). At that point onshore wind
and solar farms would span some 600,000
square kilometres, an expanse slightly
smaller than two New Mexicos but slightly
larger than Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illi-
nois combined. And even that is not, in it-
self, enough. Research must ramp up, too,
to explore the best mix of ways to provide
the firm capacity such a grid will need. 

E pluribus unum
And even if all electricity were carbon-free
and all the country’s cars, light-duty
trucks, trains and buildings used nothing
else, almost half of America’s emissions
would still need to be tackled. Dealing with
aircraft, shipping and farms is much har-
der. Many firms have committed them-
selves to reducing or eliminating emis-
sions; but it will be harder to do so in heavy
industries such as cement or steel. In those
areas change requires either entirely new
technology or technologies not yet de-
ployed at a remotely appropriate scale. 

This is not the level of change states
alone could bring about, even if all of them
were trying their hardest. States cannot on
their own drive the car industry and its
customers away from internal-combus-
tion engines, or deal with the requirement
for emissions-free steel, cement, shipping
and aircraft. They cannot foot the bill for
the $35bn a year on clean-energy research
that Bill Gates, a philanthropist, calls for in
a new book (see Books and arts). As reve-
nues have plunged during the covid-19
pandemic, some states may struggle to
supply even basic services; transforming
whole swathes of industry is someone
else’s job. 

Enter Mr Biden. His executive order set-
ting the 2050 goal signalled his intentions
to push hard on climate; his moratorium

on new leases and his revoking of the per-
mit for the Keystone xl pipeline from Can-
ada’s oil sands showed he was willing to
upset people doing so. 

There is a lot he can do simply through
forceful leadership and better manage-
ment of various obscure agencies. The Fed-
eral Energy Regulatory Commission,
which oversees wholesale power markets,
can do a great deal to ease the endlessly
fractious construction of transmission
lines and support states’ efforts to deploy
clean electricity. New York’s plans to devel-
op a whopping 9gw of wind power off the
southern shores of Long Island were held
up by Mr Trump’s Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management. Mr Biden has hired Amanda
Lefton, previously New York’s assistant en-
ergy secretary, to run the bureau, so that
will probably change.

Mr Biden can also try and use his pow-
ers under the Clean Air Act to accelerate the
shift toward low- and zero-emission cars.
gm, a giant carmaker, in January an-
nounced that it would offer only electric
cars by 2035; the prospect for ever stricter
regulations on carbon-emitting cars may
lead its peers to follow suit. The Securities
and Exchange Commission may push
companies to disclose climate risks, thus
making things easier for the increasing
number of investors and asset managers
who care about such things. The federal
government’s nearly $600bn in annual
procurement can be used to create a huge
market for new clean technologies.

There are limits, however, to pursuing
green policy through the executive branch.
Mr Biden risks litigation and review before
a conservative Supreme Court that is more
sceptical of environmental rules. And even
executive orders that avoid legal action re-
main vulnerable, as first Mr Obama and
then Mr Trump have found. These are all
strong reasons for Mr Biden to give his pro-
gramme the buttress of legislation. But in
truth, the fact that Congress controls
spending is probably enough; a fair
amount of the money needed is going to
have to come from the public purse. 

The most likely vehicle for action is an
infrastructure bill which may come later
this year. Such a bill might include charg-
ing stations for electric cars, support for
transmission and investment infrastruc-
ture resilient to rising seas. It could also in-
clude money not just for basic energy in-
novation, but for large demonstration pro-
jects. Either as part of that bill or separate-
ly, Mr Biden would like to create a national
clean-electricity standard that could pro-
vide zero-emissions power by 2035, mim-
icking states’ preference for such targets
over broader carbon-pricing approaches.
Such a clean-electricity standard would
force utilities to decarbonise more quickly. 

The power to employ
Central to Mr Biden’s pitch for such a pack-
age is the idea that a green transition will
create employment. “Climate change at its
heart is not a planetary problem,” argues
Gina McCarthy, his national climate advis-
er. “It’s a people problem.” Building new in-
dustries is always appealing to politicians
who want voters to have good jobs; updat-
ing a great nation’s ageing infrastructure
could serve the same end. “If we can show
that we are growing jobs and that those
jobs are good union jobs,” argues Ms
McCarthy, “then we’re going to be able to
convince the middle of this country.” 

The size of any surge in American
clean-energy manufacturing should not be
overestimated. America is late to the game;
industrial policy has already made China
the world’s dominant producer of solar
panels and batteries, and that is unlikely to
change. “The United States needs to be
clear-eyed about where it will be very hard
for us to gain a competitive advantage at
this point,” says Kelly Sims Gallagher a pro-
fessor at Tufts University and a former ad-
viser to Mr Obama. 

However, she allows that still-nascent,
complex technologies such as hydrogen
fuel-cells or carbon capture might be pos-
sible areas for American differentiation.
And the scale of the endeavour matters in
itself. If America were to ramp up the de-

Let a thousand farms bloom

Source: Princeton University
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ployment of wind and solar as the Prince-
ton team suggests, America’s manufactur-
ing jobs for wind would increase by five to
tenfold to 2030 and for solar by about ten-
fold—even if the share of imported compo-
nents remained the same. Workers would
also set about installing wind farms, heat
pumps and power lines, to name a few, as
well as operating and maintaining them. 

Jobs in mining and drilling would de-
cline; those in construction would climb.
Princeton estimates that energy’s share of
employment in 2050 would stay level or
rise in most states, with Louisiana, North
Dakota and Wyoming notable exceptions.
In New Mexico, it would climb from 6% to
10%. In West Virginia, it would inch up
from 5% to 6%, as jobs lost in coal were re-
placed by those in clean power.

Silly games
But that may not be enough to placate Mr
Manchin. He is a staunch supporter of his
home state’s coal miners, who have a sym-
bolic heft that outweighs their economic
clout. “We need to innovate our way
through this,” he asserts, rather than close
down industries. He has backed bills to
support energy innovation but has so far
declined to throw his weight behind a
clean-energy standard, noting that renew-
ables are being built quickly already so
may not need such support. “Out west,
people quit basically raising cows and
started raising windmills,” he quips. 

With Mr Manchin crucial to any at-
tempt to pass a bill purely on the basis of
Democratic votes, this might seem to take
sweeping legislation off the table. But Shel-
don Whitehouse, a Democratic senator for
Rhode Island and perhaps the chamber’s
most reliable climate advocate, says he is
newly hopeful that eight or so Senate Re-
publicans may emerge from their self-im-

posed exile from the cause. Two-thirds of
Americans believe that Washington is do-
ing too little to fight climate change. In Ja-
nuary America’s Chamber of Commerce—
“probably our worst and most implacable
adversary”, Mr Whitehouse says—voiced
support for “durable climate policy” from
Congress that supports investment and in-
cludes “well designed market mecha-
nisms”. Larry Fink of BlackRock, the
world’s biggest asset manager, is urging
businesses to align their strategies with a
carbon-neutral economy by 2050. A grow-
ing number of companies are tired of cli-
mate rules that ping pong from one presi-
dency to the next. “We prefer legislation
over regulation,” says Ben Fowke, the chief
executive of Xcel Energy, a big utility. “It’s
not as subject to change.” 

Mr Whitehouse contends that the shift
in corporate attitudes may give Republi-
cans cover to support some kinds of cli-
mate policy, at least. The fossil-fuel lobby
has not gone away. Mike Sommers, who
leads api, says he and his colleagues speak
with lawmakers daily to explain “what our
energy needs are and what they are going
to be.” That includes a robust future for
both American oil and gas, he argues. But
Mr Whitehouse says that “there is a very
significant chance that the blockade that
the fossil-fuel industry perpetrated over
the last decade can actually be broken by
the rest of corporate America.” Indeed in
December Congress passed a bill that in-
cluded an extension of clean-energy tax
credits and $35bn in support for energy re-
search over the next decade—hardly an in-
vestment on Mr Gates’s preferred scale, but
at least a faint glimmer of bipartisanship. 

In most 50-50 legislatures the prospect
of even a few members of the other side
coming over to your point of view would be
enough. The Senate is different. Its filibus-

ter rules require 60 votes in order to bring a
motion to the floor, meaning that just 41 of
the 50 Republicans can block almost any
piece of legislation. In principle, the 50
Democratic senators could, with the help
of the vice-president’s casting vote, end
this filibuster rule. But Mr Manchin says it
will be eliminated “over my dead body.”

The eye of the needle
That leaves Mr Biden with limited options.
Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, Democratic lawmakers who are fa-
vourites among the party’s left, want to de-
clare climate change a national emergency.
That would allow Mr Biden to redirect mil-
itary funds to boost clean energy; again,
though, it would have to pass the Senate. 

More likely, Democrats will use their 50
votes in the Senate in a process known as
budget reconciliation that allows spending
and tax measures to pass with a simple ma-
jority. Such a bill could approve invest-
ments and tax credits to deal with climate
change. Some argue that a clean-energy
standard might, if properly designed,
squeak through too. Along with a White
House that tightens emissions-standards
for cars and streamlines permitting for
new projects, that would count as pro-
gress. America would connect more clean
power to better grids. Additional money
could be funnelled towards research. More
electric cars would take to the roads.

The question is whether Democrats are
able to advance a bill that complies with
Senate rules, satisfies both Mr Manchin
and Mr Sanders, and is remotely commen-
surate with the problem at hand. “In the
short run we can make a hell of a lot of pro-
gress through 2030,” argues Fred Krupp of
the Environmental Defence Fund, a non-
profit. But emissions neutrality, he says,
would eventually require Congress to pass
an economy-wide carbon price, too. 

Were it not for its politics, America
would be as well positioned to decarbonise
as any country in the world, argues Ste-
phen Pacala, who led a climate study re-
cently published by America’s National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine. The country benefits from wide
plains and long coasts for wind power, am-
ple sunshine for solar farms across the
South, rich forests to act as carbon sinks,
expanses of land for producing new energy
crops and well-understood reservoirs
where emissions might be stored. It has
magnificent human resources, too, and a
history of rising to challenges, even if it
sometimes needs a wake-up call to do so.

For now, Ms Rubio is trying to advance
her bill to aid New Mexico’s transition
from oil and gas. A port in south Brooklyn
awaits transformation into a hub for wind
companies. Congress is consumed by de-
bates over covid-19 relief. And still the
world’s emissions are set to rise. Nodding off 
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A perfect storm

Light a candle for the kids

When it rains, it pours, and when it
snows, the lights turn off. Or so it

goes in Texas. After a winter storm pum-
melled the Lone Star State with record
snowfall and the lowest temperatures in
more than 30 years, millions were left
without electricity and heat. At the worst
moment on February 16th, 4.5m Texan
households were cut off from power, as
providers were overloaded with demand
and tried to shuffle access to electricity so
the entire grid did not collapse.

Whole skylines, including Dallas’s,
went dark to conserve power. Some Texans
braved the snowy roads to check into the
few hotels with remaining rooms, only for
the hotels’ power to go off as they arrived.
Others donned skiwear and remained in-
side, hoping the lights and heat would
come back on. Across the state, what were
supposed to be “rolling” blackouts lasted
for days. It is still too soon to quantify the
devastation. More than 20 people have
died in motor accidents, from fires lit for
warmth and from carbon-monoxide poi-
soning after using cars to get warm. The
storm has also halted deliveries of covid-19

vaccines and may prevent around 1m vacci-
nations from happening this week. Several
retail electricity providers are likely to go
bankrupt, after being hit with surging
wholesale power prices.  

Other states, including Tennessee, were
also covered in snow, but Texas got the li-
on’s share and ground to a halt. Texans are
rightly furious that residents of America’s
energy capital cannot count on reliable
power. Everyone is asking why.

The short answer is that the Electric Re-
liability Council of Texas (ercot), which
operates the grid, did not properly forecast
the demand for energy as a result of the

storm. Some say that this was nearly im-
possible to predict, but there were warn-
ings of the severity of the coming weather
in the preceding week, and ercot’s projec-
tions were notably short. Brownouts last
summer had already demonstrated the
grid’s lack of excess capacity, says George
O’Leary of Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co
(tph), an energy investment bank.

Many Republican politicians were
quick to blame renewable energy sources,
such as wind power, for the blackouts, but
that is not fair. Some wind turbines did in-
deed freeze, but natural gas, which ac-
counts for around half of the state’s elec-
tricity generation, was the primary reason
for the shortfall. Plants broke down, as did
the gas supply chain and pipelines. The
cold also caused a reactor at one of the
state’s two nuclear plants to go offline.
Transmission lines may have also iced up,
says Wade Schauer of Wood Mackenzie, a
research firm. In short, Texas experienced
a perfect storm of equipment failure. 

Some of the blame falls on the unique
design of the electricity market in Texas. Of
America’s 48 contiguous states, it is the on-
ly one with its own stand-alone electricity
grid—the Texas Interconnection. This
means that when power generators fail,
the state cannot import electricity from
outside its borders. 

The state’s deregulated power market is
also fiercely competitive. ercot oversees
the grid, while power generators produce
electricity for the wholesale market. Some
300 retail electricity providers buy that

The freeze in Texas exposes America’s infrastructural failings
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fuel and then compete for consumers. Be-
cause such cold weather is rare, energy
companies do not invest in “winterising”
their equipment, as this would raise their
prices for consumers. Perhaps most im-
portant, the state does not have a “capacity
market” to ensure that there was extra
power available for surging demand. Such
systems elsewhere act as a sort of insur-
ance policy so the lights will not go out, but
it also means customers pay higher bills.

For years the benefits of Texas’s deregu-
lated market structure were clear. At 8.6
cents per kilowatt hour, the state’s average
retail price for electricity is around one-
fifth lower than the national average and
about half the cost of California’s. In 1999
the state set targets for renewables, and to-
day it accounts for around 30% of Ameri-
ca’s wind energy.

This disaster is prompting people to
question whether Texas’s system is as re-
silient and well-designed as people previ-
ously believed. Greg Abbott, the governor,
has called for an investigation into ercot.
This storm “has exposed some serious
weaknesses in our free-market approach
in Texas”, says Luke Metzger of Environ-
ment Texas, a non-profit, who had been
without power for three full days when The
Economist went to press. 

Wholly redesigning the power grid in
Texas seems unlikely. After the snow
melts, the state will need to tackle two
more straightforward questions. The first
is whether it needs to increase reserve ca-
pacity. “If we impose a capacity market
here and a bunch of new cap-ex is required
to winterise equipment, who bears that
cost? Ultimately it’s the customer,” says
Bobby Tudor, chairman of tph. The second
is how Texas can ensure the reliability of
equipment in extreme weather conditions.
After a polar vortex in 2014 hit the east
coast, pjm, a regional transmission organi-
sation, started making higher payments
based on reliability of service, says Michael
Weinstein of Credit Suisse, a bank. In Texas
there is no penalty for systems going
down, except for public complaints and
politicians’ finger-pointing. 

Texas is hardly the only state to struggle
with blackouts. Parts of California, which
has a more tightly regulated power market,
are regularly plunged into darkness during
periods of high heat, winds and wildfires.
Unlike Texas, much of northern California
is dependent on a single utility, pg&e. The
company has been repeatedly sued for dis-
mal, dangerous management. But, as in
Texas, critics have blamed intermittent re-
newable power for blackouts. In truth, Cal-
ifornia’s blackouts share many of the same
causes as those in Texas: extreme weather,
power generators that fail unexpectedly,
poor planning by state regulators and an
inability (in California, temporary) to im-
port power from elsewhere. In California’s

blackouts last year, solar output naturally
declined in the evening. But gas plants also
went offline and weak rainfall lowered the
output of hydroelectric dams.

In California, as in Texas, it would help
to have additional power generation, ener-
gy storage to meet peak demand and more
resilient infrastructure, such as buried
power lines and more long-distance, high-
voltage transmission. Weather events that
once might have been dismissed as unusu-
al are becoming more common. Without
more investment in electricity grids,
blackouts will be, too. 

Impeachment

Marred but at
largio

Mitch mcconnell’s denunciation of
Donald Trump on February 13th was

as withering as it was unexpected. Despite
having just voted with 42 of his Republican
colleagues to acquit Mr Trump of inciting
an insurrection on January 6th, the Repub-
lican Senate leader suggested he was guilty
as charged. “President Trump is practically
and morally responsible for provoking the
events of that day.” Headline writers
promptly fell over themselves to label this
the start of a “Republican civil war”. But if
Mr McConnell and the conservative main-
stream are really in that fight, they are very
much at a pre-Valley-Forge stage, shivering
over their wounds, as winter closes in.

Mr Trump’s acquittal was a more accu-
rate measure of his command of the Re-
publican field. The case brought against
him by House Democrats—impressively
led by Representative Jamie Raskin of Ma-

ryland—was devastating. The video foot-
age they played, depicting the president’s
demagoguery and the violence it pro-
voked, was so horrifying it reduced some
Republicans to tears. The fact that only
seven then mustered the courage to join
the entire Democratic caucus in voting
against Mr Trump suggests that the im-
peachment power is now in effect defunct.

Those honourable seven, it must be
added, were all to some degree shielded
from Mr Trump’s wrath. Bill Cassidy and
Ben Sasse were newly re-elected; Richard
Burr and Pat Toomey are retiring; Susan
Collins, Lisa Murkowski and Mitt Romney
(of Maine, Alaska and Utah) have home-
state appeal that makes them unusually re-
sistant to Mr Trump’s bullying. 

The 43 Republicans who voted to give
Mr Trump the insurrection “mulligan” that
Mike Lee of Utah had claimed he deserved
mostly did so on a technicality. They
claimed a former president could not be
impeached, a view contradicted by most
legal advice, as well as the precedent estab-
lished by an earlier Senate vote.

Notably, this quavering Republican ma-
jority included almost every conservative
with presidential ambitions, including
Marco Rubio and Tim Scott, as well as dedi-
cated Trump stooges such as Ted Cruz and
Josh Hawley. It would seem none is plan-
ning to run against Trumpism: they are
banking on being post-Trump, not anti-
Trump. Polling of Republican voters sup-
ports their calculation. Over 80% still back
Mr Trump; more than half say he did every-
thing he could to stop the insurrection.
Meanwhile, the backlash against the seven
Republicans who voted against Mr Trump
has been vicious.

Messrs Burr, Cassidy and Sasse have all
been censured by their state parties. “I’m
getting a lot of feedback from people say-
ing the only reason they supported Senator
Cassidy is because President Trump sup-
ported him,” said Blake Miguez, a Republi-

WASHINGTON, DC

Donald Trump lives to fight and incite
another day

Maybe third time lucky? 
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can leader in Louisiana’s state legislature.
“I predict that his next five years will be
some of the most miserable a senator from
Louisiana has ever experienced.” Mr Cassi-
dy, a doctor and faithful Christian, has
sought to mollify his constituents by ex-
plaining that, contrary to what they may
have heard, Mr Trump was guilty as
charged. No cigar, it would seem.

Mr McConnell, though tempted to vote
against Mr Trump, appears to have con-
cluded that this would have doomed his
chances of returning as Majority Leader in
2023. His criticism of the president looks
like he is trying to have it both ways. It also
seems to have backfired. On February 16th
Mr Trump released a statement attacking
Mr McConnell as a “dour, sullen and un-
smiling political hack” and threatening to
unseat him as Senate leader. It could have
been even worse for the veteran Kentuck-
ian. Mr Trump reportedly cut some addi-
tional insults at the urging of his aides, in-
cluding a contention that Mr McConnell
had “too many chins”. 

Talk radio

Tower of babble

In 1987, america’s Federal Communica-
tions Commission, which regulates the

airwaves, repealed the Fairness Doctrine, a
policy that required broadcasters to pre-
sent balanced views of controversial sub-
jects. One year later, a former executive at
abc radio gave an opinionated but little-
known talk-radio host from Sacramento a
nationally syndicated show. This contra-
vened accepted practice; most nationally
known radio hosts were bland and inoffen-
sive interviewers, the better not to alienate
a range of listeners. 

Rush Limbaugh was the opposite. His
shows rarely had guests or more than a few
brief pre-screened callers—the better to let
him expound, for hours on end, on the ills
of modern American society, most of
which were the fault of liberals and the left.
His political view was Manichean: easy to
understand and engagingly delivered. He
made no effort to credit opposing views;
he—and by extension his listeners—were
defenders of all that was good about Amer-
ica, while the liberalism of Democrats, as
he put it, “is a scourge. It destroys the hu-
man spirit. It destroys prosperity.” He built
this simple format into one of the most
popular radio programmes in America, at-
tracting millions of listeners and inspiring
scores of imitators. 

Like Donald Trump, whose presidency
he championed, he styled himself a tri-
bune of the common man, willing to say
things that no one dared but everyone
thought. Indeed, much as William F. Buck-
ley’s libertarian-inflected traditionalism
prefigured the conservatism of Barry Gold-
water and Ronald Reagan, Mr Limbaugh’s
cocksure derisiveness, and the glee he took
in angering the left, provided the stylistic
underpinnings of the contemporary,
Trumpist Republican party. 

And like Mr Trump, he inspired a quasi-
cultic following, with fans who called
themselves “Dittoheads,” for the propensi-
ty to agree with everything he said, even
though—or, perhaps, especially because—
the things he said could be repellent.
“Feminism,” he maintained, “was estab-
lished so that unattractive women could
have easier access to the mainstream of so-
ciety.” He called gay men “perverts”,
mocked people dying of aids and treated
the rare phone-in guest who disagreed
with him to a “caller abortion”—hanging
up after playing the sound of a vacuum
motor. He told an African-American caller
to “take that bone out of your nose and call
me back,” remarked that “all composite
pictures of wanted criminals resemble
Jesse Jackson,” and said that the National
Basketball Association should be renamed
“the Thug Basketball Association”. 

His first book, released in 1992, cham-
pioned standard conservative views: small
government, anti-environmentalism and
a belief that “racial relations will not be en-
hanced or prejudice eliminated by govern-
mental edict.” But few tuned in to hear
what he was for. People wanted to hear him
hate who they hated. He had particular
scorn for Hillary Clinton, who he said kept
her trophies in a “testicle lockbox,” and Ba-
rack Obama, whom he mused may not
have been an American citizen (he played a
song on his programme called “Barack the
Magic Negro”). He survived some embar-
rassing scrapes with the law, including get-

ting stopped with Viagra prescribed for
someone else in his luggage, and an oxyco-
done addiction. Being married four times
did not seem to dent his traditionalist bona
fides any more than did Mr Trump’s being
thrice married.

Mr Limbaugh continued broadcasting
until February 2nd, though by then he was
something of an elder statesman. The day
after he announced that he had advanced
lung cancer, Mr Trump awarded him the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, America’s
highest civilian honour, previously award-
ed to, among others, Jonas Salk, Felix
Frankfurter and Martin Luther King junior.
Yet that just testifies to how deeply Lim-
baughism had been absorbed into the con-
servative mainstream—its influences dis-
cernible in Trumpist Republicans’ demand
for complete fealty, and their casting of po-
litical opponents, not as fellow Americans
with whom they disagree but as evil. Those
attributes make for entertaining radio. But
they make governing impossible. 

NEW YORK

Rush Limbaugh galvanised and
embodied the modern American right

Poisoning the airwaves 

Andrew Cuomo and the pandemic 

Under pressure 

At the height of the pandemic last
spring Andrew Cuomo’s daily briefings

were “must-see-tv”. Millions sought com-
fort from New York’s governor dishing out
science-based facts. He talked about his
88-year-old mother to stress the need to
protect the elderly. He joked about having
to endure his daughter’s boyfriend during
the lockdown. He begged the federal gov-
ernment for ventilators. When it sent him
400, he said in one briefing: “What am I go-
ing to do with 400 ventilators when I need
30,000? You pick the 26,000 people who
are going die because you only sent 400
ventilators.” The maths was dodgy, but his
point was sharp. Mr Cuomo also shared
stark PowerPoint presentations with sta-
tistics on how many were sick, how many
were in hospital, how many were on venti-
lators and how many were dead.

But New Yorkers learned last month
that some of the data were not accurate.
Letitia James, the state’s attorney-general
and a close ally of Mr Cuomo, released a
damning 76-page report saying his admin-
istration had understated the number of
covid-19-related deaths in state nursing
homes by as much as 50%. Nearly 15,000
people died in nursing homes and long-
term care facilities, over 5,000 more than
originally disclosed. It also revealed that a

NEW YORK

Andrew Cuomo faces a reckoning for
his handling of New York’s pandemic
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state directive requiring the admission of
covid-19 patients to homes may have put
residents at risk. But it was not until the
New York Post, a tabloid, revealed on Febru-
ary 11th that Mr Cuomo’s top aide privately
apologised to lawmakers for withholding
the nursing-home death toll that he began
to feel some heat. According to the news-
paper, the aide said the administration
“froze” because they did not want the then
president, Donald Trump, to “turn this into
a giant political football”.

The fact that the report was released by
an ally “is an emperor-has-no-clothes mo-
ment,” says John Kaehny of Reinvent Alba-
ny, a government watchdog. His group is
calling for full transparency on the state’s
response to covid-19. “The governor is in
trouble,” says Doug Muzzio, a political sci-
entist at Baruch College. Mr Cuomo usually
controls the narrative, but not this time.
On February 15th he held a 90-minute press
briefing in an attempt to retake the reins.
He stopped short of apologising, but ad-
mitted that mistakes were made.

Several lawmakers want to strip the
governor of emergency powers granted last
March (a near-empty gesture, as the pow-
ers expire in April). Some Republicans
want Mr Cuomo to resign (unlikely). New
Yorkers still seem happy with his handling
of the covid-19 crisis, according to a new
poll. More than 60% of voters say he has
done a good job. The poll was taken just be-
fore the New York Post’s revelation, but af-
ter the attorney-general’s scathing report.

The governor is in his third year of his
third term. The scandal may well put an
end to any fourth-term hopes. On February
17th, Ron Kim, a Democratic state assem-
blyman, told cnn that Mr Cuomo threat-
ened to “destroy” him when he refused to
back down from statements he had made
criticising the governor. 

Mr Cuomo is used to getting his own
way. The state constitution affords him
most of the say over budgets. He has uni-
lateral power to withhold state funding
from programmes, agencies and author-
ities. But there is not much transparency in
how he gets things done. Many Albany in-
siders, observers and politicians were per-
plexed to see the world fawn over the Em-
pire State’s governor.

In a way Mr Cuomo was born to lead
New York. He learnt much about Albany
politics at the knee of his father Mario, a
former governor. His experience, probably
unparalleled in the 230-year history of
New York state, and the inherent powers of
his office have created a political mam-
moth able to crush anyone. Nine of his se-
nior officials who apparently disagreed
with him on policy have resigned or retired
recently; he remains. Mr Cuomo declared
during his first term: “I am the govern-
ment.” That is looking somewhat less cer-
tain than it was. 

Nineteenth-century brick row-
houses on McKean Avenue, a once

humming, now rather desolate street in
west Baltimore where many homes have
been demolished or abandoned, can be
had for as little as $12,000. A more pop-
ular way to snap up a bit of historic Balti-
more is to spend nearly a quarter of that
at Room & Board, a furniture chain based
in Minneapolis, on a McKean media
cabinet, fashioned from roof-decking
planks from the city’s razed houses.

The planks come from the Baltimore
Wood Project, which was established by
the us Forest Service as a joint venture
with local non-profits and the city, to
show how discarded wood can be kept
out of landfill. A lot of wood waste, which
releases carbon dioxide and methane as
it rots, has little sale value, but old build-
ings can yield precious salvage. The
yellow pine that was used to build Balti-
more’s rowhouses came from old-growth
forests, and is more dense and rot-resist-
ant than faster-growing new lumber; a
century of oxidation has given it a hand-
some, dark patina. Furniture-makers and
interior designers play up its prove-
nance, designing items around its joist-
and plank-shaped pieces, some of them
pocked with nail holes and saw marks.
They also advertise the fact that the
venture trains formerly unemployed
Baltimoreans, many of them former
prisoners, in deconstruction and salvag-
ing techniques.

Maryland’s biggest city, once a boom-
ing factory and port town, is fertile
ground for such a project. Its rowhouses,
constructed in sprawling grids and
quickly filled by immigrants from Eu-
rope during the brisk industrial growth

of the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
began to empty in the second half of the
20th century, as its shipping and steel
industries declined. Since 1950, when
Baltimore was America’s sixth-biggest
city, a third of its residents have left;
today it is the 30th-biggest. In the poor-
est neighbourhoods, more than half of
adults are unemployed. Some 16,000
buildings are officially designated emp-
ty; the true number may be twice that.
Entire streets of still-handsome houses
are boarded up. The city is planning to
demolish thousands of them. 

Projects like the Baltimore Wood
Project, which the Forest Service hopes
will take root in other cities, are likely to
remain small-scale. Deconstructing a
house in order to save the materials from
which it is built is more expensive and
time-consuming than going at it with a
wrecking ball. In some long-empty
houses with broken rooftops, all the
wood has been lost to rot. In the past six
years, as the project has salvaged wood
from around 850 houses, many more
have been reduced to rubble. 

But the project has shown that con-
servation efforts can pay. Last year Brick
+ Board, the non-profit established to
sell the salvaged wood, became a for-
profit: it now sells reclaimed wood from
other towns and cities, as well as Balti-
more brick and the white marble stoops
that were once found at the front doors
of even the most modest old rowhouses.
These steps, one of Baltimore’s most
distinctive architectural hallmarks, are
likely to stay in the city. Their most en-
thusiastic buyers are gentrifiers, who
reuse them in neighbourhoods less
blighted by decline. 

Baltimore’s homes

Rescued charm
BALTIMORE

Abandoned homes are being recycled into furniture
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The ideas of the far right

Deadly inspirations

Pandemics can have unexpected side-
effects. One of them, according to a re-

port last year by the New York Federal Re-
serve, may be a surge in support for extre-
mist ideas. It observed how cities in Ger-
many that suffered the most deaths from
influenza by 1920 then voted in unusually
large numbers for extreme-right parties,
such as the Nazis, by the early 1930s. In the
past year, too, according to studies in Bri-
tain and America, there has been a spurt in
online searches for extremist content. An-
ger over lockdowns or loss of trust in gov-
ernment could be driving new interest.

What texts might people be turning to?
Researchers study literary habits of the far-
right by monitoring reading lists traded on
social media, texts promoted on podcasts
or recited by enthusiasts as audiobooks on
YouTube, output from right-fringe pub-
lishing houses and, most extreme, the dia-
tribes that serve as manifestos of those
who commit atrocities. Together they sug-
gest several strands of hateful writing.
Brian Hughes of American University in
Washington, dc says that the sheer availa-
bility of online extremist ideology is, in
part, “responsible for the elevated rates of
extremist mobilisation”.

French writers have been strikingly in-
fluential, including those in the “Nouvelle
Droit” movement. Alain de Benoist, an il-
liberal thinker, inspired members of Amer-
ica’s alt right such as Richard Spencer, a
white supremacist. The works of a philoso-
pher, Jean Renaud Gabriel Camus, also

stand out. Ideas drawn from his book “The
Great Replacement” (2011), are often re-
peated by those who say non-white immi-
gration threatens Western countries. The
book has been cited by mass shooters.

The work of another French writer, Jean
Raspail, is championed by anti-immigrant
activists in America. His dystopian novel
from 1973, “The Camp of the Saints”, imag-
ines the violent overrun of France by
brown-skinned migrants. It is a “weapon-
ised retelling” of an apocalyptic biblical
parable, says Chelsea Stieber of Catholic
University. “The French understand it as
literature,” she says, whereas in America “it
gets to be this reality that could happen.”
Leading Republicans have promoted it, she
points out, including Steve Bannon and
Stephen Miller, both erstwhile close advis-
ers of Donald Trump, as well as Steve King,
a noxious ex-congressman from Iowa.

Apocalyptic writing is especially pop-
ular among a strand of the far-right known
as “accelerationists”, meaning those who
believe civilisation (or at least liberal de-
mocracy) will soon collapse. They hope the
end can be hastened by violent acts or even
civil war. In this vein an Italian fascist writ-
er, Julius Evola, is also cited by Mr Bannon
and Mr Spencer and lauded in far-right cir-
cles, along with his call for “blowing every-
thing up”. He promoted an idea of heroic
men who “rise above” history (Mussolini
was a fan). Memes of him in his monocle
are shared online by adoring followers.

Extremists turn to such writers because

they justify using violence to clear the way
for a supposed new golden age to begin.
Others tell them how to achieve that.
“Siege”, a book by James Mason of the
American Nazi party, purports to be a guide
to violent revolution. It had little impact
when it was published in 1992, notes Gra-
ham Macklin of the Centre for Research on
Extremism, in Oslo. But its rediscovery by
neo-Nazis roughly five years ago has led to
a surge of interest. pdfs of it are now
shared widely online; the hashtag “read-
Siege” spreads periodically on social
media. “Now, it’s everywhere,” he says.

The study of such writing matters, even
if one researcher admits he feels like “pro-
jectile vomiting” while tackling some es-
pecially violent or cruel texts. Ideas can
have deadly consequences, says Joanna
Mendelson of the Anti-Defamation
League. “People are quoting and referenc-
ing books as a kind of reassurance that they
are validated in their extremist views,” she
says. Many of the same ones reappear re-
peatedly among anti-Semitic and other ex-
tremist factions. A few, such as the “Proto-
cols of the Elders of Zion” (an anti-Semitic
conspiracy originating from Russia in
1903), or the racist, eugenics-based writing
of Lothrop Stoddard in the 1920s, are re-
peatedly rediscovered or reinterpreted by
new writers. What used to be called eugen-
ics, for example, is today dressed up as
“race realism”.

One book is still considered the “bible”
of the far right. The “Turner Diaries”, a
barely readable novel from the 1970s by
William Pierce, another American Nazi,
imagines an insurrection by a group called
“Order” against a government that pro-
motes egalitarian values and gun control.
It has supposedly sold 500,000 copies. One
avid reader was Timothy McVeigh, who
bombed a federal building in Oklahoma
City in 1995, killing 168 people. (He used a
lorry full of fertiliser and explosives, a
method depicted in the novel.) Others
were inspired to form a real-world para-
military group, also called the “Order”.

Jared Holt, who researches domestic ex-
tremism at the Atlantic Council in Wash-
ington, says such books are still powerful.
Veteran members of groups pass them on
to younger ones. They are used to build ties
between adherents, to test new initiates
and ease the “anxiety” of some by giving a
sense of purpose to their lives. He notes,
too, how younger readers are finding new
writing. One rambling, self-published
book called “Bronze Age Mindset”, for ex-
ample, has won a cult following, reported-
ly including staffers at Mr Trump’s White
House. It draws on ideas from Nietzsche
and tells readers to prepare for the military
rule that will soon begin in America. For
some readers such bilious writing is ap-
pealing. Finding out why is a first step to-
wards confronting it. 

CHICAGO

What their chosen reading says about America’s far-right

When they’re not at home with a book 
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John Kerry, eco-warrior

When john kerry ran for president in 2004 he was too green
for either party. Having been in the Senate in 1988 to hear Jim

Hansen testify that “global warming is changing our climate now”,
he had been speaking on the issue ever since. He was a habitué of
international climate conferences; he wooed his second wife, the
environmental philanthropist Teresa Heinz, at the Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. This made him something of an outlier
even among Democrats, which is why he said relatively little
about costly emissions-cutting during his presidential campaign.
And it naturally made him highly suspect to Republicans, an im-
pression that George W. Bush’s campaign manager encouraged by
labelling the long-limbed senator from Massachusetts “incredibly
environmentally green”.

Sixteen years later, America still has no national climate policy
to speak of, and the Republicans seem even more opposed to hav-
ing one; but Mr Kerry’s party is now as green as he is. This was il-
lustrated by his much-celebrated appointment as Joe Biden’s pres-
idential climate envoy, a new position, which comes with cabinet
rank, a seat on the National Security Council and ambitions to ele-
vate the issue across the government. Todd Stern, who was Barack
Obama’s special climate envoy, describes this as a masterstroke:
“Kerry’s tireless, persuasive and completely committed to the is-
sue.” Even the hard-left seems grudgingly impressed—notwith-
standing the plutocratic Mr Kerry’s multiple houses and fondness
for private jets. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, with whom he co-
chaired a pre-election climate working-group for Mr Biden, has
not singled him out personally, but lavished praise on the climate
team of which Mr Kerry is the most prominent member.

He did not win such plaudits as a politician or, for four years
under Mr Obama, as secretary of state. A high-minded man with
lugubrious features, Mr Kerry has a reputation for being less ge-
nial than Mr Biden, but almost as verbose. He has also been associ-
ated with some notable failures. He is the only Democrat to have
lost the popular vote in recent decades. He hung his tenure at the
State Department on a Middle East peace process that even his
boss appeared to think doomed. Even so, the praise for his ap-
pointment does not seem misplaced.

He is the most senior politician to have been dedicated to cli-

mate diplomacy by any country, let alone the superpower. And at
77 he has lost none of his career-long zeal for the issue. “I view this
as a critical moment where we either get people on the road to get-
ting the job done or we take part in one of human history’s greatest
moments of failures. And I refuse to let that happen,” he told your
columnist. “Every day I get up with a great sense of purpose and a
conviction that we can do this.” Yet what difference, beyond gin-
ning up his party, can he actually make?

The first test of this is fast approaching; Mr Biden has convened
a climate summit, to be held remotely, on April 22nd. The idea is to
underline America’s return to the Paris Climate Agreement, which
Mr Kerry helped negotiate; and also to encourage those attending
to commit to stiffer emissions-reductions targets ahead of a un
climate conference in Glasgow in November. Yet there is a tension
between those aims.

America’s inability to pass serious climate policy has long
since eroded its effort to provide global leadership on the issue.
And its post-Trump standing on climate, signified by its brief exit
from the Paris accord, could hardly be worse. While few question
Mr Biden’s sincerity to turn things round, America’s ability to keep
to its word on climate change looks vulnerable to the next Repub-
lican election win.

To address that “credibility gap”, Mr Kerry acknowledges an ur-
gent need to turn promising words into impressive domestic ac-
tion. “You can’t just come back in and say, OK, we’re here, without
a demonstration of good faith regarding the things you’re willing
and prepared to do”. To that end the administration aims to unveil
a new and more ambitious emissions-mitigation target by the
time of the forthcoming summit.

Mr Biden is also expected to flesh out, in a speech to Congress
next month, a plan to make that commitment seem realistic. He
can count on no legislative support from the other side (notwith-
standing Mr Kerry’s claim to have received expressions of interest
from a few Republican senators). The administration is therefore
banking on a combination of regulatory standards—of a kind Mr
Obama previously introduced and Mr Trump partly scrapped—
and heavy public investment in low-carbon industries and tech-
nologies. It is the only available option the president has; albeit,
given the tenuousness of the Democrats’ hold on the Senate, by no
means a slam-dunk.

And even if that goes according to plan, Mr Kerry may struggle
to meet the expectations his appointment has raised. The world
has changed since Paris. China’s emissions are now twice Ameri-
ca’s. And its growing belligerence and octopine economic reach
have made it even more impervious to diplomatic pressures than
it was in 2015. Especially, from America’s perspective, considering
the deterioration of the two powers’ relations in other areas. Mr
Kerry insists that America and China have no alternative but to co-
operate on climate, however testy their relations get on trade or se-
curity. He is of course right; yet his ability to make progress will
depend on China choosing to observe the same distinction.

Kerry on regardless
That is not to deny the hopefulness of the moment. The climate-
policy world has been crying out for someone of Mr Kerry’s stature
and relentlessness. And for his newfound humility. His goal, he
says, is not to restore American leadership but to get the job done.
“And if in doing that our leadership and our participation earns
some respect back, great.” Of all the ways in which Mr Biden hopes
to restore said American leadership, this may be the hardest. 

Lexington

The former secretary of state is a good pick for what may prove to be a chastening task
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Mexico’s president

The transformer

“We are living a stellar moment,”
declared Mexico’s president, An-

drés Manuel López Obrador, this month, a
little over two years after he took office. It is
hard to find evidence of that. Even by the
standards of a covid-ravaged world, the
country is doing poorly. Mexico has the
fourth-highest number of excess deaths as
a share of population since the pandemic’s
onset. Its economy was in recession before
the pandemic arrived (see chart on next
page). The poverty rate probably rose more
than in Latin America’s other big econo-
mies. Almost half of Mexico’s 126m people
could not afford to eat properly at the end
of 2020, according to official figures.
Whereas murder rates have dropped
sharply in some violent Latin American
countries during the pandemic, in Mexico
the decline has been tiny. 

If the moment is not stellar, most ordi-
nary Mexicans trust Mr López Obrador, of-
ten simply called amlo, soon to make it so.
According to a recent poll, his approval rat-
ing is 62%. Another survey found that

nearly 40% of Mexicans plan to vote for his
party, Morena, in legislative and regional
elections due in June. The two most pop-
ular opposition parties have a quarter of
that level of support each (and a third of
voters are undecided). amlo’s popularity is
evident in places like Ecatepec, a munici-
pality near Mexico City that is as poor, vio-
lent and covid-blighted as anywhere. Some
neighbourhoods lack water; walls are plas-
tered with posters for missing people and
help applying for visas to the United States.
“We have not yet seen results” from amlo,
admits Efrain Salguero, a local driver. “I
think we should give him more time.” 

Mr Salguero is among the millions of
Mexicans who still have high hopes for
amlo’s “fourth transformation”, which is
to make the country work better by ending

corruption and rampant crime and distri-
buting gains from economic growth more
fairly. He envisions it as the successor to
the war of independence of 1810-21, the war
for liberal reform of 1858-61 and the revolu-
tion of 1910-17. But in two years of transfor-
mation amlo has changed Mexico much
less than did these momentous events,
and mostly for the worse. 

In practice, the fourth transformation
seems to have three main elements: the
undoing of recent reforms; new initiatives
that fail to solve the problems they purport
to; and concentration of power in the pres-
ident’s hands. 

Reforms enacted by amlo’s “neoliberal”
predecessors, however sensible, were
quick to go. Early in 2019 he scrapped an
education reform introduced by Enrique
Peña Nieto, his immediate predecessor,
that linked teachers’ pay and promotions
to the performance of their pupils. amlo
abolished Prospera, a much lauded condi-
tional cash-transfer programme for the
poor. Handouts, for example to farmers,
are now presented as presidential gifts.

amlo tried to reverse the opening of en-
ergy markets, once dominated by state mo-
nopolies, to private and foreign enterpris-
es. Mexico’s Congress is debating a bill un-
der which electricity generated by state-
owned cfe would get priority access to the
grid, in preference to cheaper alternatives.
This would not only raise prices for con-
sumers but could breach the us-Mexico-

MEXICO CITY

Andrés Manuel López Obrador has yet to improve Mexicans’ lives. They are
willing to give him more time
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Aban on single-use plastics sounded
like a good idea. But it has ended up

enraging many women in Mexico’s cap-
ital, a city of 9.2m. Last week they discov-
ered that they could no longer buy tam-
pons with plastic applicators.

Mexico City’s government, which is
led by a woman, Claudia Sheinbaum, has
been implementing the law since the
start of 2021. Its aim is to reduce the city’s
solid waste, thought to be second only to
the amount produced by the New York
metropolitan area, measured by weight.
Plastic bags, cups and straws have al-
ready been banned. It took until now for
tampons with plastic applicators, the
only kind that were easily available, to
run out of stock in most shops. 

Regina Soltero, a 23-year-old doctor
who works 24-hour shifts treating co-
vid-19 patients in a public hospital, says
she depends on them. “They are comfort-
able and less likely to leak on my white
uniform,” she says. Marina Robles, the
city’s environment minister, added to
women’s anger by declaring that tam-
pons are not essential items. They are
used mainly by prosperous women.
Women should instead try reusable
menstrual cups, which are made of
rubber, said a city legislator.

Most Mexican women use pads,
which are cheaper. Some young women
think tampons cause them to lose their
virginity, says Sandra Peniche, a doctor
who runs a sexual-health organisation in
Mérida in Mexico’s south-east. Others
simply don’t know much about them. Dr
Peniche has seen women who have worn
a tampon for three days or had sex with-
out removing it.

The ban is unlikely to help the envi-
ronment much. Pads, which many wom-
en will now have to use—“I hate them,”
says Dr Soltero—are at least as polluting.
The ban will probably be quickly circum-
vented. Tampons are on sale in towns
just outside the city. Pharmacies inside it
are reportedly selling them under the
counter. As Sergio Sarmiento, a journal-
ist, pointed out, the ban doesn’t affect
condoms, some of which are made of
polyurethane, “despite them being plas-
tic and used only once (I hope)”. 

Dr Peniche reckons the tampon ban is
yet another example of women’s needs
being ignored—or worse. Last year, when
thousands took to the streets to protest
against a rise in murders of women,
President Andrés Manuel López Obrador,
an ally of Ms Sheinbaum, called them
conservative opponents in disguise.

Women in Mexico

Tampon tempest
MEXICO CITY

The side-effect of a law against single-use plastics

Canada Agreement (usmca), North Ameri-
ca’s free-trade pact. It would put at risk
some 150 renewable-energy projects that
are expected to bring more than $40bn-
worth of investment, and make it impossi-
ble for Mexico to reach its commitments to
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions. amlo
cancelled the construction of a $13bn air-
port for Mexico City that was already half-
built. These policies have undermined the
confidence of investors. 

If all this were a prelude to enacting
bold ideas for improving Mexicans’ well-
being, the cost might be tolerable. But
amlo’s solutions are bullets discharged
from an antique gun that is badly aimed
and packed with too little fiscal firepower.
His dedication to fiscal discipline, lauda-
ble in a populist of the left, became coun-
terproductive in the pandemic. In a bizarre
role reversal, the imf is urging Mexico to
spend much more than the 0.7% of gdp it
has done to fight the pandemic’s economic
effects. Brazil, by contrast, has spent 8% of
gdp, and Argentina 3.8%. amlo resists be-
cause he fears that Mexico could become
beholden to foreign creditors as it did dur-
ing a financial crisis in 1982. 

His tightfistedness, some economists
fear, will lead to “scarring”—a permanent
drop in output caused by a loss of jobs and
businesses during the pandemic. Bound
by fiscal constraints, the patron of the poor
has done little to protect them. He has
shuffled money around, slashing spending
on the government apparatus and boosting
it on pet social programmes. He has dou-
bled old-age pensions and aims to pay

2.3m young adults to study or take up ap-
prenticeships. Overall, though, social
spending has risen little. Social pro-
grammes are being “done on the cheap”,
says Javier Tello, a television commenta-
tor. A sharp rise in the minimum wage has
helped some workers with formal jobs.
Businesses pay for that. 

Where amlo has splashed out is on old-
economy projects that will deliver little re-
turn. He has poured money into Pemex,
the world’s most indebted oil company,
and plans to spend $8bn to build the Dos
Bocas refinery in his home state of Tabas-
co. Airlines think the mountainous terrain
around the military airport that is to be-
come the alternative civilian hub for Mexi-
co City will restrict flights.

The fourth transformation has not less-
ened the greatest dangers to Mexicans’
safety, one new and one old. The govern-
ment’s handling of the pandemic has been
disastrous. Its miserly social spending has
contributed to a widespread feeling that
unsafe work is the only alternative to going
hungry. amlo has been spotted just once
wearing a face mask (most Mexicans do
wear one). Mexico tests few people for co-
vid-19 by international standards. Hospi-
tals are full and oxygen tanks are in short
supply. Vaccination got off to a very slow
start. People who hoped that amlo would
show a greater sense of urgency after he
contracted covid-19 were disappointed. On
February 8th he reappeared after a two-
week convalescence. He caught the bug, he
said, because like many Mexicans he can-
not stop working. 

The voters who gave amlo his landslide
election win in 2018 wanted, perhaps more
than anything else, a big reduction in the
country’s high number of murders. They
are still waiting. amlo proclaimed last
year’s 0.4% dip a “significant success”, but
it comes after a rise the year before. Mur-
ders of women, which led to mass protests
last year, stayed at record levels in 2020.

amlo rejected previous governments’
tactic of killing or capturing crime king-
pins, because this led to a splintering of
gangs and thus to more violence. But his
signature policies for combating crime
have not so far worked. His notion that re-
ducing poverty will ultimately lower crime
“might stop a three-year-old becoming El
Chapo”, a notorious drug lord, says Mr Tel-
lo. “But it doesn’t have an answer for the
current El Chapos.” Formerly suspicious of
the armed forces, amlo issued a decree giv-
ing them primary responsibility for fight-
ing crime. A new 100,000-strong National
Guard is composed mainly of soldiers rath-
er than people trained in policing. 

amlo has fought the gentler crime of
corruption by setting an example of probi-
ty and imposing stiffer penalties on bribe-
taking bureaucrats. He has done less to
strengthen institutions that will carry the

AMLO’s numbers
Mexico

Sources: National statistics; IMF
*Change in methodology in 2014    †Estimate
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In buenos aires in 1997 Carlos Menem
hosted a regional “Davos” of interna-

tional business types. With a dull eve-
ning reception under way, Argentina’s
president swept in, cheeks shining and
eyes flashing, dispensing bear hugs,
starlets in tow. Your columnist felt a jolt
of political electricity course through the
assembled suits. So discredited was Mr
Menem by the time he died, aged 90, on
February 14th that it is hard to remember
that he was once acclaimed as a Latin
American economic visionary.

On taking office in 1989 amid hyper-
inflation, he swiftly grasped that Argen-
tines wanted price stability and econom-
ic order above all else. He tore up the
populist programme on which he had
been elected and the statist economic
doctrines of his Peronist movement, and
implemented what he called “major
surgery without anaesthetic”. Domingo
Cavallo, his economy minister, imposed
“convertibility”, a law under which the
peso was fixed at par to the dollar and the
supply of pesos was restricted to the
Central Bank’s hard-currency reserves.
Having persuaded Congress to grant him
sweeping powers, Mr Menem slashed
import tariffs, subsidies and curbs on
foreign investment, and privatised hun-
dreds of state enterprises, from the rail-
ways to the oil company. 

At first it worked. Inflation dissipat-
ed, foreign capital poured in and the
economy roared. Mr Menem basked in
popularity. Having changed the constitu-
tion to allow re-election, he easily won a
second term in 1995. But unemployment
rose, too. Under convertibility, Mr Me-
nem had forsworn both monetary and
exchange-rate freedom. When foreign
capital poured out of emerging markets,
Argentina suffered a slump culminating
in financial collapse in 2001-02. In what

until the 1970s had been a middle-class
society, the poverty rate soared to 56% and
unemployment to 21%. Mr Menem handed
health care and education to provincial
governments without giving them more
resources. Argentina acquired Latin Amer-
ican social inequalities. 

Not all of this was Mr Menem’s fault,
but much was. His lasting legacy was a
record so notorious as to shut off rational
discussion about economic policy in Latin
America for a generation. He and his
Argentina were indelibly branded as “neo-
liberal” slaves to the “Washington consen-
sus”. By extension, liberalism and a cap-
italist economy were damned.

This charge sheet was based on a blur-
ring of political identity. Peronism is an
alliance between trade unions and the
caudillos of the backward north, men such
as Mr Menem, who was governor of the
province of La Rioja. His keystone, con-
vertibility, divided economic liberals:
some thought it necessary in a country
with a hyperinflationary past; others saw
it as a conservative policy, akin to the gold
standard. It certainly violated a tenet of

the Washington consensus, which called
for a competitive exchange rate to stim-
ulate exports. Convertibility’s fixed peso
quickly became overvalued, so the trade
opening killed some potentially viable
manufacturing firms.

Mr Menem himself undermined
convertibility by piling up foreign debt to
spend on political clientelism in a quest
for an unconstitutional third term. He
should instead have helped the unem-
ployed with retraining and public works.
In many cases his privatisations created
monopolies, or rewarded cronies. He
abolished some economic privileges
only to create others. These mistakes did
much to discredit privatisation, dereg-
ulation and economic openness. Their
subsequent lack is one reason Latin
America has scarcely grown econom-
ically for the past seven years. The bold-
ness of his reforms would be welcome in,
for example, today’s Brazil.

Forgotten is the mess that Argentina’s
statist, protectionist economy was in
when Mr Menem took over. In minis-
tries, broken typewriters (yes), toilets
and lifts languished unrepaired; state-
owned companies lost 6% of gdp per
year; only half the locomotives of the
state railways worked; businesses em-
ployed staff whose sole job was to hold a
telephone handset for hours to get a line.

Mr Menem was a democrat—he was
briefly jailed by a dictatorship in 1976.
But he was an illiberal one. He packed the
Supreme Court and the audit tribunal. In
his inner circle influence-trafficking,
corruption and links to organised crime
flourished. During his presidency, poli-
tics merged with la farándula (the more
vulgar end of show business). When the
economy dived, the glitter became a
mockery. This was Mr Menem’s failure,
not liberalism’s.

The failures of Carlos Menem, a conservative caudillo, tarnished liberalism

Bello A case of mistaken identity

battle forward. The national anti-corrup-
tion prosecutor is overwhelmed with
cases. A proposal by anti-graft prosecutors
for constitutional guarantees of their au-
tonomy and a minimum budget “has not
found traction with López Obrador’s con-
gressional majority”, according to a recent
report by wola, a think-tank in Washing-
ton. An autonomous government agency
estimates that the number of acts of cor-
ruption rose by 19% between 2017 and 2019.
The vast majority of government contracts
are not open to tender. 

Ordinary Mexicans have overlooked

amlo’s failures because he has a bond with
them that most presidents lacked. “He is
from the people, for the people and with
the people,” says Daniel Sibaja, a Morena
official in Ecatepec. His popularity flows
from who he is rather than what he does.
Power thus flows to him. 

amlo sets the national agenda in daily
morning press conferences that can last
three hours. He has cut the budgets and
dismissed the bosses of autonomous insti-
tutions such as Coneval, which measures
poverty. Last month he proposed to abolish
several autonomous agencies, including

the antitrust body and freedom-of-infor-
mation institute. He rails against critical
media and ratings agencies. 

amlo damages the social fabric by con-
stantly “characterising the elite as wicked
and the poor as saintly and victimised”,
says Soledad Loaeza, a historian. The elite
call him a Mexican version of Hugo Chá-
vez, Venezuela’s late socialist strongman.
That is an exaggeration. But the mix of pol-
icy failure and power-grabbing is worry-
ing. Next June’s congressional and region-
al elections may be Mexicans’ last chance
to tame their rampant president. 
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India’s labour market

200m jobs short

Before covid-19, Ashwini Pavde’s small
family was doing fine. She worked as a

cook for as many as six households. Her
husband was the driver for a company
boss. A combined monthly income of $300
tidily covered fees at a local “English-me-
dium” school for their 14-year-old son, as
well as the $75 rent on their single-room
cement house in Gandhi Nagar, a dense
slum wedged between bristling tower
blocks in the outer suburbs of Mumbai. 

The pandemic has been tough, though.
Ms Pavde’s husband lost his job when his
employer started working from home last
March. He has found the odd job as a taxi
driver. Mostly he has been idle. During
weeks of heavily enforced lockdown, just
two of Ms Pavde’s clients kept paying her,
and only half her normal wage. 

Similarly stricken neighbours have fled
to their villages of origin, but the Pavdes
have no land to go back to. So they have
stuck it out, although with Ms Pavde’s
earnings reduced to barely $50 a month,
they rely heavily on subsidised rice and
lentils. To pay school fees she has bor-

rowed $680 through a savings pool that she
joined with women friends. But when will
she find work enough to repay the loan?
“People tell me we’ll call you if we need
you; we’re working from home and can
manage,” Ms Pavde says. She reckons it will
take two years for her family to get back to
where they were a year ago.

In terms of health, India appears to
have escaped relatively lightly from co-
vid-19, with a toll of reported deaths per
million people that is less than a tenth of
those in America or Britain. In terms of
jobs, Indians have suffered worse. Like the
Pavdes, millions have lost work, or been
forced to accept less money and harsher
conditions. With only the thinnest cush-

ion of government support, it is the poor
who are hit hardest. A household survey in
Mumbai in January found that 9% of those
in the top socioeconomic quintile had lost
their jobs. Their average daily income had
dropped from $22.30 to $17.40. Among
those on the bottom rung, 47% had lost
their jobs. Daily income had fallen by near-
ly half, from $6 a day to just $3.35.

Women have been squeezed especially
hard. The same survey in Mumbai found
that while three-quarters of men said their
jobs had been adversely affected by the cri-
sis, the proportion among women was
89%. And whereas most men have now ei-
ther returned to old jobs or found new
ones, joblessness among women appears
to have lingered. The Centre for Monitor-
ing the Indian Economy (cmie), a private
research firm that closely tracks employ-
ment, reckons that back in 2019 some 9.7%
of adult women in Indian cities considered
themselves part of the labour force. That
number dropped to 7.4% during the lock-
down last spring, but disturbingly seems
to have sunk still lower by November, to
just 6.9%. cmie’s surveys, which cover
170,000 households across India, found
that men who lost their job during the
lockdown were eight times more likely to
find another within a few months than
women who had lost theirs.

There are simple reasons why covid-19
has been a particular shock to female em-
ployment. One is that more women have
lower-paying, precarious jobs to start with,

MUMBAI

Work is getting scarcer and more precarious, especially for women
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such as in domestic service. Many women
are teachers, and India’s 450,000 private
schools have been hard-hit by mandatory
closures that are only now lifting, state by
state. Hemalatha, a 46-year-old high-
school computer teacher in Salem, a city of
1m in the state of Tamil Nadu, considers
herself lucky: although she suffered a 50%
cut to her salary in June and is still paid less
than before, most teachers in the junior
school got fired. Far more women than
men have also pulled out of jobs in order to
look after children who have been stuck at
home. And meanwhile men have found it
easier to shift into fields boosted by the
pandemic, such as delivery services. In
Chennai, Raj Suresh abandoned a local
travel magazine he had run for 20 years
when advertising crashed, but found a new
career peddling “immunity-boosting”
herbal remedies. 

In many ways, however, the pandemic
has simply exacerbated labour-market
trends that were already in motion. The
proportion of women in the workforce has
been falling for some time, in part owing to
structural changes such as mechanisation
on farms and the decline of traditional
craft industries. Relatively small improve-
ments in living standards also prompt
women in many families to stop working,
both as an emblem of their status and out
of fears for their safety outside the home.
According to the International Labour Or-
ganisation, the female participation rate
fell from almost 26% in 2010 to less than
21% in 2019. cmie uses a more exacting def-
inition of participation, which requires
people to have been working or actively
and recently looking for work. By its mea-
sure participation sank from 16% in 2016 to
11% by the end of 2019 because of the slow-
ing economy and a series of harmful poli-
cies, such as “demonetisation” (the with-
drawal of most paper currency, which led
to a nationwide cash crunch).  

Largely because of the dismal level of
female participation, India’s overall work-
force has failed to grow. It was 420m in
2016, and is now just 400m by cmie’s

count. It would be around 600m if India
had a similar labour participation rate to,
say, China or Indonesia (see chart). Just as
worrying as the failure to generate jobs,
says Mahesh Vyas, cmie’s boss, is the fail-
ure to generate good ones. Despite long ef-
forts to “formalise” the economy, a govern-
ment survey in 2018 found that 77% of
workers were either self-employed or ca-
sual labourers. That proportion has stayed
stubbornly fixed, as companies have
grown used to skirting onerous labour
laws by subcontracting, hiring temporary
workers or doling out tasks to freelancers.
This practice is what led to clashes at an
iPhone assembly plant near Bangalore in

December, where thousands of subcon-
tracted workers had been infuriated by
poor pay and long hours compared with
the plant’s far smaller number of pukka
salaried employees.

Mr Vyas does not think this trend will
change soon. During the pandemic, he
notes, a lowering of corporate taxes and of
interest rates was intended to boost invest-
ment and hiring. But many companies
simply boosted dividends while contin-
uing to trim payrolls. Even as unemploy-
ment has risen, corporate profits and stock
prices have hit record levels. “Quite simply,
the terms of trade have turned against la-
bour,” says Mr Vyas. 

Women’s squib
Female labour-force participation rate*, %
Modelled ILO estimate

Source: International Labour Organisation *Aged 15-64
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Governments come and go in New
Caledonia, a French territory of

270,000 in the south Pacific. There have
been 16 since 1998, when the French
government and local politicians signed
the Nouméa Accord, a power-sharing
deal that aimed to end violent agitation
for independence. The new government
named this week, however, stands out. It
is the first dominated by pro-independ-
ence parties, with six of 11 ministers.
That, in turn, means New Caledonia
should soon have its first indigenous and
first pro-independence president. 

The indigenous Kanaks, although the
largest ethnic group, are less than half
the population. (Europeans and migrants
from other parts of the Pacific are most of
the rest.) In two successive referendums
on independence, in 2018 and 2020, the
islanders chose to remain part of France,
although the outcome of the most recent
ballot, in October, was a narrow 53%-
47%. The territorial congress reflects the
same division, with a loyalist coalition
holding a slim majority. The congress
elects the 11 members of the government,
although a proportional system means
that both pro- and anti-independence
forces are represented. Hitherto, the
loyalists’ majority in the congress had
allowed them to dominate the govern-
ment, and thus control the presidency.

After a squabble about the sale of a big
nickel mine caused the previous govern-
ment to fall, a small party, L’Éveil Océa-
nien (Oceanian Awakening), supported
by migrants from France’s other Pacific
territories (French Polynesia and Wallis
and Futuna), withdrew its support for the
loyalist coalition. Instead, it backed the
ministerial slate put up by a pro-inde-
pendence coalition, the Front de Libéra-

tion Nationale Kanak et Socialiste
(flnks). Further partisan manoeuvring
prevented L’Éveil from winning a port-
folio itself, but its support gave inde-
pendence parties a majority. 

Further horse-trading is to come.
Each of the two main pro-independence
coalitions, flnks and uni, has a candi-
date for president. But with six of 11
votes, independence forces should be
able to elevate one of their own. That
could matter a lot. The third and final
referendum on independence under the
Nouméa Accord will probably be held
next year. The government can do much
to shape the campaign. And the feeling
that independence is nigh may prompt
some Europeans to move away, altering
the shape of the electorate. The parlia-
mentary wrangling is arcane, but the
consequences for New Caledonia are
likely to be profound. 

New Caledonia

Les Kanaks en marche
WE LLINGTON

Parties that favour independence win a majority

In the middle of a chain reaction 
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Lockdown in the Philippines

Suffer the little children

Ofelia abo has not left home for 11
months. In the mornings the six-year-

old attends school online. The rest of the
time she eats lots of snacks, plays Uno with
her mother or, when it isn’t raining, runs
around on the roof of her building. She
doesn’t mind: “I can play all day.” Then
again, she admits, “I sometimes get bored.”
If she were allowed, she would like to go to
a mall or the beach. 

Ofelia and the 32m other Filipinos un-
der the age of 15 (a third of the population)
are “required to remain in their residences
at all times” as part of the government’s ef-
forts to curb the spread of covid-19. Even as
quarantine restrictions have been loos-
ened for working-age adults, they have re-
mained in place for the youngest and ol-
dest members of society, who are deemed
most vulnerable. “She tells me how much
she wants to go out,” says Ofelia’s mother,
Iris, who asked that she and her daughter
not be identified by their real names. All
the same, Iris considers the rules “OK and
reasonable”, since the disease remains
such a risk. Known new infections, having
peaked at more than 4,000 a day in August,
are still running at around 1,600 a day, de-
spite limited testing.

The Philippines is not unique in keep-
ing children at home. Spain did the same
thing for several weeks at the start of the
pandemic. But it is an outlier in keeping
them confined for this long. “Everyone ac-

cepts that it could result in poor psycho-
social effects on children,” says Bernadette
Madrid of the Child Protection Unit at the
University of the Philippines. But she,
along with many paediatricians, psychia-
trists, epidemiologists, public-health spe-
cialists and parents, believes that the bene-
fits of keeping children at home outweigh
the risks, in part owing to the nature of Fil-
ipino households.  

It is rare for children to suffer serious
cases of covid-19. But they can still catch
the virus and transmit it to others. That is a
problem given the preponderance of mul-
ti-generational households in the Philip-
pines. Less than a tenth of elderly Filipinos
live alone. And more than 10% of people ol-
der than 60 live with their grandchildren
but not their children, who are often work-
ing elsewhere. 

As a result, the loudest opposition to
the lockdown of children comes not from
outraged parents, but from businesses. Ci-
ties in the Philippines, and especially Ma-
nila, the capital, are not over-endowed
with parks and playgrounds. For many
families, shopping malls are the closest
thing to a public space. Banning kids from
malls means adults visit less often too,
dragging down consumer spending. gdp
contracted by 9.5% last year, the worst of
any large South-East Asian country. 

For the most part, Filipinos gripe about
the haphazard rulemaking rather than the

rules themselves. A senator complains that
cock-fighting pits have been allowed to op-
erate again even as schools remain closed.
Others think the blanket lockdown should
be replaced with local restrictions deter-
mined by the case rate in each area. The
workings of the Inter-Agency Task Force
for the Management of Emerging Infec-
tious Diseases, the country’s covid-19 re-
sponse unit, are opaque. In January it said
it would allow children aged ten and older
to go to shopping malls. President Rodrigo
Duterte abruptly reversed the decision.
The u-turn had “nothing to do with incom-
petence, not at all”, he explained. 

MANILA

Filipino kids have been confined to their homes for almost a year

Red alert: a child on the loose 

The coup in Myanmar

General strike

Yangon has its share of traffic jams, but
the congestion on February 17th was

unusually bad. At busy intersections
across the commercial capital, cars were
parked with their bonnets raised, as if they
had broken down. By late morning the city
was paralysed. Yet few seemed to mind.
When the police tried to shunt some vehi-
cles to the side, residents of houses lining
the road rushed out to stop them. The
gridlock was intentional. Activists protest-
ing against a military coup on February 1st
were attempting to prevent troops from
entering the city and civil servants from
going to work. Many government employ-
ees were shirking anyway. 

For almost two weeks, tens of thou-
sands of Burmese, and sometimes hun-
dreds of thousands, have taken to the
streets to protest against the coup. But it is
a subtler form of protest that is causing the
generals the most grief. Thousands of pub-
lic-sector workers, from at least 245 dis-
tricts and 21 ministries, are on strike, ac-
cording to Kim Jolliffe, an analyst. Govern-
ment offices are deserted. So too are class-
rooms. Many public hospitals have in
effect shut. Those that have not are so un-
derstaffed they are turning new patients
away. “Operations at many government de-
partments all but halted this week,” report-
ed the Irrawaddy, a news website, on Feb-
ruary 16th. 

The banking system is also seizing up.
Online banking remains possible, at least
when the army allows the internet to oper-
ate, but most branches are closed. Reports
suggest lending has dried up and most ad-
ministrative work has stopped. “A dysfunc-
tional financial sector would definitely
hurt the regime,” says Ko Ko (not his real

SINGAPORE

As civil servants take to the streets,
government is grinding to a halt
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In a landmark election in 2018, Malay-
sians voted for change. Instead, they

got upheaval. Appalled by the growing
venality of the ruling United Malays
National Organisation (umno), in power
since the country’s founding, they
plumped instead for Pakatan Harapan
(“Alliance of Hope”). Yet bickering within
the new government led, a year ago, to its
collapse, and the emergence of a differ-
ent coalition, including umno, that is
itself perpetually rumoured to be on the
brink of implosion.

Few are happy. Malaysians voted for
Pakatan Harapan’s promises of good
governance, enhanced democracy and an
end to racially divisive politics. Yet the
new prime minister, Muhyiddin Yassin,
hounds critics and spreads patronage
about like manure—just like the good
ex-umno man he is. Ordinary folk grum-
ble at the government’s handling of the
coronavirus pandemic, at once arbitrary
and repressive.

The country’s royals, by contrast, are
in clover. Nine of Malaysia’s 12 states
have monarchs: seven sultans, a raja and,
in Negeri Sembilan, a ruler-for-life elect-
ed by four local grandees. The nine royals
take turns to serve five-year terms as
Yang di-Pertuan Agong (“He Who is Made
Lord”)—the constitutional head of the
Malaysian federation.

In their states, the sultans exercise
considerable theoretical power: approv-
ing the chief minister, controlling the
civil service and, in Johor, even com-
manding the palace guard. But at the
federal level, recent kings have taken a
back seat in politics. Their role in the
appointment of prime ministers had
been considered largely ceremonial.

Last year’s political turmoil thrust the
current agong, the sultan of Pahang, into
prominence. Pakatan Harapan fell as the

nonagenarian prime minister, Mahathir
Mohamad, and Anwar Ibrahim, who
hoped to succeed him, feuded. Dr Ma-
hathir resigned as prime minister, appar-
ently hoping to form a new government
that excluded Mr Anwar. But the agong
instead turned to Mr Muhyiddin, who
then took ages to prove his majority in
parliament. As William Case of the Uni-
versity of Nottingham Malaysia puts it, the
king became the kingmaker. 

A few months later Mr Anwar sought
time with the agong, claiming that he had
“convincing” evidence that he could com-
mand a parliamentary majority. For sever-
al days the monarch found himself conve-
niently incapacitated. Even Mr Muhyiddin
failed last year to persuade him to declare
a state of emergency to tackle the pandem-
ic (and helpfully forestall a vote of no
confidence in the prime minister). Only in
January, on the second request, when Mr
Muhyiddin again looked like losing his
shaky majority, did the king accede.

As political power fragments, royal
influence will only grow, says James Chin
of the University of Tasmania. The rulers

are officially the guardians both of the
culture of Malaysia’s Malay majority and
of their religion, Islam. They still have
considerable constitutional powers,
although Dr Mahathir, during a previous
stint as prime minister, took some away. 

There is a commercial dimension to
their authority. The sultans influence
how land is used in their states. They can
also benefit from property developments
accompanying federal projects, such as a
planned high-speed railway. In Johor the
royal family has prospered from deals
with nearby Singapore and from a China-
backed boondoggle, Forest City. Critics
make the comparison to the Thai royal
family’s prodigious if opaque holdings.
Patron-client business networks run
through Malaysian royal circles, as they
do through its politics. No aspiring
prime minister would be foolish enough
to ignore the sultans’ interests. 

Not all Malaysians are happy. In Se-
langor, the sultan’s heir is behind an
unpopular bid to turn a tract of protected
forest over for development. A daughter
of the agong is chairman of a company
involved in a bitter land dispute with
durian farmers.

Many want the royals to stick to In-
stagram. There, one of them touchingly
touts inelegant baking efforts, another
her sonic healing and, in the case of the
crown prince of Johor (once involved in a
nightclub brawl with another royal), a
rather naff polo-and-private-plane life-
style. Someone who is acquainted with
several royals calls them, on balance, “a
gruesome bunch”. Yet few will denounce
them in public. As in Thailand, the royals
are protected by draconian laws, in-
cluding the one against sedition. While
they kept away from politics, why cross
them? Cross them now, says one politic-
ian, and it could be jail.

As Malaysia’s politicians bicker, its royals gain authority

Banyan The swing to the sultans

airguns. At least three people were injured. 
The commander-in-chief probably

hopes that the protests will quickly peter
out. “At the end of the month, people will
need to draw their salaries,” points out
Khin Zaw Win, director of the Tampadida
Institute, a think-tank in Yangon. But if
other civil servants are as determined as
Mr Ko Ko, the regime will need to think
again. “We aren’t afraid of losing our jobs,”
he says, noting that many mutual-aid
funds are being set up to support workers
who are sacked for their activism. “We
want our freedom back.” 

name), a manager at a branch of aya bank
in Yangon. He and almost all his colleagues
have been on strike since last week. 

The government pays bills and salaries
and disburses pensions via Myanma Eco-
nomic Bank (meb). But so many of its em-
ployees are on strike that it is at a “near
standstill”, says Mr Jolliffe, who is studying
the civil-disobedience movement. With
many tax collectors on strike, too, the coup
leaders may end up with neither the infra-
structure nor the money to pay staff. “This
is a real pressure point and is something
the military probably did not include in

their game plan,” says Mr Jolliffe. 
The army commander and junta leader,

Min Aung Hlaing, seems to be getting skit-
tish. State newspapers warn that those
who encourage “dutiful civil servants” to
go on strike will be “seriously punished le-
gally”. Security services have begun a cam-
paign of intimidation to try to force public-
sector workers back to their posts. On Feb-
ruary 14th protesters outside a branch of
meb in Mandalay, Myanmar’s second city,
were urging the remaining employees to
abandon their desks when soldiers and po-
lice began firing ball bearings at them from
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The vaccine roll-out

Sinovacillate

In any other year, Mr Lai would have
been among the millions who usually re-

turn to their ancestral homes for the spring
festival, when families celebrate the lunar
new year. But this year, to prevent out-
breaks of covid-19, the government had
urged citizens to stay put for the weeklong
holiday, the last day of which was February
17th. So Mr Lai, a 40-year-old office worker
in Beijing, was instead among the first in
China, other than essential workers and
employees of the state, to get vaccinated
against the disease. Before the holiday,
China had administered some 40m doses
of Chinese-made vaccines to people such
as medical and delivery staff, government
officials, and students and workers going
overseas. Now the capital is calling on all
residents to volunteer for jabs.

China is second only to America in
terms of the absolute number of shots it
has administered (America has dispensed
more than 57m doses). But per head, China
is dawdling. Just 3% of people in China
have received a jab, compared with 17% of
Americans (see chart, next page). The

country has not yet begun to inoculate its
elderly, lacking data on whether local vac-
cines are safe for them. Beijing is so far the
only city to have begun a mass inoculation
programme. It covers those aged 18 to 59.
Late last year the central government had
aimed to administer 100m doses before the
spring festival. Why is it falling short?

China got off to a quick start last sum-
mer, under an emergency-use programme
that involved giving shots to soldiers,
health-care and aviation workers and the
staff of state-owned firms. To the alarm of
scientists overseas, the Chinese vaccines
had not yet made their way through the big
“phase three” trials that are normally re-
quired for new vaccines. Such trials are
still under way, but, in December, Chinese
regulators authorised a vaccine by Sino-
pharm, the country’s largest maker of such

products, for general use. This month they
approved a second one, by Sinovac, a
smaller producer. The two firms aim to
make 2bn vaccines this year. Under a two-
shot regimen, that would be enough to
cover 70% of China’s population.

It is not that people in China are resist-
ing vaccination. A survey in December by
Ipsos, a pollster, found that four in five
were willing to get a shot, the highest pro-
portion among the 15 countries they sur-
veyed. And they are keen on China’s own
vaccines. The government’s effective
crushing of the virus, in contrast with the
rampant spread of covid-19 in much of the
West, has boosted the credibility of made-
in-China approaches. Many people say
that, given the choice, they would prefer
Chinese vaccines to Western ones. That is
remarkable in a country which has been
rocked by vaccine scandals. The most re-
cent one erupted in 2019 after infants were
given expired doses of the polio vaccine.

Official propaganda has helped. State
media have questioned the safety of the
mrna vaccines, such as those made by
Pfizer and BioNTech, that are being used in
the West. Chinese vaccines that use an in-
activated virus have “more mature tech-
nology”, they insist. Mr Lai warns darkly
that the mrna sort could “alter a person’s
dna” (this is false). 

Hesitancy in China appears to be not
bottom-up, but top-down. If leaders are re-
luctant to roll out a mass programme na-
tionwide, it is probably because there is

BE IJING

Despite a head start, China has fallen behind the West in dispensing covid-19 jabs
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still too little vaccine to go around, says Ga-
vekal Dragonomics, a research company in
Beijing. Ernan Cui, an analyst at the firm,
has noted that although Sinovac is getting
ready to produce over 1m doses a day, its
factories were still only making less than
half that number in January. It is hard any-
where to produce large quantities of vac-
cine quickly with inactivated viruses. It
does not help that China also has to import
most of the glass vials for its vaccines.

This has not deterred China from offer-
ing its vaccines abroad. Xi Jinping, the
country’s leader, said last May that he
would ensure that Chinese vaccines were
made a “global public good”. Makers have
already signed contracts to export half a
billion doses to more than a dozen coun-
tries, including Indonesia, Brazil and Peru.
According to state media, the government
has also pledged to provide “vaccine aid” to
53 countries. It sees all this as an opportu-
nity to give China’s pharmaceutical sector
a shot in the arm, says Jennifer Bouey of
Georgetown University. Some countries
grumble that shipments from China are
being delayed. But in some cases China
may have no choice but to fulfil its com-
mitments. Because it has all but eradicated
the virus at home, it has had to look abroad
for places to conduct phase three trials. In
return, it has promised host countries pri-
ority delivery of its shots.

China may calculate that it can afford a
leisurely inoculation campaign. Because
of its success in eradicating the virus, there
is little sense of urgency. In the Ipsos sur-
vey, a third of Chinese who said they pre-
ferred not to take the vaccine felt that the
virus was not common enough to pose a
threat. Few chafe at mask-wearing or at the
tests they must take for some interprovin-
cial travel. Almost all support China’s
closed-border policy aimed at preventing
the virus from being reseeded at home.

But China’s efforts to keep infections as
close to zero as possible come with a cost.
“Citizens will not tolerate a single case of
infection either, now,” points out Huang
Yanzhong of the Council on Foreign Rela-

tions, an American think-tank. As he
notes, as long as China keeps its borders
shut it will lack a clear incentive to vacci-
nate its citizens. That will mean herd im-
munity will take longer to achieve and de-
lay China’s reopening to the world. 

Virologists reckon that around 70% of
the population needs protection, either
from having caught the disease or through
inoculation, to reach the herd-immunity
threshold beyond which the epidemic
abates. However this number is higher for

new, more transmissible variants. For Chi-
na to attain just 60% will take at least until
the end of 2022, reckons the Economist In-
telligence Unit, our sister company. That is
a year longer than the briskest vaccinating
countries will take to reach that level. If
they open up while China remains shut, it
will become harder for Chinese officials to
convince citizens that their approach is
sound. Sooner or later, says Mr Huang,
“they will need to educate people to learn
to live with this virus.” 

Lagging behind
Covid-19 vaccination doses per 100 people
February 16th 2021 or latest available

Source: Our World in Data
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For a generation of young Chinese,
American television shows like “The

Big Bang Theory”, “Breaking Bad” and
“Sex and the City” were their first taste of
life in the West. Growing up with limited
English inside China’s “great firewall”,
millions of them watched pirated ver-
sions online, with the help of subtitles
produced by volunteers. Many of the
translators were Chinese students, both
in China and at universities abroad. They
provided their skills for little reward,
except the glory of an on-screen credit, to
streaming services that allowed free
access or offered super-cheap subscrip-
tions. Being accepted into such firms’
“translation groups” was a badge of
distinction. Standards were high and
competition for membership was fierce.
It will not be in future, however. 

On February 3rd 14 people from Chi-
na’s largest such streaming firm, Renren
Yingshi (meaning “everyone’s movies
and shows”), were arrested in Shanghai
for alleged copyright infringements.
Since then, many other such outfits have
gone underground or disbanded. For

many internet users, this has been a sad
moment. On social media they bade
farewell to what they described as some-
thing irreplaceable: entertainment free
of the dead hand of China’s censors, and
with far more accurate subtitles than
most officially approved content. 

Demand for Renren Yingshi’s of-
ferings was fuelled by tight supply. China
is one of four regions without Netflix:
the others are North Korea, Syria and
Crimea. Even though it is one of the
fastest growing film markets, China
approves only a few foreign films for
screening in cinemas each year. It is
possible to watch some foreign shows on
officially approved streaming sites. But
they are heavily censored—so much so in
the case of “Game of Thrones” that the
plot is hard to follow. Such restrictions
helped to turn translation-group services
into big operations. Police in Shanghai
said Renren Yingshi had produced more
than 20,000 television shows for its 8m
registered users. 

Renren Yingshi’s popularity is evident
in the debate that still surrounds it on
Weibo, a Twitter-like platform. Posts
with hashtags relating to the clampdown
have garnered more than a billion views.
In one of them, Yan Feng of Fudan Uni-
versity in Shanghai said the subtitling
effort had been one of Chinese history’s
great translation projects, on a par with a
drive to render Western literature into
Chinese in the 19th century. Uncensored
foreign films and shows will remain
accessible to Chinese viewers with for-
eign-language skills and software that
can scale the great firewall. But most
people are unlikely to try, not least be-
cause the government disapproves.
Netizens have been sharing the poetic
Chinese term, lindong jiangzhi. It is one
that subtitling enthusiasts have used to
translate a phrase made famous by
“Game of Thrones”: winter is coming. 

Pirated films

Winter is coming
HONG KONG

China has lost a great source of ( illegal) entertainment
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How to kill a democracy

China’s rise involves some fateful decisions for President Xi
Jinping, the country’s leader. None matters more than whether

to attack Taiwan, to bring that democratic, pro-Western island of
24m people under Communist Party control. If, one day, an ar-
moured Red Flag limousine carries Mr Xi as a conqueror through
the streets of the island’s capital, Taipei, he will become a Commu-
nist immortal. He will join Mao Zedong as co-victor of a Chinese
civil war that was left unfinished in 1949 when the defeated Na-
tionalist regime fled to exile in Taiwan. 

Perhaps Mr Xi will ride through Taipei streets still scorched by
fire, stained with blood and emptied of ordinary Taiwanese by the
diktats of martial law. But Taiwan’s conquest would still mark Chi-
na’s elevation to the ranks of powers so mighty that no single
country dares to defy their wishes. To the hard men who rule Chi-
na, history is not written by the squeamish. Should Mr Xi order the
People’s Liberation Army to take Taiwan, his decision will be
shaped by one judgment above all: whether America can stop him.
For 71 years Taiwan’s existence as a self-ruled island has relied on
deterrence of Chinese aggression by America. True, Taiwan also
benefited from a degree of Chinese patience, as China tried other
gambits that might avoid war. 

Since the days of Deng Xiaoping, Chinese leaders have been
binding Taiwan to the mainland economically. They have also
tried to woo the Taiwanese public with promises of autonomy
should they accept rule from Beijing, under the rubric of “one
country, two systems”. That concept was transformed last year
from dubious to empty by the crushing of civic freedoms in Hong
Kong, a territory that was offered similar promises. But China is
losing patience with “peaceful reunification”, and colder calcula-
tions have always mattered more. At root, China stayed its hand
for fear that Taiwanese troops would hold it off until American
rescuers arrived. 

America’s centrality to this stand-off is well-known to Presi-
dent Joe Biden and his foreign-policy aides, who are an experi-
enced bunch. That is why, on the Biden administration’s fourth
day in office, the State Department rebuked China for military, ec-
onomic and diplomatic attempts to intimidate Taiwan, and de-
clared America’s commitment to the island to be “rock solid”.

In reality America’s ability to deter an invasion over Taiwan is
crumbling. The main reason is China’s single-minded pursuit,
over 20 years, of the advanced weapons and skills needed to keep
American forces at bay. Another is Mr Xi’s sense of historical desti-
ny, and his use of populist nationalism to bolster his authority—
though nationalism also raises the costs of a botched attack. In
some forums, American scholars and retired high officials have
praised the Trump administration for approving more than $17bn
in arms sales to Taiwan. They have also scolded Trump aides who
used showy support for Taiwan as a way to provoke China, without
thinking through risks to the island. Some scholar-diplomats,
such as Richard Haass of the Council on Foreign Relations (cfr),
have urged America to end its policy of “strategic ambiguity”,
which avoids making explicit pledges to respond to aggression
against Taiwan. This vagueness is meant to discourage rash moves
by Taiwanese politicians and avoid enraging China.

Bonnie Glaser, an expert on Chinese and Taiwanese security at
the Centre for Strategic and International Studies, a think-tank in
Washington, says that the Biden administration is showing re-
solve when talking about China and Taiwan, because it is “very
worried about the potential for accidents and miscalculation”. It is
sobering to hear Ms Glaser, a well-connected scholar, express con-
cerns about accidental clashes today, for instance between Chi-
nese and Taiwanese aeroplanes or boats, and about the possibility
of a deliberate military conflict five or ten years from now. 

Robert Blackwill, a former national-security aide to George W.
Bush and co-author of a new paper by the cfr, “The United States,
China and Taiwan: A Strategy to Prevent War”, wants America to
create credible “geoeconomic deterrence”, as well as to shore up
the military kind. He says America, and allies such as Japan,
should make clear that China will be expelled from dollar-based fi-
nancial and trading systems if it attacks Taiwan. Should Chinese
commanders urge war, “we want the economic principals in the
room” to spell out the costs, says Mr Blackwill. 

Asians will miss America if it leaves
Alas, the hardest part of deterring China involves building robust
coalitions that are ready to challenge Chinese aggression. Com-
parisons with the cold war do not capture the problem. West Ber-
lin’s survival was seen as a vital national interest by America and
its nato allies, who planned for war to stop the Soviets cutting ac-
cess to the city. But it matters that the Soviet Union was an eco-
nomic pygmy. Today, there is no consensus among America’s re-
gional allies that Taiwan’s survival is a vital interest over which it
is worth angering China, often their largest trade partner. 

Meanwhile Chinese leaders are trying to reduce their country’s
vulnerability to external economic pressure. In an article last May,
Qiao Liang, a retired air force major-general, predicted that in a
war over Taiwan, America and its allies would block sea-lanes to
Chinese exports and imports, and cut China’s access to capital
markets. General Qiao duly endorsed Mr Xi’s moves to reduce Chi-
na’s dependence on economic demand from the rest of the world.
He added that the key to the Taiwan question would be the out-
come of China’s contest of strength with America. The general is a
nationalist provocateur, but his comments reflect the views of
many in Mr Xi’s China. That should give American allies pause for
thought. To many Chinese, Taiwan’s recovery is not just a sacred
national mission. Its fulfilment would also signal that American
global leadership is coming to an end. If China ever believes it can
complete the task at a bearable cost, it will act. 

Chaguan

America is losing its ability to deter a Chinese attack on Taiwan. Allies are in denial 
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France’s forever war

Which way out?

At midday on January 2nd the roar of
motorbikes cut through the quiet near

Tchoma Bangou and Zaroumadareye, two
villages in western Niger. Next came the
rat-tat-tat of gunfire. Then the screaming,
as jihadists slaughtered at least 100 people. 

That weekend in Bounti, in central Ma-
li, men gathered to celebrate a wedding. As
the smell of grilled mutton wafted into the
air, two French jets swooped in, bombing
the gathering and killing 19 people. The
French government insists it was a jihadist
meeting. Eyewitnesses disagree. 

That grim weekend laid bare the conun-
drum of France’s military intervention
(called Operation Barkhane) in Burkina Fa-
so, Mali and Niger, three of Africa’s poorest
countries. Last year conflict claimed some
6,200 lives, a 30% jump over 2019 (see
chart). Fighting has forced almost two mil-
lion people from their homes; 31m are in
need of food. Outside military help is es-
sential to shore up the region’s weak states,
but it is excruciatingly hard to get right.
French troops have been in the Sahel in
force since 2013, when they stopped armed
northern separatists and jihadists from

sweeping towards Bamako, Mali’s capital.
They have stayed to fight jihadists. 

Last year France sent another 600 sol-
diers, taking its total to 5,100, in the hope of
gaining the upper hand. It has also drafted
in commandos from European allies.
Thousands of un blue helmets patrol Mali,
while soldiers from the five countries in
the region, known as the g5 Sahel, are also

battling jihadists. 
The French surge has had some suc-

cesses. Last year French and allied forces
killed scores of fighters, particularly those
from Islamic State in the Greater Sahara
(isgs), as well as some of the jihadists’
leaders. Yet groups such as Jama’at Nasr al-
Islam wal Muslimin (jnim), which is link-
ed to al-Qaeda, are proving to be resilient.
Overall, says an American defence official,
“we don’t see anything that is dramatically
turning the tide in favour of governments.”

One reason may be that they have been
too focused on military solutions. Even as
French forces have proved able to “cut the
grass” by killing jihadists, they have been
unable to “stop jihadism from expanding”,
argues Ibrahim Yahaya Ibrahim of the In-
ternational Crisis Group, a Brussels-based
ngo. The militants recruit most easily
from neglected villages without schools
and clinics. France and its partners are
supporting development, too, but many of
the projects have failed. 

This leaves France with the challenge
faced by others who have recently fought
insurgencies in places such as Afghanistan
and Iraq. It is that of trying to improve se-
curity—which is almost impossible to do
without development—and also drive de-
velopment—which cannot happen with-
out better security. And France needs to
show progress, or at least find an honoura-
ble way out, in case public support falters. 

When Emmanuel Macron, France’s
president, spoke with the leaders of five Sa-
helian countries (including Chad and

DAKAR

After years of fighting in the Sahel, is it time to start talking?
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Mauritania) on February 16th, he warned
them of “significant changes” to France’s
presence in the region, though he also said
that these would not happen immediately.
For the first time a poll has shown that a
small majority of people in France opposes
the intervention in the Sahel. Mr Macron,
who faces a presidential election next year,
may also have had an eye on anti-France
protests in the region.

Yet governments in the Sahel want
French troops to stay because they have lit-
tle hope of holding back the jihadists with-
out them. Regional forces have improved
markedly, thanks in part to Western train-
ing. In 2019 jihadists attacking a barracks
in Boulikessi in Mali killed at least 40 sol-
diers. Two weeks ago jihadists attacked the
same barracks. This time Malian troops re-
pelled them for the loss of six of their own. 

Even so, Mali’s army remains weak. Aly
Tounkara of the Centre for Security and
Strategic Studies in the Sahel, a think-tank
in Bamako, reckons that it could take an-
other ten years before they are ready to re-
place the French. Local forces also have an
appalling human-rights record. Last year
more civilians were killed by security
forces than by jihadists, reckons José Luen-
go-Cabrera of the oecd, a rich-country
think-tank. Such abuses drive angry young
men into the arms of extremist recruiters. 

Politicians such as Mali’s interim prime
minister, Moctar Ouane, or Burkina Faso’s
prime minister, Christophe Dabiré, are
pushing for another approach: negotiating
with the enemy. Talks are not on the cards
with the most bloodthirsty outfits, such as
isgs, the group blamed for the slaughter on
January 2nd. But back-channel communi-
cations are already open with jnim thanks
to a prisoner swap last year. In central Mali
three local peace agreements were recently
signed between rival ethnic groups. Few
believe that could have happened without
jihadist involvement. 

In Burkina Faso the government has al-
ready negotiated with jnim in some places,
says Héni Nsaibia of Menastream, a con-
sultancy. One example of a deal may be Dji-
bo, a city in northern Burkina Faso. For
months it was blockaded by jihadists.
Then, almost overnight, buses and trucks
began travelling freely. 

Ferdaous Bouhlel of the University of
Tours argues that, beneficial as local deals
are, it is only national agreements that can
stem widespread violence. Iyad Ag Ghali,
jnim’s leader, has said he is willing to talk
to the Malian government, but only after
French and un forces have left. Whether
this is a bottom line, or simply a negotiat-
ing ploy, is not clear.

Publicly France says it does not nego-
tiate with terrorists. France’s foreign-intel-
ligence chief, Bernard Émié, recently
called jihadist leaders in the Sahel the “di-
rect heirs to Osama bin Laden”. In private,

however, some French officials admit that
their opposition to Sahelian governments
talking with some members of jihadist
groups is not absolute. Even so, agreeing to
talks is far easier than reaching a deal. The
chances of failure are enormous. But after
years of bloodshed many in the Sahel, if
not quite in Paris, are willing to try. 
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The International Criminal Court

The case against
the prosecutor

Boris johnson’s government was cock-
a-hoop. The election on February 12th of

Karim Khan, a British barrister, as chief
prosecutor for the International Criminal
Court (icc) in The Hague was surely a sign
that Britain still had diplomatic heft post-
Brexit. Mr Khan’s appointment would be
“pivotal in ensuring we hold those respon-
sible for the most heinous crimes to ac-
count,” beamed Dominic Raab, the foreign
secretary. Others say Mr Khan’s appoint-
ment is less a diplomatic coup for Britain
than for Kenya, whose government has
done much to damage the icc’s credibility. 

Victims of human-rights abuses
around the world have been ill-served
since the court began operating in 2002.
Mr Khan’s two predecessors, Luis Moreno
Ocampo and Fatou Bensouda, managed to
secure just five significant convictions be-
tween them in 18 years. Mr Khan has many
of the attributes a successful prosecutor
needs: he is, admirers say, combative, wily
and “frighteningly clever”. He also has dec-
ades of experience in international crimi-
nal law, most recently heading a un inves-
tigation into atrocities committed by Is-

lamic State. His candidacy was backed by,
among others, six African ngos.

But he has critics, too. Last month 22
African human-rights groups, most of
them Kenyan, opposed Mr Khan’s candida-
cy. Their concerns stemmed mainly from
his role as chief defence counsel for Wil-
liam Ruto, now Kenya’s deputy president,
in one of the most troubled trials before
the icc. In 2012 the court accused Mr Ruto
and Uhuru Kenyatta, now Kenya’s presi-
dent, of orchestrating ethnic violence in
which more than 1,000 people were killed
after a disputed election five years earlier. 

Both cases collapsed. Charges against
Mr Kenyatta were dropped in 2014. The
case against Mr Ruto was halted two years
later, after prosecution witnesses recanted
their testimony or simply vanished. The
icc judges refused to acquit him, citing
evidence of witness intimidation and “in-
tolerable political meddling”. They also
made it clear that the case could be revived.

There is no suggestion, of course, that
Mr Khan did anything wrong in defending
Mr Ruto. Every defendant is entitled to a
lawyer, and lawyers have a duty to repre-
sent their clients to the best of their ability.
Nor is there any reason to believe that Mr
Khan was anything but appalled that wit-
nesses were intimidated. Judges in the
case praised him for reporting witness-
tampering to the police. Even so, the Ruto
case raises a number of questions.

The first is: what would Mr Khan do if
the Ruto trial were revived? Even assuming
that Mr Khan asks to be recused from all
matters involving the Kenyan deputy pres-
ident, as is routine in such matters, would
a pall still be cast over the court? “It is not
about bias but about the perception of bi-
as,” says one Kenyan lawyer. 

In this regard, Mr Khan has not always
helped himself. Critics in Kenya believe
that over the course of Mr Ruto’s trial he
overstepped the boundaries of a legal ad-
vocate. In 2016, after the collapse of the
case, he addressed a celebratory rally called
by the ruling party at which Mr Kenyatta
promised that no Kenyan would ever be
tried before a foreign court again. In a tele-
vision interview Mr Khan criticised the
icc’s prosecution, suggesting it was aimed
at “regime change in Kenya”. 

Mr Khan’s conduct of the defence won
him admiration among Kenya’s ruling pol-
iticians. In turn he has them to thank for
his new position. Mr Khan’s two predeces-
sors were both appointed by consensus
among the icc’s members. In the middle of
last year the icc’s selection committee re-
leased a shortlist that did not include Mr
Khan. The Kenyan government objected
and demanded that the selection process
be opened up again. The committee duly
complied, allowing Mr Khan and others a
late tilt at the job. 

For Mr Khan’s stint in office to be judged

NAIROBI

The International Criminal Court’s new
chief prosecutor is controversial 
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a success, he will have to show zeal and
steel in pursuit of big-time human-rights
abusers. George Kegoro, the executive di-
rector of the Kenya Human Rights Com-
mission, an ngo, has doubts. He called the
appointment a “major reversal” for inter-
national justice and warned that it would
“break the court”. Mr Khan’s first challenge
will be to provide the necessary assurance
that the icc will be able to protect future
whistle-blowers who testify against mur-
derous bigwigs after the killing of Meshack
Yebei, a witness in Mr Ruto’s case, whose
mutilated body was found in 2015.

It would be unreasonable to expect Mr
Khan to win over all his critics. But he
could make a start at rebuilding trust in the
icc by looking at its past failures. Some Ke-
nyan prosecution witnesses who remain
anonymous today still worry that their
lives could be at risk if they were ever iden-
tified. “Everyone involved in that process
is very worried,” says Mutula Kilonzo ju-
nior, a Kenyan senator and lawyer. Beefing
up the court’s protection programmes to
allay these fears ought to be Mr Khan’s first
step. Only by looking backwards can he
hope to ensure that future witnesses are
able to testify with confidence. 

Tree trade

Coconut shy

The island of Zanzibar has more than
4m coconut trees, and each one has an

owner, says Viliai Farahani, a local chief
known as a “sheha”. It is his responsibility
to remember who owns every tree in and
around his village. Standing outside his
bungalow, he squints in the sun and points
to a swaying palm in the distance. “That
one belongs to Hamishim Shamba,” he
says, “and that small one over there be-
longs to Hamisi Makami.” A man known as
Haji Mucha used to own a cluster of trees to
the east of the village, he explains, but he
died and passed them on to his daughter.

That is not unusual. In Zanzibar, the
largest island in a semi-autonomous ar-
chipelago off the coast of Tanzania, coco-
nut palms (and other fruit trees) are hand-
ed down through generations. Whereas all
land is owned by the government and may
only be leased for up to 99 years, fruit trees
can be bought and sold. A withered mango
tree on the edge of a road might well be a
family heirloom. Coconut trees are the
most plentiful and the most useful. Coco-
nuts are the second most important cash
crop, after cloves. Islanders also use the

leaves to thatch roofs. 
But Zanzibaris’ tradition of passing on

trees also makes it complicated for new-
comers to lease land. Sometimes they ne-
gotiate leases that include the fruit trees on
the land, in which case it becomes the gov-
ernment’s job to compensate the tree own-
ers. If the trees are excluded, the new lease-
holders may be landed with a headache. Al-
though it is relatively easy to acquire a
beachside plot and a permit to build on it,
it can take years to identify and pay off the
owners of every single coconut tree.

“When we leased the land we started
noticing these little trees growing,” says
Joyce Nyambura Boswell, a Kenyan hotel
owner. “The girls went and sat under them,
and somebody came and said, ‘Hey, this is
my tree. The land belongs to you but the
tree is mine.’” Soon more tree magnates
turned up, each demanding payment. For
three years people squabbled over who
owned the 50-odd coconut trees on the
land. Sometimes Ms. Boswell ended up
paying three times for one arboreal asset.
Luckily they were cheap: about $30 each.

In the past 15 years the cost of land in
Zanzibar has rocketed, and so has that of
trees. “People can demand all they want if
it’s prime land,” reflects one hotel manager
in the beachside town of Bwejuu. Mr Fara-
hani reckons that a coconut tree on a
stretch of Zanzibar’s most desirable
ground could now go for up to $2,000. 

Resorts are springing up near Zanzi-
bar’s white-sand beaches to cater for tour-
ists, mostly from Russia. Their number
was growing rapidly before the pandemic.
Some people grumble that these develop-
ments risk ruining a magnificent coast-
line. But in the short run, at least impover-
ished locals are making good profits off
their ransom trees. They have realised they
can get richer by selling their trees to hote-
liers than by flogging overpriced coconuts
to tourists on the beach. 

ZANZIBAR

Why palm trees are driving property
moguls nuts 

Climbing the property ladder 

Angola’s economy

Oil, toil and spoils

José eduardo dos santos ruled Angola
for 38 years. During his presidency Ango-

la fought an on-off civil war that ended in
2002, just as an oil boom was starting. As
the price of black gold soared, Luanda, the
capital, became one of the world’s most ex-
pensive cities, a place where developers
imported palm trees from Miami and mel-
ons cost $100 each. Though most of the
country lives on less than $2 per day, big-
wigs in the ruling party, the mpla, stashed
billions of dollars abroad. 

By the time João Lourenço took over in
2017, the oil boom was over. The former de-
fence minister pledged to clean house and
overhaul the economy. The Angolan leader
can point to some successes. But pro-
longed hardship and public scepticism
about his anti-graft efforts are raising
doubts about his ability to reform one of
sub-Saharan Africa’s largest economies. 

How he fares will depend partly on Vera
Daves de Sousa. At 37 she has been alive for
less time than Mr dos Santos was presi-
dent. The youngest finance minister in
Africa—and one of just three women—
took the role in October 2019, months be-
fore covid-19 hit the fragile economy. 

Hers is a monumental task. Oil ac-
counts for nearly all of Angola’s exports
and two-thirds of government revenues.
Low prices and declining production have
brought a collapse in gdp and soaring
debts. gdp per person is almost a quarter
lower than in 2014. The imf estimates that
debt repayments due in 2020 exceeded
government revenues and that the ratio of
public debt to gdp reached 134%. It is likely
that 2021 will be the sixth consecutive year
in which the economy shrinks. 

Angola has, however, recently gained
some “breathing space”, Ms Daves de Sousa
says. Its key talks have been on a “case by
case” basis with Chinese lenders, she says.
From 2000 to 2018 Angola received almost
30% of all loans from China to African gov-
ernments (see chart on next page). Today
$20bn—roughly half of Angola’s external
debt—is owed to Chinese lenders; $15bn of
that is owed to the China Development
Bank. It and another large Chinese creditor
have agreed that Angola can delay princi-
pal repayments until mid-2023. These
deals will “deliver substantial cash-flow
savings” in the short term, says the imf. 

The fund, which has since 2018 agreed
to lend $4.5bn to Angola, is also encour-
aged by the country’s fiscal policies. Ms

JOHANNESBURG

João Lourenço’s reforms please the
imf. What about Angolans?
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Daves de Sousa has cut wasteful spending.
In fact, she says, the imf told her to go easy
in some areas, protecting funding for
health and education. Given the fund’s rep-
utation for promoting austerity, this was “a
positive surprise”, she says.

Her privatisation plans have also been
welcomed. Under Mr dos Santos there was
little separation between party, state and
economy. Sonangol, the state oil company,
owned businesses in nearly every industry.
The finance minister wants it to sell shares
to the public and for 194 state firms or as-
sets to be sold. There have been delays; just
34 sales have taken place. But, says Ms
Daves de Sousa, private firms must be the
“main driver” of growth and diversifica-
tion away from oil. When The Economist
asks whether the mpla is still Marxist, she
laughs: “In our hearts, yes; in reality, no.” 

Most Angolans have yet to see much
benefit. Annual inflation is around 25%.
Last year there were protests in some ci-
ties. People want an end to suffering, but
also for the president to live up to his
promises on tackling corruption. 

Angolan prosecutors have gone after
some of those at the very top of the old re-
gime, including the “royal family”. In Au-
gust, José Filomeno dos Santos, son of the
former president, was one of four men
found guilty of trying to defraud the cen-
tral bank. Authorities have frozen assets of
Isabel dos Santos, the former head of So-
nangol, and daughter of the ex-president.
(She denies any wrongdoing.) 

Yet for many Angolans the anti-corrup-
tion drive appears selective and excludes
people close to the current government.
This, coupled with a brutal crackdown on
some protests, suggests that there are lim-
its to how much an outfit like the mpla can
change. Mr Lourenço has consolidated his
position within the ruling party. He is
pleasing outsiders with some of his eco-
nomic policies. But it is hard to stay pop-
ular with ordinary Angolans when the cost
of food is soaring. The danger for the presi-
dent is that, having raised expectations, he
cannot, or will not, fulfil them. 

Most favoured debtor
Chinese loans to Africa, $bn

Source: CARI
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Iranian politics

The agitator

As members of the Iranian regime
marched through the capital, Tehran,

to mark Revolution Day on February 10th,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad held his own
gathering. The former president, an irrita-
nt to clerics and liberals alike, had his fans
gather outside his flat in a modest neigh-
bourhood of Tehran, where they asked God
to grant him a third term in office. The po-
lice eventually dispersed the crowd for
gathering without a licence. With no hint
of irony, Mr Ahmadinejad (pictured) then
accused the relatively moderate current
president, Hassan Rouhani, of “encroach-
ing on the sanctity of liberty”.

Mr Ahmadinejad did plenty of that
when he was in office. In 2009, after win-
ning a second term in a fishy election, he
crushed the largest protests in Iran since
the revolution in 1979. His foes saw him as
a populist troublemaker. Even his power-
ful allies grew tired of him. But as Iran
gears up for an election in June, Mr
Ahmadinejad is considering another run.
Polls say he is the favourite—if the clerics
let him stand. “He has immense populari-
ty, especially among less educated and less
affluent Iranians,” says Sadiq Zibakalam, a
political scientist.

Mr Ahmadinejad got his start in politics
at university during the revolution, when
he co-founded a group uniting revolution-
ary student factions. Some people have ac-
cused him of being directly involved in the
storming of the American embassy in Teh-
ran and the taking of hostages. Mr Ahmadi-

nejad denies this (apparently he thought
the Soviet embassy was a more deserving
target). He later joined the Basij, a militia
run by the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (irgc), the regime's most powerful
security force. But it was as mayor of Teh-
ran that he distinguished himself as a con-
servative man of the people. Appointed in
2003, he reversed liberal reforms put in
place by his predecessors and won over the
public by, for example, helping street-
sweepers clear the rubbish. 

Iran held a presidential election in
2005. Then, as now, the public was angry
with corrupt insiders rigging the economy.
Many saw Mr Ahmadinejad as someone
who would take on the elite and clean
things up. His scruffy checked shirts and
use of slang in campaign speeches were a
contrast to the clerics. Yet he was also sup-
ported by conservative voters and, most
importantly, by the supreme leader, Aya-
tollah Ali Khamenei.

Mr Ahmadinejad became the first and
only layman to win the presidency since
1981. During two controversial terms (from
2005 to 2013) he denounced America, Israel
and the Arab states, souring relations. At
home he increased spending and main-
tained subsidies, winning over the poor
but racking up huge deficits in spite of re-
cord oil revenues. He also struggled with
the clerics over personnel matters, among
other things. They supported his re-elec-
tion in 2009 and the quashing of protests,
but the animosity between them grew.

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is mulling another run for the presidency—and
espousing better relations with America

A man who knows how to please crowds, or disperse them violently 
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When Mr Ahmadinejad asked Mr Kha-
menei for permission to run again in 2017,
the ayatollah told him that it was not in
Iran’s best interests. His candidacy was
eventually rejected by the Guardian Coun-
cil, which oversees electoral matters and is
controlled by Mr Khamenei. Protests over
the economy broke out later that year. Mr
Ahmadinejad’s response was initially
circumspect (angering some), but he
would later criticise all of Iran’s leaders.
More recently he wrote to Vladimir Putin,
Russia’s president, telling him not to stay
in office forever. That was seen as a veiled
message to Mr Khamenei, who now keeps
Mr Ahmadinejad at a distance. The author-
ities have shut down Mr Ahmadinejad’s
website and arrested some of his advisers.

While Mr Ahmadinejad’s relationship
with the clerics has grown worse, his hos-
tility to America seems to be dimming.
During his time in office, America rallied
international support for economic sanc-
tions aimed at stopping Iran’s nuclear pro-
gramme. Mr Ahmadinejad’s threatening
rhetoric made that easier (he once said Is-
rael should be “wiped from the map”). But
in 2019 he called on the Iranian govern-
ment to talk to Donald Trump, then Amer-
ica’s president, who had ditched a deal un-
der which Iran curbed its nuclear pro-
gramme in return for sanctions relief. Per-
haps Mr Ahmadinejad saw something of
himself in Mr Trump, another populist
demagogue who uses language like a club.

Mr Ahmadinejad posts on Twitter (un-
like Mr Trump, who was banned). He
writes notes to Angelina Jolie, an American
movie star, and quotes Tupac Shakur, a de-
ceased American rapper. In January he
spoke to Fox News, a cable network in
America that often has guests who are
hawkish on Iran. “I have sent a letter to
[President Joe] Biden after he was elected,”
said Mr Ahmadinejad. The text of the letter
is vague, but the move suggests he would
be open to dialogue with America’s new
president, too. “He knows many Iranians
have had enough with anti-Americanism
and want a deal with America,” says Mr Zi-
bakalam. “He’s bold enough to do it and,
unlike Rouhani, he does not fear the su-
preme leader’s wrath.”

Will the supreme leader allow him to
run, though? The clerics might see his can-
didacy as a way to get out the vote at a time
of widespread disillusion with the status
quo. But they clearly do not trust him. Mr
Ahmadinejad, for his part, remains coy
about his future. Regardless of whether he
runs, many think he will continue to influ-
ence politics. Critics call him bache-porrou,
a rude child who cannot be tamed. “He’s
trying to remain relevant till the time of
crisis,” says Saeid Golkar, an Iran-watcher
in America. “If the supreme leader dies or
the regime collapses, he wants to be there
to fill the vacuum.” 

It certainly looks like a video made by
a hostage: a nervous close-up filmed in

a dark room. On February 16th the bbc
broadcast smuggled messages from
Sheikha Latifa, a daughter of Dubai’s
billionaire ruler, Mohammed bin Rashid
al-Maktoum. The princess has twice tried
to flee the emirate, accusing her father of
abuse. He denies the allegations. Her
second escape, in 2018, ended with her
being seized off a yacht in the Indian
Ocean. Now she alleges she is being held
under house arrest, in what she terms
“solitary confinement” without medical
care. The un’s top human-rights body
said it would raise her case with the
United Arab Emirates (uae), of which
Dubai is part.

The tapes overshadowed what was
supposed to be a triumphant moment for
the uae. On February 9th a probe called
Hope finished its seven-month journey
of 493m km (306m miles) to Mars. Its
arrival in Martian orbit made the uae’s
space agency only the fifth to reach the
red planet, and the first from the Arab
world. After two months of course cor-
rections and instrument calibrations it
will begin to study Mars’s atmosphere,
with the first batch of data due for release
in September.

Dubai’s Burj Khalifa, the world’s
tallest building, was lit up in red for the
occasion (pictured). A popular image on
social media showed the rulers of Abu
Dhabi and Dubai, the uae’s capital and its
business hub, strolling hand in hand
with Mars in the background and a space
shuttle blasting off over their shoulders.

The shuttle, of course, is a now-defunct
bit of American engineering. The Hope
probe was not a strictly Arab endeavour
either. Under half of the 450-person team
is Emirati, with most of the others drawn
from American universities. It was as-
sembled in Colorado and lofted into
space aboard a Japanese rocket.

Science is often a team sport: Amer-
ican astronauts relied on Russian rockets
to reach orbit after the shuttle was re-
tired. And the Emiratis say they have
learned new skills that will help build an
indigenous space industry. “Five or ten
years from now I’d like to see Emirati
companies and Emirati engineers build-
ing components for space programmes,
not only in the uae but overseas,” says
Omran Sharaf, the project manager for
the Mars mission.

Even in scientific endeavours,
though, politics are never far off. Signs
on Dubai motorways that typically warn
of collisions or fog instead proclaimed,
in Arabic, “congratulations to the Arabs,
the Hope probe reached Mars”. The uae is
hardly the first Arab country to try to
export an ideology across the region. In
the 20th century Egypt sought to spread
Arab nationalism, and Saudi Arabia an
austere strain of Islam. However, where-
as they were natural leaders—one the
most populous Arab country, the other
the custodian of Islam’s holiest sites—
the uae has just 1m citizens and will
mark its 50th birthday only in December.

The uae posits itself as a post-ide-
ological country, the sort that would
make a national celebration of launching
a spacecraft to propel science education.
That is its own kind of ideology, one that
resonates in less functional Arab states.
In Lebanon, for example, some noted the
contrast with their own country. Since
the Hope probe began its journey, Beirut
was devastated by a massive explosion
and politicians have spent months bick-
ering over cabinet posts in a bankrupt
state. Other Arabs joked about modest
infrastructure projects in their countries
which have dragged on for far longer
than six months.

Mr Sharaf describes the Mars mission
as a challenge to other Arab states: “If the
uae can reach Mars in less than 50 years,
then you can do more, given your histo-
ry.” That is a compelling message. But the
uae also has room to improve, in the
areas of human rights and liberty, as the
saga of Sheikha Latifa shows.

The United Arab Emirates

Hope and despair
DUBAI

A probe journeys into outer space; a princess cannot leave her villa

To Mars, or solitary confinement 
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Italy and Europe

Whatever it takes

Markets have a way of bowing before
Mario Draghi, who on February 13th

took charge of Italy’s 68th government in
75 years. Stocks soared the moment it was
reported he had been asked to become
prime minister. Three days after he took
office, investors flocked to a bond auction,
slashing Italy’s borrowing costs. It was
reminiscent of the hot days in July 2012
when Mr Draghi, then president of the Eu-
ropean Central Bank, vowed to do “whatev-
er it takes” to preserve the embattled euro.
The bond-buying scheme the ecb assem-
bled to render Mr Draghi’s promise credi-
ble was never used: his words were enough
to calm the financial furies. 

But tackling Italy’s problems demands
more than rhetoric. Ravaged by the pan-
demic, on current projections Italy will not
regain its pre-crisis gdp until 2023. And its
covid-19 woes are layered atop deeper
pathologies of slow growth, low productiv-
ity and high debt that have largely defeated
the efforts of successive governments. “We
all know the reform priorities,” says Marco
Valli, an economist at UniCredit, an Italian

bank. “The question is, will Draghi be able
to fast-track the badly needed ones?” 

The cards may seem stacked against
him. Italy has burned through six prime
ministers in the past decade; not since
2008 have voters themselves chosen one.
The obvious cautionary tale is that of an-
other non-politician in whom Europeans
invested high hopes: Mario Monti, a for-
mer eu competition commissioner elevat-
ed into the job in 2011 after soaring bond
yields toppled Silvio Berlusconi. He lasted
only 18 months in office, and his reforms to
pensions were later watered down.

Yet there is a bullish case for Mr Draghi.
The legacy of his bond-buying activism at
the ecb, and that of Christine Lagarde, his

successor, should keep markets calm as he
pursues tricky reforms. For the moment,
voters seem less restive; Mr Draghi takes
office with sky-high approval ratings. And
whereas Mr Monti faced tough calls to
slash spending, Mr Draghi’s government
will be charged with allocating Italy’s share
of the €750bn ($900bn) covid-19 recovery
plan agreed on by the eu last summer. This
could amount to more than €200bn in
grants and loans over six years. 

This is essential to understanding what
amounted to a government of national
salvation unveiled by Mr Draghi on Febru-
ary 12th. Its members range from the radi-
cal left to the hard-right Northern League, a
party whose populist leader, Matteo Salvi-
ni, blithely ditched its Euroscepticism in
exchange for seats at Mr Draghi’s table.
That bears witness to the drawing power of
“Super Mario”, the man who saved the eu-
ro, but even more to the largesse coming
Italy’s way. How Mr Draghi chooses to dis-
pense it will be crucial. 

He offered his first hints during an ad-
dress to Italy’s Senate on February 17th. The
new prime minister promised to tweak the
recovery plan drafted by the government of
Giuseppe Conte, his predecessor, especial-
ly the part dedicated to environmental ob-
jectives—to which 37% of the recovery
funds must be devoted. Final plans must
be submitted to the European Commission
by the end of April. Mr Draghi said his gov-
ernment would pay close attention to
whether Italy’s proposed investment pro-
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jects could be completed by 2026, when the
last of the funds will be disbursed, but add-
ed that they should fit into a strategy aim-
ing at 2050, when the eu’s net carbon
emissions are meant to reach zero. 

Although 15 of the 24 places at Mr
Draghi’s cabinet table will go to politicians
from the various parties in his coalition,
the ministries that will execute Italy’s re-
covery plan will mainly be led by techno-
crats. Three stand out. Roberto Cingolani, a
physicist with a background in robotics
and nanotech, will run a super-ministry
devoted to ecological transition. Vittorio
Colao, a former Vodafone boss, will over-
see digital and technological matters. Da-
niele Franco, the new finance minister,
comes from Italy’s central bank. All three
have managerial as well as technical exper-
tise. Such appointments, says Mr Valli,
show that “Mr Draghi wants his people in
charge” of the recovery fund. At the ecb he
was often keener on executing good policy
than in winning over critics. 

In his Senate address Mr Draghi also
promised to speed up vaccination, and to
begin a comprehensive overhaul of the in-
come-tax system. He pledged to promote
female employment and to narrow one of
Europe’s widest pay gaps between men and
women. Other areas for reform were the ju-
dicial system and public administration.
Much of this will please officials in Brus-
sels, who saw in Mr Conte’s draft plan more
ambition on spending proposals than the
reform that Italy’s huge debt stock (see
chart) makes imperative. Paolo Gentiloni,
the European commissioner charged with
overseeing the recovery plans, is himself a
former Italian prime minister who under-
stands the country’s roadblocks to reform.

After decades in public service (plus a
stint at Goldman Sachs), Mr Draghi’s new
job marks the 73-year-old’s first foray into
democratic politics. But the “technocrat”
label conceals as much as it describes. He
displayed sharp political instincts during
the euro crisis, preparing the ground for
policy shifts like the start of quantitative
easing, and he outflanked critics like Jens
Weidmann, the hawkish head of the Bun-
desbank. German conservatives detested
his dovishness but failed to halt his poli-
cies. On leaving office in 2019 Mr Draghi
was showered with praise by Chancellor
Angela Merkel, and was awarded Germa-
ny’s Order of Merit, its highest civilian
honour. Most of Europe’s leaders, whom he
will meet (virtually) at a summit on Febru-
ary 25th, know and respect him. “The gut
feeling is that someone like Draghi won’t
blow it,” says a German official. 

All this should help him manage what
is likely to be a short-lived administration
(an election is due by June 2023.) Still, the
snake pit of Italian politics poses a new
sort of test. Apart from the League and Mr
Berlusconi’s Forza Italia, Mr Draghi’s cabi-

net unites representatives of the hetero-
geneous Five Star Movement and three
leftist parties. “Unity is not an option; uni-
ty is a duty,” the new prime minister
warned parliament this week. But a quarter
of the Five Star lawmakers failed to support
him in his first Senate confidence vote.
And squabbles have already erupted, over
picking junior ministers and closing ski
slopes. They will not be the last. 

The weight of money
Government debt, % of GDP
Selected EU countries, Q3 2020
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Catalonia votes

Variations on a
nationalist theme

Catalans pride themselves on their se-
ny, their hard-headed common sense.

Yet when it comes to politics, as Jaume Vi-
cens Vives, a great Catalan historian of the
mid-20th century, pointed out, they have
more often acted with its opposite: rauxa,
or emotional impulsiveness. In the run-up
to an election for the regional government
on February 14th, many expected that prac-
tical matters such as the pandemic and the
economic slump would be uppermost in
Catalan minds. But the wounds of October
2017, when an unconstitutional referen-
dum on independence for one’s of Spain’s
most important regions led to the jailing of
nine separatist leaders, are still raw. The
Catalan authorities let the prisoners out on
day release so that they could campaign.
Once again, the emotional divide over in-
dependence dominated the election.

The separatist parties won 74 seats, in-
creasing their slender majority in the 135-
strong Catalan parliament by four. For the
first time since launching their independ-
ence drive in 2012 they won a majority of
the popular vote, with a total of 51%. But

the import of that was blunted by a record
low turnout of under 54% (down from 79%
at the previous election, in 2017), de-
pressed by the pandemic and political dis-
affection. The nationalist vote, meanwhile,
was split among four parties with very dif-
ferent strategies. This allowed the Catalan
affiliate of the Socialist Party of Pedro Sán-
chez, Spain’s prime minister, to win more
votes than any other party, even though it
took only 23%. For him it was a useful, if
limited, victory.

Esquerra (the Republican Left of Catalo-
nia), which now favours gradually building
wider public support for independence,
won 21% of the vote and 33 seats. It is now
the best placed to preside over the General-
itat, the Catalan administration, dislodg-
ing its coalition partner, Junts (Together).
As the party of Carles Puigdemont, a for-
mer president of the Generalitat who fled
to Belgium in October 2017, Junts still flirts
with unilateral action of the kind it took in
2017, when it declared independence after
the referendum. The two parties have often
been at loggerheads with each other and
with the cup, an anti-capitalist separatist
group that increased its seats from four to
nine. Negotiations over forming a new
government may take weeks. 

“It’s time to sit down and see how we
settle this with a referendum,” said Pere
Aragonès, an Esquerra leader who is likely
to be the next president. He also wants an
amnesty for the prisoners. Another refer-
endum on independence would aggravate
a conflict that splits Catalonia down the
middle. More modestly, Mr Sánchez’s gov-
ernment, which has sometimes depended
on Esquerra in the national parliament in
Madrid, is likely to approve pardons for the
separatist prisoners. It began desultory
talks with Esquerra that could eventually
lead to an agreement for even more region-
al autonomy, which might satisfy most
Catalans while irritating other Spaniards.
Mr Sánchez’s hand was strengthened by
poor results in Catalonia both for Ciudada-
nos, a centre-right party that lost 30 seats,
and the People’s Party, the main conserva-
tive opposition. Both were overhauled by
Vox, a hard-right party, which won 8% of
the vote.

The messy result of this week’s election
prolongs rather than resolves Catalonia’s
political drama. The region is “resigned
and downcast”, says Jordi Alberich, an
economist in Barcelona, the Catalonian
capital. “The separatists are resigned to the
fact that independence won’t happen, and
the non-nationalists that there’s nothing
to be done.” The relentless theatre of the in-
dependence drive has hurt the Catalan
economy, which was overtaken in size by
the Madrid region in 2017. “It’s very diffi-
cult to unwind this,” says Mr Alberich. “It
takes a long time and that has a heavy day-
to-day cost.” 

MADRID

Another separatist victory in Catalonia,
but a hollow one
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France

Protection plates

Just over a decade ago, France dropped a
rule that had obliged motorists to change

their car’s number plate each time they
moved house to a new administrative dé-
partement. The point was to ensure, in true
bureaucratic style, that the vehicle’s plate
matched the place of residence. Since
2009, however, car owners have been free
to choose which département code they
display, turning number plates into a test
of sentimental attachment, with unex-
pected results. 

The surprising favourite is Corsica, an
island that is home to just 340,000 people.
The 2A that represents one of the island’s
two départements, along with its symbol of
a bandanna-wrapped head, was the most
sought-after plate, relative to the local pop-
ulation, over an eight-year period. Moun-
tain regions were also popular. Paris did
not get into the top ten. 

This amour for Corsica, which became
part of France in 1796 after a history of con-
tested independence and conquest, may
simply reflect the strong regional identity
of the island’s diaspora. To display a 2A or
2B plaque is a badge of pride and belonging.
Perhaps, suggest some, it is also a declara-
tion of love for the “isle of beauty”, as it is
known to French tourists, 2m of whom
flock there in a normal year. 

Or could it be that a Corsican number
plate, consciously or not, is regarded as a
form of implicit protection? The island has
a history of violent nationalism, after all.
The Corsican National Liberation Front
waged a decades-long armed campaign for
independence. No mainlander wants to at-

tract too much attention there. Two dec-
ades ago Claude Erignac, the préfet, or cen-
tral-government representative, was as-
sassinated. Mob and clan rule on the island
have a broad hold on the French imagina-
tion. Honoré de Balzac’s novel, “La Vendet-
ta”, was about Corsican vengeance and
family honour. 

Even non-Corsicans in Paris are known
to drive with Corsican plates. “They are
convinced that their car won’t be damaged,
and that they won’t be bothered on the
roads,” suggests Benoit Ginet, founder of
Eplaque.fr, an e-commerce number-plate
business, which registered a dispropor-
tionate demand for those from the island
in 2020. There may also be a form of super-
stition at work. “Motorists feel stronger
with Corsican plates,” he suggests: “It’s a
mark of serenity.” 

PARIS

Keep safe, drive Corsican

Russia’s propaganda war

Sympathy for
the devil

First they ignored him. Then they
smeared his underpants with Novi-

chok, a nerve agent. When he survived
that, they jailed him. And now they are try-
ing to demonise him. After years of refus-
ing to utter his name in public for fear of
making him seem important, the Kremlin
is levelling its most intense propaganda at
Alexei Navalny, Russia’s main opposition
leader. He is the subject of every prime-
time news programme and talk show—and
they are not being polite.

The scale and intensity of this propa-
ganda assault are reminiscent of cam-
paigns waged by Stalin’s henchmen in the
1930s against “enemies of the people” and,
more recently, are comparable to the
Kremlin’s information war against Uk-
raine in 2014. The narrative is tried and
tested. As usual, it consists of two parts.

The first is to portray Mr Navalny as a
Nazi who belittles Russia’s victory in the
second world war. Since most Russians are
proud of this victory, and Mr Putin portrays
the state he rules as the successor of the So-
viet Union that won it, the implied mess-
age is that Mr Navalny is a threat to the Rus-
sian constitutional order itself. What such
attacks lack in truth or logic they make up
for in vehemence. Vladimir Solovyev, a
Kremlin mouthpiece, likens Mr Navalny to
Hitler, while adding that “Hitler was a very
courageous man and did not dodge mili-
tary service like this codpiece Führer.” 

To provide more material for its propa-
ganda machine, the Kremlin has mounted

a show trial. Mr Navalny is accused of de-
faming a second world war veteran, who
had appeared in a propaganda video last
year, promoting changes to the constitu-
tion that allow Mr Putin to rule Russia be-
yond 2024. The charge hinges on Mr Naval-
ny having said that everyone who took part
in that video was a traitor. 

The second part of the Kremlin’s narra-
tive is that Mr Navalny is working for for-
eign intelligence services. According to Mr
Putin’s people, he is part of a Western plot
to destabilise Russia and somehow destroy
its national identity. As evidence, they cite
the presence of foreign ambassadors at his
trial, and his team’s pleas to America and
the eu to place sanctions on Mr Putin’s cro-
nies. A demand on February 17th from the
European Court of Human Rights that Mr
Navalny be released immediately will
doubtless serve as grist to that mill.

Mr Navalny, who now faces a large fine
and additional time in prison on top of his
current sentence of nearly three years, has
counter-attacked. He mocked the judge by
asking her to recommend a recipe for pick-
ling cucumbers, since it was pointless to
discuss the law with her. 

The Kremlin’s campaign betrays its
nervousness about Mr Navalny. His influ-
ence is growing, as shown by the success of
a video he released about a vast secret pal-
ace that was allegedly built for Mr Putin by
his cronies. In a recent poll by the Levada
Centre, an independent pollster, some 36%
of Russians reported having watched the
film or being familiar with its contents,
and another 30% had heard of it. 

Such viewing figures represent a four-
fold increase over Mr Navalny’s previous
YouTube audience and shatter the Krem-
lin’s monopoly on information. Unable to
counter his presence on social media and
the internet effectively, the Kremlin has
deployed its indiscriminate television ar-
tillery. Although television reaches mainly
older people, it sends a strong signal to bu-
reaucrats and state employees across the
vast country. 

Gregory Asmolov, an expert on infor-
mation warfare and the internet at King’s
College London, says the purpose of the
mudslinging is to sow hatred and division.
“Television propaganda helps to delegiti-
mise people who support Navalny, and
turns them into outcasts and enemies of
the state and the people,” he says. This in
turn helps to justify further repression.

Yet, perversely, the Kremlin is also
helping to boost Mr Navalny’s movement.
It is acting so outrageously that it is mak-
ing it harder for ordinary citizens to ac-
quiesce. And it is making the opposition’s
supporters angrier, the sort of anger Mr Na-
valny has long sought to stoke. Propaganda
is a powerful tool for prolonging an auto-
crat’s power. But it can also act as an irrita-
nt, driving calls for action against him. 

MOSCOW

The Kremlin’s propaganda against
Alexei Navalny may be backfiring
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Dirty politics

The bois de la cambre is the most handsome park in Brussels.
Its 123 hectares offer mature forest and potential peace for the

residents of the Belgian capital’s well-to-do southern suburbs.
Naturally, the Belgians—among Europe’s biggest petrolheads—
built a motorway through it. During the lockdown, the park was
closed to traffic. Pedestrians were delighted. Drivers were furious,
court cases came and a new front in the culture war was born. 

Grumpy motorists are easy to find in Europe today. Head north
to the Netherlands and they moan about speed limits. There, mo-
torway traffic now crawls along at 100kph (62mph) after the gov-
ernment cut the daytime speed limit from 130kph to stop the
country busting through its pollution limits. Mark Rutte, the
country’s ever-flexible prime minister, declared the measure he
had just introduced “rotten”. Over the border in Germany, the days
of screaming down the autobahn at 200kph could be over, if the
Greens end up in government and introduce a speed limit. Green
politicians know it will cause a fight. “The speed limit is second
amendment stuff,” says Daniel Freund, a Green mep. 

Car wars belie Europe’s reputation for eco-friendliness. Green
parties are riding high in the polls and could return to power in
Germany this year. Climate-denier cranks have been routed.
Those who believe man has nothing to do with global warming are
bracketed with folk who think the Moon landing was fake and El-
vis is alive. Ambitious targets are set, and then made more strin-
gent, as the eu positions itself as the class swot of environmental-
ism. A few years ago, reducing emissions to 40% below 1990 levels
by 2030 was deemed enough. Now the demand is 55%. All eu
countries have signed up to it, after persuasion and copious bribes
via eu funding. 

What must be done has been agreed on. The fight over how to
do it is just beginning. Support for climate measures is broad but
shallow, says Heather Grabbe of the Open Society European Policy
Institute in Brussels, which polled eight European countries.
Nearly all voters are happy to buy less plastic, though far fewer are
keen to pay more for fuel or flights. And good intentions mask
complacency. In each country a majority of voters expect life to
continue broadly as normal, even if nothing is done by 2035. The
size of the likely shift over the coming decades has not sunk in.

Hard choices are yet to be made or a political price paid. 
Already certain politicians of the right are jostling to provide

voters with an easy way out. Policy platforms promising frequent
flights, cheap petrol and a guilt-free carnivorous diet are appear-
ing across fringe parties. Ahead of Dutch elections in March, the
far-right Party for Freedom (pvv) promises to raise speed limits to
140kph. Populists have found their previous bread-and-butter is-
sue, immigration, sinking from public consciousness as borders
have been more or less closed. So now the likes of the Sweden
Democrats, an anti-immigration party, and the similar Alternative
for Germany are increasingly focusing on the environment. Most
stop short of outright global-warming denial. Instead, they argue
that too much is being done, too quickly, at too high a cost. “No-
body is against a green environment,” declares the pvv in its mani-
festo. Instead it opposes “pointless, unaffordable climate policy”.
The pvv and its ilk are unlikely to get anywhere near office. Such
parties achieve their aims, however, not by winning power but by
dragging mainstream parties towards their positions. That is what
happened with migration.

This makes it politically more dangerous for politicians to go
green than at first glance. Get it wrong and punishment is swift.
France provided an example of what not to do when, in 2018, it cut
speed limits on country roads and raised taxes on fuel. The result
was the gilets jaunes movement, which snowballed from a crowd
of grumpy drivers into protesters waving mock guillotines in Pa-
ris. In Germany the Greens learned in 2013 that proposing to ban
some things and charge more for others was not popular. In the
land of sausage-munching drivers of gas-guzzling cars, the party
proposed higher taxes on fuel and meat-free days in the cafeteria.
Support plunged and the Greens are still trying to shrug off a repu-
tation for being the party of prohibition. 

Foot-dragging is already a problem, even before a proper back-
lash has begun. Germany agreed to phase out coal only by 2038, af-
ter dawdling from both the centre-left Social Democrats and the
Christian Democratic Union, their centre-right coalition partners.
The new cdu leader, Armin Laschet, is among the coal industry’s
strongest supporters. The temptation to go even slower may grow
as parties on the extremes offer voters an easy alternative. Pushing
through environmental reforms in the wake of a catastrophic
slump makes life even harder. Suppose the recovery is botched.
Even if the real cause is miserly fiscal policy, voters may blame
greenery for their woes. That could make reform harder to sustain. 

Avoiding a car crash
When it comes to the environment, there will be losers. This is by
design. Some behaviour—whether taking a third flight in a year, or
zipping through a park in a Mercedes—must become inconve-
nient or expensive compared with greener options, because tech-
nology will not solve the problem fast enough. Some jobs will go.
Politicians argue hopefully that if carbon taxes go up, then other
taxes can go down; dirty jobs can be replaced by clean ones. But
voters may feel they have heard all this before. A similar argument
was put forward about globalisation. For years, voters were as-
sured that it did not matter if jobs went abroad as new ones would
replace them at home. The proceeds of extra growth would be
shared. But the hoped-for redistribution disappointed. Some jobs
were not replaced; some areas were left to rot. Politics went to pot.
Voters are expected to accept this logic a second time and trust
that governments will not betray them. If Europe’s leaders flunk it
again, the consequences could be ugly. 

Charlemagne

Europe’s green wave has a brown undercurrent 
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Cutting carbon

Big on clean energy

Over the summer of 2020, as coronavi-
rus cases fell and life in Britain felt

briefly normal, something very abnormal
was happening to the country’s electricity
supply. No coal was burned to generate any
portion of it for a period of more than two
months, something that had not happened
since 1882. Britain’s four remaining coal-
burning power plants are zombies, all but
dead. Within a couple of years they will be
closed and Britain will probably never
burn coal for electricity again.

The elimination of power stations that
burn coal has helped Britain cut its carbon
emissions faster than any other rich coun-
try since 1990 (see charts on next page).
They are down by 44%, according to data
collected by the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (beis) dur-
ing a period when the economy grew by
two-thirds. Germany’s emissions, in con-
trast, are down by 29%; coal is still burned
to generate some 24% of its electricity. Bri-
tain has made cuts to its emissions 1.8
times larger than the eu average since 1990.
In America, emissions over the same peri-
od are up slightly. 

Britain’s success has given it promi-
nence in the global debate on climate
change. This year it will co-host cop26 in
Glasgow, the world’s largest and most im-
portant climate gathering. Boris Johnson,
the prime minister, is attracted to the fu-
turistic whizbangery of clean energy and is
deploying “climate diplomacy” to help de-
fine post-Brexit Britain’s place in the
world. In November he presented a “ten-
point plan for a green industrial revolu-
tion” that included spending £12bn ($17bn)
on clean-energy gubbins. But examining
Britain’s decarbonisation shows that much
of its success was circumstantial, and that

the country’s hardest problems are ahead
of it. After a decade of meeting its own le-
gally binding decarbonisation targets, Bri-
tain is now veering off course.

Unusually for a right-wing politician,
Margaret Thatcher was an early believer in
the dangers of global warming. But the im-
petus she gave to decarbonisation was a
by-product of policies with other aims. In
crushing the coalminers’ unions in the
1980s, she neutered a powerful industry
dedicated to the emission of carbon. Priva-
tising Britain’s energy markets and open-
ing up the North Sea for oil and gas exploi-
tation weakened the coal industry further.
Emissions declined gently after Thatcher
left office, long before climate change was
on the national agenda, simply because a
growing proportion of Britain’s electricity
and heat was being generated by burning
gas, which emits about half as much car-
bon dioxide as coal when burned. 

But this century, decarbonisation has
been the deliberate consequence of politi-
cal choices. In passing the Climate Change
Act in 2008, Britain became the first coun-
try in the world to commit to legally bind-
ing carbon-emission reduction. Labour
was in power at the time, but there was a
remarkable political consensus in its fa-
vour. Only three mps voted against it. Ac-
cording to Phil MacDonald of Ember, a
think-tank, David Cameron’s Conservative
Party was casting around for policies that
might detoxify its image, and settled on
climate change. “Cameron bought into [the
act] very early,” says Mr MacDonald.

Britain has decarbonised its grid faster than any other rich country. 
That was the easy bit
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The weak, dirty coal industry was an ob-
vious target for a country newly united
against the emission of carbon. In 2013 a
Conservative-Lib Dem coalition govern-
ment introduced a power-sector carbon
tax which hit coal twice as hard as gas,
making it uncompetitive. Coal plants
which had been running continuously
started being used only when electricity
was in high demand. In 2015 coal produced
about a quarter of Britain’s electricity. Now
it accounts for less than 2%. 

As the cost of wind farms plummeted,
gas started feeling the squeeze too. In its
latest carbon budget, the Climate Change
Committee (ccc), the independent body
created by the Climate Change Act to steer
Britain towards net zero, said that Britain
should commit itself to phasing out gas
power plants by 2035. This has changed the
economics of new gas power stations.
Drax, a power company which had been
planning to build Europe’s largest gas pow-
er station in Yorkshire, is now reconsider-
ing. “The risk for investors in those utili-
ties is that they are only going to get a dec-
ade out of it,” says Mr MacDonald. 

The grid is not yet even halfway to com-
plete decarbonisation, but seems bound to
get there as the price of electricity from re-
newable sources continues to fall. “The ec-
onomics have just shifted so that wind is
the default,” says Mr MacDonald. Solar
power has grown too, but a cloudy, crowd-
ed island is ill-suited to the technology. In
2020 solar provided just 4% of electricity.
Wind provided almost a quarter. Old nu-
clear power stations must be replaced with
new ones, Hinkley Point c and Sizewell c,
or Britain’s plans for a decarbonised grid
will be in disarray.

Consumers have barely felt the costs of
the transformation to date. Paying for low-
carbon electricity accounted for about 9%
of bills in 2016, but increases in the effi-
ciency of light bulbs and appliances offset
the rise in power costs. The ccc estimates
that required efficiency increases will
more than cover the increased cost of elec-
tricity in future. 

The tricky bit
Zero-carbon electricity is an end in itself,
but also a necessary first step to decarbo-
nising other parts of the economy, such as
heating and transport. Heat pumps must
replace gas boilers; electric motors must
replace internal combustion engines. But
Britain’s success in decarbonising its grid
has not yet translated into progress in
these areas. Where emissions related to
electricity generation plunged by 66% be-
tween 1990 and 2019, the equivalent reduc-
tion for transport, which is now the largest
source of emissions in Britain, was just 5%.
Buildings generate the second-largest
block of emissions, largely thanks to the
burning of gas to heat water in radiators. 

It is harder to decarbonise heat and
transport than electricity. The only change
consumers notice when dirty power sourc-
es are replaced with renewable ones is a
slow price rise. But to clean up heat and
transport, either policy or market mecha-
nisms must reach right into people’s
homes and driveways. Incentivising them
to rip out their combi boilers and switch to
electric cars will be expensive at best, im-
possible at worst. 

Heat is a particularly tricky issue in Bri-
tain, for its houses are higgledy-piggledy
and badly insulated, and its people fond of

them. Keeping them warm is easier with
gas, which has a high energy density, than
with electricity, which tends to generate
lower temperatures. Heat pumps and big-
ger radiators or underfloor heating are
needed. That will cost tens of thousands of
pounds per home. Similarly, installing
charging points for electric cars in old,
winding city streets will be tricky. Mr John-
son’s commitment, as part of his ten-point
plan, to end sales of petrol and diesel cars
in Britain by 2030 will help a lot. 

And although gas helped decarbonise
Britain's grid, it is a hindrance when it
comes to heating and transport. That is be-
cause Britain has one of the world’s most
robust and extensive infrastructures for
moving gas around; 85% of its 29m homes
are heated with gas boilers. In Germany
47% are. Decades of investment in the gas
grid mean that Britain’s electricity grid is
not as robust as it needs to be in order to
carry the extra power required to replace
gas in the heating of Britain’s homes. If it is
to charge all the cars and run all the heat
pumps, the grid will need to be upgraded at
a cost of tens of billions of pounds. 

The political consensus is fraying, too.
In 2015 the Tory government scrapped a
plan to make all new homes carbon-neu-
tral, meaning that most houses built since
then have gas boilers and low-quality insu-
lation, so will need retrofitting. Fuel duty,
which would incentivise car electrifica-
tion, has been frozen since 2010. Rishi Su-
nak, the chancellor, plans to raise it in his
forthcoming budget, but faces opposition
from his party. And in early February, 24
hours after the right-wing Daily Mail called
a proposed carbon tax that would have
raised the price of consumer goods a “tax
raid on your lifestyle!”, the government
dropped it like a hot potato.

The challenges of heat and transport are
already showing up on Britain’s carbon
budget. The country is no longer on track
to meet its own legally mandated targets
for reducing emissions. In 2017 beis pro-
jected that Britain was set to miss its 2030
target by 8%. A year later that gap rose to
10%. The problems posed by transport and
heating are largely responsible. 

Mr Johnson’s ten-point plan therefore
reads more as an ode to successes past than
as a sensible recipe for the future. But Bri-
tain’s moment on the world stage of cli-
mate policy approaches, so its recent per-
formance and future plans will be in the
spotlight. The prime minister cannot rest
on his predecessors’ laurels. 

Cleaning up

Electricity production by source, %

Source: Our World in Data
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We’re hiring The Economist’s Britain section is
looking for a writer. A clear and entertaining writing
style and an ability to spot interesting stories are
essential. Journalistic experience is not. The writer
will be expected to cover a broad range of issues,
including politics. Applicants should send an
unpublished article of no more than 600 words and
a cv to britainwriter@economist.com by March 4th.
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Starmer stuck

When he won the leadership of a shattered Labour Party in
April 2020, Sir Keir Starmer got off to a blistering start,

wresting control of his party from the far left, rebuilding bridges
with a Jewish community that had been alienated by anti-Semi-
tism and impressing middle England with his smart suits and nice
manners. Ten months later he is stuck. He swats at the govern-
ment without ever landing a blow. He has appointed a shadow
cabinet that has done the seemingly impossible and underper-
formed the worst cabinet since the second world war. After
months of level-pegging in the opinion polls, the Conservatives
have established a solid lead. 

There are lots of excuses for this. Sir Keir got off to such a strong
start that a loss of momentum was inevitable. The pandemic
makes life easier for governments than oppositions because peo-
ple rally behind their leaders. Sir Keir’s sensible attempt to deal
with this problem by focusing on competence was fatally under-
mined by the government’s world-beating vaccine programme.
But Labour is gripped by the fear that Sir Keir’s current doldrums
also point to troubling weaknesses in his political abilities. 

The most obvious of these is his formulaic approach to his job:
he identifies obvious problems and presents solutions to them
with a mechanical precision that lacks style or panache. Not patri-
otic enough? Display a flag. Too London-centric? Go on about “the
North''. Too left-wing? Expel the chief lefty, the former party leader
Jeremy Corbyn. Too anti-business? Unveil “an unashamedly pro-
business agenda”. The danger is that this paint-by-numbers poli-
tics alienates core supporters (who were particularly incensed by
the flag business) without convincing the target audience that he
means what he says. It’s all uncomfortably reminiscent of Michael
Dukakis’s attempt to de-wimpify himself by sitting in a tank.

The second is excessive caution. Labour’s talent pool is neces-
sarily limited following the departure of rising stars such as Tris-
tram Hunt and Andy Burnham during Mr Corbyn’s nuclear winter
and the reduction of mps as a result of losses in the 2019 election.
But the leader’s defensiveness is preventing him from making the
best of what material he has. His insistence on leaving established
talents such as Yvette Cooper and Hilary Benn on the back benches
while keeping the few stars that he has such as Angela Rayner and

Lisa Nandy in the cupboard suggests either an obsession with con-
trol or, worse, fear of being overshadowed. 

These two weaknesses add up to a bigger problem: a failure to
produce a vision of the future. The most successful Labour govern-
ments have all been powered by a distinct idea: think of 1945 (New
Jerusalem), 1964 (White Heat of Technology) and 1997 (Cool Britan-
nia). Sir Keir tried to provide a hint of this on February 18th in a
speech full of references to “a new chapter for Britain”, a “partner-
ship between government and business” and a willingness to em-
brace “the change that’s coming in science, technology and work”.
But who these days doesn’t believe in new chapters, partnerships
with business and embracing change? 

The current doubts on the left about Sir Keir’s leadership may
blow away as quickly as they have blown in. A victory, let alone
two, against Tory mayoral incumbents in Birmingham or Teesside
in the local elections in May would panic the Tories. The govern-
ment’s successes—getting Brexit done and rolling out the vac-
cine—conceal deeper failures: the economic damage Brexit is do-
ing and one of the highest death rates in the world from covid-19.

Yet what if Sir Keir is stuck because he’s got nowhere to go?
What happens if, for all his positive qualities of decency and deter-
mination, he just doesn’t have what it takes? Natural politicians
are storytellers and preachers: they not only hold their audiences
in the palm of their hands but also persuade them to see the world
through their eyes. The three great lawyer-politicians of recent
years—Tony Blair in Britain and Bill Clinton and Barack Obama in
the United States—changed the political world precisely because
of their ability to turn the political stage into a pulpit. Messrs Clin-
ton and Blair preached about civilising capitalism (the Third Way),
Mr Obama about blue and red America melting happily together.
Sir Keir, by contrast, is a lawyer first and foremost—brilliant at
tearing down an opponent but mediocre when it comes to creat-
ing a compelling narrative. 

Boris’s scrapes
The contrast with the man in Number 10 is particularly worrying
for the Labour Party. Mr Johnson is Horrid Henry to Sir Keir’s Per-
fect Peter. He’s forever getting himself into terrible scrapes—li-
kening Muslim women to post boxes, for example, or finding him-
self stuck on a zipwire because he had lied about his weight. His
career sometimes looks like a series of disasters: getting sacked
from his first job in journalism and from one of his first political
jobs for lying about an affair, messing up his first few months as
mayor and making a hash of his time as foreign secretary. But he’s
also a natural politician who thrives on the whirligig of events. He
has never missed an opportunity, from Eton onwards, to get stuck
into the fray, the dirtier the better. He knows how to tell a compell-
ing story: indeed, his career was built on an embroidered tale of
the pompous incompetence of the eu, which he dreamed up as a
journalist in Brussels. Perfect Peter, by contrast, enjoyed his great-
est success doing the strictly apolitical job of director of public
prosecutions and spent four years criticising the government’s
Brexit policy without changing the debate, or even coming up with
a single phrase to match “take back control” or “get Brexit done”. 

Mr Johnson has learned from his mistakes: despite messing up
when he became mayor he got his act together and won a second
term with an enhanced majority. The Conservative Party’s biggest
worry is that he has many more mistakes in him. The Labour Par-
ty’s biggest worry is that Sir Keir will go on being competent, and
not much more than that. 

Bagehot

The Labour leader is Perfect Peter to Boris Johnson’s Horrid Henry 
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Touch and covid-19

You’ve lost that lovin’ feeling

It has been 11 months since anyone
hugged Larry. The 62-year-old account-

ant lives alone in Chicago, which went into
lockdown last March in response to co-
vid-19. He has heart problems so he has
stayed at home since then. The only people
to touch him have been latex-sheathed
nurses taking his blood pressure. Larry de-
scribes himself as a “touchy-feely” person.
Sex is nice, but more than that he longs for
casual platonic contact: hugs and hand-
shakes. He lies in bed, he says, yearning to
have someone to hold or to hold him.

The pandemic has been an exercise in
subtraction. There are the voids left by
loved ones who have succumbed to co-
vid-19, the gaps where jobs and school used
to be, and the absence of friends and fam-
ily. And then there are the smaller things
that are missing. To stop the spread of co-
vid-19 people have forsaken the handshak-
es, pats, squeezes and strokes that warm
daily interactions. The loss of any one
hardly seems worthy of note. 

And yet touch is as necessary to human
survival as food and water, says Tiffany
Field, director of the Touch Research Insti-

tute at the Miller School of Medicine, part
of the University of Miami. It is the first
sense to develop and the only one neces-
sary for survival. We can live with the loss
of sight or hearing. But without touch,
which enables us to detect such stimuli as
pressure, temperature and texture, we
would be unable to walk or feel pain. Our
skin is the vehicle through which we navi-
gate the world. 

Certain groups have long been starved
of touch. For centuries lepers were deemed
untouchable. Dalits, the lowest caste in In-
dia, were literally known as such. Solitary
confinement is used as a punishment in
prisons. In a film made before his death in
2015 Peter Collins, a Canadian convict
locked up alone, said he craved so intense-
ly the touch of another human that he pre-
tended the flies walking on his skin were
his wife’s fingers. But not until the pan-
demic, with its widespread social distanc-
ing, have such vast swathes of the popula-
tion been deprived of friendly physical
contact for so long.

Humans need touch to form close rela-
tionships. To improve its chances of sur-

vival, Homo sapiens evolved to live in
groups. Humans “need to interact with
each other”, explains Alberto Gallace, a
psychobiologist at the University of Mila-
no-Bicocca, which may explain why, like
other social animals, they have developed
a neurological system designed to respond
to affectionate touch. Stimuli applied to
the skin at a certain pressure and speed—
“basically a caress”, says Dr Gallace—acti-
vate a dedicated nerve fibre in the skin.
Stimulating this fibre lights up parts of the
brain responsible for pleasure, releasing a
cocktail of hormones, including dopa-
mine, serotonin and oxytocin, that soothe
anxiety and make us feel happier. 

The importance of touch starts early. A
review of scientific literature conducted in
2016 found that babies who had skin-to-
skin contact with their mothers immedi-
ately after birth were 32% more likely to
breastfeed successfully on their first at-
tempt than those who did not. Several
hours later, they also had better heart and
lung function and higher blood-sugar lev-
els. In one study in 1986 in America prema-
ture babies who were given regular mas-
sages for ten days shortly after they were
born gained weight more quickly and left
intensive care sooner than premature ba-
bies who were not. Their physical and cog-
nitive development was also better than
the control group in tests a year later. 

The positive health effects continue.
Touch depresses levels of cortisol, a hor-
mone produced in response to stress. In
addition to triggering the “flight or fight”

ROME, SÃO PAULO AND SINGAPORE

Only when the pandemic deprived the world of human contact 
did people realise its importance 
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response, cortisol smothers “natural killer
cells”, a type of white blood cell that attacks
viruses and bacteria. Touch can also in-
crease the production of natural killer cells
in patients with hiv and cancer, according
to Dr Field. In 2014 researchers at Carnegie
Mellon University observed that healthy
adults who were hugged more frequently
were less likely to get colds, perhaps be-
cause such embraces are a way of commu-
nicating affection, and people who feel
cared for are less likely to fall ill. 

A lack of touch, by contrast, is damag-
ing. After controlling for factors such as
poverty and quality of medical care, stud-
ies of infants show that the absence of
touch leads to a broad range of develop-
mental problems, argues David J. Linden, a
professor of neuroscience at Johns Hop-
kins University, in a book called “Touch”.
Children who are not cuddled tend to de-
velop certain cognitive skills later than
their peers. A lack of touch may fuel ag-
gression. In 2002 Dr Field observed that
compared with French adolescents, chil-
dren in America received less affectionate
physical contact and were more combat-
ive. But those who received daily massages
became less aggressive after five days.

Without regular contact people can be-
come “skin hungry”, a state in which they
experience less touch than they want. The
few studies that have been done into skin
hunger suggest it is harmful. A survey of
509 adults from around the world in 2014
suggested that being deprived of touch was
linked to loneliness, depression, stress,
mood and anxiety disorders and secondary
immune disorders. 

The pandemic supercharged that. In a
poll of 260 Americans who had been under
lockdown for a month last April, conduct-
ed by Dr Field, 60% said that they longed
for physical contact. The impact may be
particularly acute in places where people
are normally more tactile. In southern Italy
“keeping your distance from someone is
almost offensive”, says Luca Vullo, the au-
thor of a book on Italians’ non-verbal com-
munication. And yet even Italians have
surprised themselves with the level of
their compliance with social-distancing
measures. Most wear masks and keep their
distance in queues (although when restric-
tions have been eased, many have found it
harder to maintain, especially in restau-
rants, and particularly after a glass or two
of wine). In Brazil, however, Claudia Mata-
razzo, an etiquette coach who wrote a
guide in mid-2020 on how to limit physical
contact without being rude, has given up
trying to convince her compatriots to swap
kisses for elbow bumps. Her efforts have
not been helped by the president, Jair Bol-
sonaro, who regularly hugs and shakes
hands with supporters. He failed to keep
his distance even when he had covid-19.

By contrast, people from more reserved

countries may hardly notice they are re-
ceiving less physical contact. Leonard Lim,
a Singaporean tech worker, has not met
anyone in the flesh, except for his wife,
with whom he lives, and their parents,
since last February. It did not occur to him
that he had received less physical human
contact over the past year until asked
whether he had noticed its absence. 

The sense of touch is easily overlooked.
Its flashier cousins, vision and hearing,
have entire art forms dedicated to them
while chefs and perfumers serve our taste
buds and nostrils. Scientists neglect it. For
every research paper on touch, there are
100 on sight. In the 19th century European
intellectuals dismissed touch as “a crude
and uncivilised mode of perception”, infe-
rior to sight, according to Constance Clas-
sen, a cultural historian. In Anglophone
countries, the Victorian horror of the body
gave popular ballast to this bias. Strictures
against touch persisted in those countries
into the next century. In the 1960s Sidney
Jourard, a psychologist at the University of
Florida, observed the behaviour of couples
in coffee shops around the world. Over the
course of an hour couples in Paris and
Puerto Rico touched each other 110 and 180
times respectively. Their counterparts in
Florida touched each other just twice.
Those in London avoided any contact at all.

Out of touch
People in such countries are more demon-
strative today. But Dr Field argues that
many Americans were suffering from skin
hunger before the pandemic. Among those
surveyed by Dr Field in April only a fifth
said that they touched their children fre-
quently. Outside the home, tactile interac-
tion has effectively been outlawed in many
places. Many American states have banned
teachers from touching their students. A
lot of schools have similar policies. The

MeToo movement means physical contact
is rare in offices. And in recent decades the
number of people living alone has shot up
in many rich countries. So too has the time
spent online. Virtual spaces bring users to-
gether but these connections are forged in
an immaterial dimension. Screens are por-
tals to digital worlds that require us to
leave our bodies behind. Richard Kearney,
a professor of philosophy at Boston Col-
lege, calls this process “excarnation” and
argues that it is fuelling a “crisis of touch”. 

Some were trying to mend this before
the pandemic. In Japan Deguchi Noriko,
the founder of the Japan Touch Counsel-
ling Association, instructs new mothers,
nurses and nursery teachers in the art of
what she calls “skinship”, the act of “dee-
pening our bond and trust with others”
through clasping hands, hugging and
stroking. In America urbanites were con-
gregating at “cuddle parties”, hopeful that
draping themselves over strangers would
banish their loneliness. 

In 2015 Madelon Guinazzo and Adam
Lippin founded Cuddlist, a company
which trains “cuddle therapists”. They sus-
pected that many people longed for “pla-
tonic, mutual, consensual touch that’s
purely about affection”, says Ms Guinazzo.
That need was not being met, she argues,
because of the “hypersexualisation” of
touch in America. Their company has put
therapists in contact with 50,000 clients
around the world. They tend to be people
experiencing too little touch or the unwel-
come kind. Larry, the accountant from Chi-
cago, began seeing Ms Guinazzo three
years ago. He was uncomfortable with the
idea of paying for hugs but his desire for
contact exceeded the brief embraces he re-
ceived from friends. He was surprised to
find that the shoulder rubs, hugs and
hand-holding brought him comfort and “a
sense of joy”. 

At present Larry can only meet Ms Gui-
nazzo online. They evoke the sensation of
touch through words and their imagina-
tions—or try to. Zoom cuddles are not as
potent as those in the flesh, says Larry. But
in the age of distance, the skin-hungry
must make do with what they can. Be-
tween February 10th and 13th 2020 sales of
massage chairs in China were 436% higher
than in the same period in 2019, according
to Suning.com, a big retailer. Others are
turning to technology to simulate caress-
es. CuteCircuit weaves haptic sensors into
shirts which, it claims, can transmit the
sensation of a hug using Bluetooth tech-
nology to corresponding shirts. Between
April and December, traffic to its online
shop surged by 238%. The pandemic has
made many more people aware of their
craving for touch, says Ms Guinazzo. Her
business has suffered, but once covid-19
ebbs she expects demand to surge. People
need to touch people, not just screens. 
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Mobility in China

Trafficking dreams

“We invest a lot of money here in
China,” proclaimed Travis Kalan-

ick, founder and then boss of Uber, at a
confab in Tianjin in June 2016. But, he add-
ed with foreboding, “we have a competitor
who is investing even more.” Two months
later the American ride-hailing giant threw
in the towel, selling its Chinese operations
to its Beijing-based rival, Didi. Uber lost
some $2bn over two years in China. Its re-
treat paved the way for Didi to grow into
China’s undisputed ride-hailing cham-
pion, which today processes over four-
fifths of all domestic orders. The Chinese
titan is widely expected to go public in the
next few months, eight years after its
launch. It could fetch a valuation of $60bn. 

That Uber was willing to burn through
so much cash, at least for a time, is a testa-
ment to the size of the prize. China boasts
the world’s biggest ride-hailing market.
According to its transport ministry, 21m
trips were booked on ride-hailing plat-
forms each day, on average, last October.
That is double the figure in pre-pandemic
America, when travel was safer. Until it
sold its Chinese business, Uber received

more orders in China than in any other
country, including its home market. The
gross transaction value of China’s ride-
hailers reached 221bn yuan ($32bn) last
year, up by more than half since 2017, reck-
ons Frost and Sullivan, a consultancy. 

America may have invented ride-hail-
ing. But it is in China where the conditions
are most fertile for it to flourish. The rea-

sons go deeper than the size of the market.
Didi has the most to gain. But its dom-
inance will increasingly be contested. 

Ride-hailing firms depend dispropor-
tionately on customers in big cities, where
population density is highest. Around a
quarter of Uber’s gross bookings by value
in 2019 came from just five metropolises:
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Fran-
cisco and London. China has 14 metropoli-
tan areas with a population of over 10m
(see map), more than any other country. 

Most of these cities, keen to reduce
rage-inducing congestion, discourage pri-
vate car ownership by restricting the sup-
ply of licence plates. In Beijing’s most re-
cent bi-monthly lottery 3.6m applicants
competed for 6,370 number plates. Shang-
hai, China’s most populous city, puts a
small number of plates up for auction each
month. The average winning bid at the
auction in January was 91,863 yuan, more
than double what it was a decade ago and
costlier than many mid-range cars (see
chart on next page). The southern boom-
towns of Guangzhou and Shenzhen have
hybrid models whereby some plates are al-
located via lottery and the rest sold to bid-
ders. All that leaves millions of disappoint-
ed wannabe motorists for ride-hailing
firms to cater to. 

Moreover, high urban density and the
absence of American-style suburban
sprawl turn parking space into a prized
(and pricey) commodity. The number of
public parking spaces per car in Beijing,
China’s second-most populous city, is a

BE IJING

To glimpse the future of the ride-hailing business, look east 
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fifth of that in its American opposite num-
ber, Los Angeles. China’s extensive high-
speed rail network, the world’s longest,
blunts the benefits of car ownership for
long-distance travel. And cheaper labour
means rides can be offered at low prices,
making them accessible to a wider group of
customers. More than 340m Chinese book-
ed a ride-hailing service at least once in the
first half of 2020, notes the Ministry of In-
dustry and Information Technology. 

In 2019 Didi disclosed that it was losing
an average of just 2% of the total fare on
each ride. The company now says its “core
ride-hailing business in China is already
profitable”. It is coy about the details; Uber
also insists it makes money from ride-hail-
ing but continues to report vast operating
losses, of $4.9bn last year. Yet most analy-
sts in China take Didi at its word. The ques-
tion for Didi, they say, is not whether it can
break even but rather how well it can sus-
tain profits, maintain its near-monopoly
in China and expand abroad. 

In recent years the firm has expanded
into new business lines, from bike-sharing
and food delivery to financial services. The
aim is to build up a convenient “ecosys-
tem” to make it costlier for customers to
switch to a rival platform. Those rival plat-
forms are not standing still, however. Jack
Wei, boss of Shouqi Yueche, Didi’s closest
domestic competitor, is sanguine about
the challengers’ prospects. He sees room
for “multiple firms”, perhaps three or four,
to thrive in China in the long term. 

One way to carve out a bigger slice of the
market is through differentiation, Mr Wei
suggests. Shouqi prides itself on premium
customer service (as Lyft, Uber’s domestic
rival, tries to). Its ambition is to become
the “leader” in upscale rides while “keep-
ing up” with Didi in the mass market. Chi-
na is large enough that serving this niche is
big business. Shouqi expects to turn a net
profit this year on revenues of 8bn yuan. 

Another path is to forge strategic alli-
ances. Shouqi has one with Meituan, a ris-
ing Chinese e-commerce star that offers,
among other things, food-delivery and
bike-sharing services. The agreement al-
lows Meituan’s 477m annual active users
to book Shouqi rides directly in its super-
app. In return Shouqi pays Meituan a small
commission on each booking. Crucially,
Meituan excludes Didi, which it views as a
threat, from its platform.

Despite its advantages, the Chinese
market presents some obstacles. As in the
West, the authorities are concerned about
big tech. In December the markets regula-
tor summoned six online giants, including
Didi, and lectured them on how not to
abuse their dominant positions. At the lo-
cal level, more than a hundred municipal-
ities have drafted stricter rules on who can
drive for ride-hailing firms over the past
four years. The aim appears to be to ap-

pease embattled local taxi industries. The
rules typically set a high bar, such as re-
quiring existing residency status in the
city where a driver wants to work. Yet most
drivers are migrant workers who lack the
proper papers. In 2016 Didi complained
that only 3% of its 410,000 drivers in
Shanghai would have passed the test. 

The arrival of self-driving cars, which
Didi has been developing since 2016, may
one day solve this problem, though proba-

bly not imminently (last year Uber called it
quits and spun off its autonomous-vehicle
arm). In the meantime, Didi is hedging its
bets by diversifying. In 2017 it set up an in-
ternational division. A chunk of the $4.5bn
it raised a year later was earmarked for for-
eign expansion. Today it operates in 13
overseas markets, mainly in Latin Ameri-
ca. Three years ago it acquired a control-
ling stake in 99 Taxi, which competes with
Uber in Brazil, in a deal that valued the Bra-
zilian startup at around $1bn. 

But China remains the biggest opportu-
nity, which explains why Shouqi has cho-
sen to lock in on its home market for the
time being. It helps that local authorities
have, for the most part, turned a blind eye
to rule-bending by the ride-hailing firms.
Perhaps they calculate that unemployment
resulting from tougher enforcement im-
perils social stability, not least as econom-
ic growth slows and good manufacturing
jobs are harder to come by. One in eight
drivers for Didi in China are military veter-
ans, a group known for staging small-scale
protests when their interests are harmed.
Given Beijing’s harmony-obsessed leaders,
it is a good bet that ride-hailing in China
has plenty of road left to run. 

Yuan for the road
China, Shanghai, passenger-car licence plates
Average auction winning bid, yuan ’000

Source: SICA
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Intel

Hard reboot

“Success breeds complacency. Com-
placency breeds failure. Only the par-

anoid survive.” So said Andy Grove, the
Hungarian emigré who helped turn Intel
from a scrappy startup in the 1960s into the
firm that did more than any other to put
the “silicon” in Silicon Valley. They will be
ringing in the ears of Pat Gelsinger, Intel’s
new boss, who took over on February 15th.

He takes the helm of a company that looks,
from some angles, to be in rude health.
With $78bn in revenue in 2020, it is the
world’s biggest chipmaker by sales. It has a
93% share of the market for powerful—and
lucrative—chips that go into data-centre
computers, an 81% share in desktop pcs,
and operating margins of around 30%. 

Yet Intel’s share price has underper-
formed those of rivals. Nvidia, a firm with
one-seventh of Intel’s revenues, has a mar-
ket capitalisation, at $370bn, that is half as
high again (see chart). The manufacturing
technology on which much of Intel’s suc-
cess was built has fallen behind. It has mis-
sed the smartphone revolution. Some of its
big customers, such as Apple and Amazon,
are turning into competitors. Mr Gelsinger
inherits quite the in-tray, then.

Start with production. Chipmaking is
propelled by the quest for smallness.
Shrinking the components in integrated
circuits, these days to tens of nanometres
(billionths of a metre), improves the per-
formance of both the components and the
microchip as a whole. For decades Intel led
the way, its “tick-tock” strategy promising

Can Pat Gelsinger turn the chipmaking giant around?

When the chips are down
Selected semiconductor firms
Market capitalisation, $bn

Source: Refinitiv Datastream
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a manufacturing revolution every other
year. Now “it has lost its mojo,” says Alan
Priestley of Gartner, a research firm, who
worked at Intel for many years. Its “ten na-
nometre” chips were originally pencilled
in for 2015 or 2016 but did not start trickling
out until 2019—an unprecedented delay.
The technology is still not mature. In July
Intel said the next generation of “seven
nanometre” chips would not arrive until
2022, a delay of at least six months.

Manufacturing stumbles have cost it
business. amd, its most direct rival, out-
sources production to Taiwan Semicon-
ductor Manufacturing Company (tsmc),
whose technology is now ahead of Intel's.
That means amd's chips are generally fas-
ter, and consume less power; its market
share has more than doubled since 2019.

A second challenge is the industry’s
growing specialisation—a problem for In-
tel’s traditional forte of general-purpose
chips, especially if desktop pcs continue to
stagnate. Technology giants, flush with
cash and keen to extract every drop of per-
formance for their specific purposes, in-
creasingly design their own semiconduc-
tors. In 2020 Apple said it would drop Intel
from its laptops and desktops in favour of
custom-designed chips. Amazon is rolling
out its “Graviton” cloud-computing proc-
essors, also designed in-house and made
by tsmc. Microsoft, whose cloud business
is second only to Amazon’s, is rumoured to
be working on something similar. 

Intel has also failed to make any head-
way in smartphones, the most popular
computers ever made. An effort in the late
1990s to build graphics chips, which have
also proved handy for artificial intelli-
gence (ai), and to which Nvidia owes its
enviable valuation, petered out. Attempts
to diversify into clever new sorts of pro-
grammable or memory chips—in 2015 it
paid $16.7bn for Altera, which makes
them—have so far not paid off in a big way.

Mr Gelsinger has yet to say how he
plans to deal with the challenges. He does
not look like a revolutionary. He began
working at Intel aged 18, before leaving in
2009 to preside over emc, a data-storage
firm, and for the past nine years heading
vmware, a software firm. In an email to In-
tel’s staff after his appointment was an-
nounced he invoked its glory days, recall-
ing being “mentored at the feet of Grove,
[Robert] Noyce and [Gordon] Moore”, the
last two being the firm’s founders. Like
them but unlike his predecessor, Bob
Swan, Mr Gelsinger is an engineer, who in
1989 led the design of a flagship chip.

His first job will be to try to turn the
firm’s ailing manufacturing division
around. Intel already outsources the man-
ufacturing of some lower-end chips to
tsmc. Its production woes will force it, at
least temporarily, to send more business to
Taiwan, perhaps including some of its pri-

cier desktop and graphics chips. Daniel
Loeb, an activist investor with a sizeable
stake in Intel, sent a letter to the firm’s
management in December urging it to
abandon factories entirely and restrict it-
self to designing chips that other firms,
such as tsmc, would make. On paper, that
looks attractive: Intel capital expenditure
in 2020 amounted to $14.2bn, almost all of
it on its chip factories. amd, meanwhile,
spun out its manufacturing business in
2009, and is thriving today. Nvidia has
been “fabless” since its founding in 1993.

Finding a buyer could be tricky, says
Linley Gwennap, a veteran chip-industry
watcher, precisely because Intel’s factories
are now behind the cutting edge. Most of
the world’s chipmakers, which might be
tempted by the fabs, are in Asia. Since

chips are a front in America’s tech war with
China, politicians may veto a sale to a non-
American bidder.

In any case, Mr Gelsinger has said he
will ignore Mr Loeb’s suggestion. In Janu-
ary the new boss said that, although the
firm may use more outsourcing for some
products, he intends to pursue the hard,
costly task of restoring Intel to its custom-
ary position at chipmaking’s leading edge.
He also seems minded to pursue his prede-
cessor’s strategy of diversifying into new
products, including graphics-to-ai chips.
“Our opportunity as a world-leading semi-
conductor manufacturer is greater than it’s
ever been,” he wrote. The direction of trav-
el, then, is not about to change. Intel’s sha-
reholders will have to hope that Mr Gelsin-
ger can at least get it back on the pace. 

From “gold digger” to “Money, Mon-
ey, Money”, Vivendi’s shareholders

have lots of tunes to whistle as they stroll
to the bank. On February 13th the French
conglomerate announced plans to spin
off Universal Music Group, its most
valuable asset and the world’s largest
record label. Vivendi and Tencent, Uni-
versal’s Chinese co-owner, will each
retain a 20% stake, with the rest distrib-
uted among Vivendi’s shareholders. 

Universal, which owns the rights to
those Kanye and abba classics, among
other discographies, will be the second
big label to go public. Warner Music
Group did so last June. Its value has since
risen by 28%, to $20bn. Vivendi expects
Universal’s to exceed €30bn ($36bn).

Eight years ago, when Vivendi turned

down €7bn for Universal from SoftBank,
a Japanese group, the offer looked gener-
ous. The recorded-music industry was
on its knees, revenues cut almost in half
by online piracy. Now the internet is
powering a revival, as streamers like
Spotify bring in subscribers. Universal
posted a 5% rise in revenues, year on
year, in the first nine months of 2020.
Industry sales should surpass their peak
in 1999 within three years.

By going solo Universal will shed the
“conglomerate discount” that weighs
down Vivendi’s shares, as would-be
investors in the music business are put
off by its parent’s tv, advertising, tele-
coms and other interests. The music
business is thirsty for capital. An exec-
utive at another label reports bidding
wars in which artists offered $200,000 to
sign in the morning command $500,000
by day’s end. Vivendi, for its part, is
looking at new media acquisitions, many
of which are going cheap. 

Yet the listing also hints that recorded
music’s comeback may be nearing a
crescendo. Double-digit revenue growth
in recent years will drop to about 3% a
year by 2024, forecasts Bernstein, a
broker. Three in five American homes
now have a music-streaming subscrip-
tion, up from one in five in 2016. The
share won’t go much higher. Artists, as
well as platforms like TikTok, are press-
ing labels for a better deal on royalties.
“There’s a phrase in French: ‘The trees
don’t grow right up to the sky’,” says
Simon Gillham, who sits on Vivendi’s
management board. “There’s a right time
to cash in on the value you’ve created.” 

The record industry

Musical shares

The latest listing of a major label shows the streaming boom is maturing

Kanye ponders Universal truths 
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Glencore

Pit stop

Mining bosses often leave under a
cloud, ousted after a profit slump, a

public-relations disaster or pit-hole ca-
lamity. Not so Ivan Glasenberg. For his last
set of results on February 16th the boss of
Glencore offered shareholders—including
himself—a reinstated dividend and an up-
beat outlook. Leaving on a high after 19
years in the top job will not make life easier
for his anointed successor, Gary Nagle.

All miners have had a bull run of late as
commodity prices have surged. China’s ap-
petite for natural resources is unabated.
America and Europe are planning infra-
structure pushes that will juice demand.
The green tinge of such stimulus spending
is especially good news for Glencore, a big
producer of the cobalt, copper and nickel
needed for electric cars and the like.

Investors on the earnings call were as
focused on life after Mr Glasenberg. It may
not be so different. Those used to seeing
the Swiss firm run by a fast-talking South
African accountant who has spent much of
his career on the coal side of the business
might not notice the handover, due to hap-
pen in the next few months. Like his prede-
cessor, Mr Nagle is all those things. He will
become only the fourth boss to lead the
company since its founding in 1974. 

Investors expect continuity in the busi-
ness. Mr Glasenberg has re-engineered a
pure commodities trader into a firm that
also digs the stuff up. The model has not
delivered stellar returns, at least since the
firm went public in 2011 (see chart). But
trading profits last year were fat and Mr Na-
gle says the set-up is fit for purpose. 

Three thorny dossiers will keep him bu-
sy. The first is coal, of which Glencore is the

biggest shipper. The banks that fund its
trading arm are under pressure to cut ties
to polluters. Glencore has some green cre-
dentials and says it is running down coal
assets gradually. But a more radical move,
like a spin-off, may be needed.

Then there is the Democratic Republic
of Congo. A big source of copper and cobalt
profits, it is also in the sights of America’s
Department of Justice. Glencore denies any
wrongdoing. After the Congolese elected a
new president in 2018 some faces that
helped Glencore thrive are being replaced.
Dan Gertler, who teamed up with Glencore
to develop assets in the drc, recently
earned a partial reprieve from American
sanctions (he also denies wrongdoing).
The copper belt is rife with rumours that
Mr Gertler may be looking to cash out.

Perhaps the trickiest dossier is Mr Gla-
senberg. He will not upgrade himself to
chairman, as some ceos are wont to do. But
he intends to keep his 9% stake, making
him the second-biggest shareholder. And,
potentially, its biggest back-seat driver. 

KOLWEZI AND PARIS

A new boss takes the reins at a good
time for commodities

Mining the depths
Total returns, May 18th 2011*-Feb 15th 2021
Average annual %, $ terms
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Carmaking

ICEy conditions
ahead

The scramble to electrify motoring re-
sembles a car race. Tesla and like-mind-

ed startups, unencumbered by the legacy
of the internal combustion engine (ice),
are surging up the straight. Behind them,
jostling for position at the first corner, are
the established carmakers, urged on by
ever-tightening government deadlines for
clean power to supersede fossil fuels.
Many are calling time on the ice. On Febru-
ary 17th Ford’s European division said that
it would go all-electric by 2030. Days earli-
er Jaguar Land Rover (jlr), an Indian-own-
ed firm based in Britain, announced that
the posh Jaguar brand would become fully
electric by 2025. In January General Motors
(gm) promised it would make only zero-
emissions cars after 2035. 

No one is dedicating more resources to
electrification than Volkswagen Group,
says Herbert Diess, the German giant’s
boss. The company plans to spend around
€73bn ($88bn) over the next five years on
battery power and digitisation, he says.
“The competition is now taking the same
decisions,” Mr Diess notes, alluding to rival
firms’ pledges. 

Among the old guard, vw is indeed
firmly in the driving seat. A fifth of the mil-
lions of cars it sells will be electric by 2025.
Some analysts think that by then vw will

churn out more electric cars than Tesla, to-
day’s market leader. Mr Diess is more cir-
cumspect. A year ago he was confident his
firm would lead the world in electric vehi-
cles in ten years’ time. Now he is less sure,
admitting that Tesla’s surging shares give it
the resources to grow fast. Although Ap-
ple’s talks with carmakers such as Hyundai
and Nissan did not go anywhere, the tech
giant’s evident interest in an iCar could yet
make it a force to be reckoned with, Mr
Diess admits. But he still thinks that the
electric race is Volkswagen’s to lose, not
least because the cashflow from its tradi-
tional business gives him the money to in-
vest in the future.

Indeed, despite all the noise about elec-
trification the old ice technology has plen-
ty of mileage left in it. Unlike his counter-
parts at Ford Europe, jlr or gm, Mr Diess is
unwilling to set a date for the demise of the
fossil-fuel engine. His electric plans for
2025 still leave four-fifths of his firm’s cars
powered by petrol or diesel. Volkswagen is
a global company and, he says, many mar-
kets will not be ready for electric cars by
2035. Coal-fired power stations will still
provide part of the electricity that might
charge batteries, making electric cars a
moot proposition. In places such as Latin
America ice-friendly biofuels will be the
prevailing green alternative to petrol. 

Scratch the surface and the ice seems to
be lurking even at firms which claim to be
forsaking it. gm says its target is an aspira-
tion. Citigroup, a bank, notes that the ma-
jority of investment by established car-
makers is still directed towards conven-
tional power trains. Bloombergnef, an
energy-analysis firm, reckons that more
than one in three cars sold in 2040 will be
powered by petrol and diesel. Some will
sport the Volkswagen logo. 

Volkswagen’s boss wants more electric
cars—but won’t kill the petrol engine

Electrification is a heavy lift 

................................................................
For the full interview with Herbert Diess go to
economist.com/VWpod
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Danone

Culture wars

Emmanuel faber used to be seen as the
spiritual son of Franck Riboud, honor-

ary chairman and former boss of Danone,
whose father Antoine co-founded the
French yogurt-maker. Mr Riboud hand-
picked Mr Faber as his successor and loyal-
ly backed his transformation of Danone in-
to France’s first entreprise à mission, a cor-
porate form with a defined social purpose. 

In recent months the relationship has
soured. According to the French press, Mr
Riboud thinks Mr Faber is more interested
in saving the planet than saving his firm.
Danone’s share price fell by 27% in 2020
while those of rivals such as Nestlé and
Unilever made gains amid pandemic lar-
der-stocking. Its full-year results, due on
February 19th, are unlikely to inspire inves-
tors’ confidence.

Danone has been hit harder by covid-19
than rivals because of its large bottled-wa-
ter business. Its Evian, Badoit and Volvic
brands make money mainly from sales in
restaurants, bars and airports. But that is
not the only problem. In 2017 Danone over-
paid for WhiteWave, an American maker of
health-focused fare that it bought for
$12.5bn. The deal, which strained the bal-
ance-sheet but did not produce hoped-for
returns, is the main reason for Danone’s
current malaise, says Alan Erskine of Cred-
it Suisse, a bank. Bruno Monteyne of Bern-
stein, a broker, points to years of underin-
vestment in brands, which face stiff com-
petition from supermarkets’ private labels,
at a time when Danone’s dairy and baby-

food businesses slow as birth rates fall and
people drink less milk.

Faced with these challenges, in October
Mr Faber announced an overhaul of the
business along more geographic lines. Per-
haps 2,000 jobs will be cut. It was the fifth
reorganisation on his seven-year watch. 

Enough already, huffs Artisan Partners,
an American hedge fund which says it is
Danone’s third-biggest shareholder with a
3% stake. In a meeting with board mem-
bers on February 16th it demanded Mr Fab-
er’s exit, a stop to his latest restructuring,
and the sale of struggling brands such as
Mizone, a Chinese vitamin drink, and the
Vega range of plant-based foods. 

Artisan is the latest Anglo-Saxon med-
dler to pile on the pressure. In November
Bluebell Capital Partners, a London-based
hedge fund that owns a stake in Danone,
demanded that the firm boot out Mr Faber
and split the role of chairman and ceo.
Causeway Capital Management, an Ameri-
can fund, has echoed Bluebell’s call. 

Mr Faber’s entourage refers to the de-
mands, which appear to have the blessing
of 65-year-old Mr Riboud, as a “revolution
of gunslinger grandpas”. The activists may
still succeed, and not just because they are
not in fact that wizened. Helpfully, the
French state is staying out of the fray; its
spokesman said it had no comment. The
government has no stake in Danone, but in
2005 declared it an “industrial jewel” to be
defended against foreign buyers. Maybe
not when they have an ally on the inside. 

Anglo-Saxon activist investors want to whip Danone into shape

Online shopping

South Korea’s baby
Amazon

Wander around Seoul’s residential
neighbourhoods at dawn and you

will invariably encounter a Coupang deliv-
ery van. In the past few years South Korea’s
mini-Amazon has parked itself in a choice
spot amid a crowded e-commerce market
by steadily expanding the range of prod-
ucts it offers to deliver in time for break-
fast, so long as customers order before
midnight. Some items arrive the same day.
The strategy looked sensible before the co-
vid-19 pandemic. After 2020 it looks in-
spired. Coupang’s revenue nearly doubled
from $6.3bn in 2019 to $12bn last year. It
employs 50,000 people, twice as many as a
year ago, and controls a quarter of South
Korean e-commerce, up from 18% in 2019,
according to Digieco, a research firm. 

The 11-year-old firm has yet to make
money—its cumulative $4.1bn loss so far
has been bankrolled by venture capital, no-
tably SoftBank’s $100bn Vision Fund,
which owns a 37% stake, according to esti-
mates by Bloomberg. Cashflow has im-
proved, says Kim Myoung-joo of Mirae As-
set Daewoo, an investment firm in Seoul.
But it needs more capital to grow. 

Happily for Coupang, investors’ appe-
tite for startups seems insatiable, as the
boom in blank-cheque companies created
to merge with them shows (see Finance
section). So on February 12th it filed the pa-
perwork for an initial public offering (ipo)
on the New York Stock Exchange. It may go
public as soon as next month, at a market
capitalisation that could surpass $50bn. 

Coupang is the latest in a generation of
young e-commerce stars nibbling at the
heels of Amazon and Alibaba, a Chinese ti-
tan. The incumbents are being challenged

SEOUL

Coupang hopes to emulate other
second-generation e-commerce stars

They grow up so fast
Revenues, selected e-commerce firms, $bn

Sources: Bloomberg; company reports *Q4 2019-Q3 2020
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When will most people be back at
the office? As with Tantalus and the

fruit tree, the prize seems to be close,
only to recede out of reach. A survey
conducted by Morgan Stanley, an in-
vestment bank, found that employees
have adjusted their expectations for
when they are likely to repopulate their
desks, moving the date back from April
to June. Given the slow pace of vaccina-
tions in some countries, even that may
be optimistic.

Companies have also had to adjust
their expectations. Brian Kropp of Gart-
ner, a research and advisory firm, says
that businesses have gone through three
phases. In the first, during the spring of
2020, they thought that the pandemic
would be short-lived and that corporate
life would soon return to normal. In the
second, economic restrictions seemed
set to last indefinitely and companies
figured there was little point in planning
for a post-pandemic world. In the third,
current, stage the vaccines have brought
hope of a reversion to normality, and
businesses are trying to work out what
the new world will look like.

Interestingly, Mr Kropp observes that
views have switched since the start of the
pandemic. A year ago, many executives
were dubious that productivity could be
maintained if employees worked from
home. Staff, meanwhile, enjoyed the
greater flexibility. Now managers are
much more comfortable with the idea.
But employees are hankering after the
office, at least for part of the time. 

This employee restlessness seems to
relate to the sheer length of the lock-
down. The novelty has worn off and
working from home seems much less
appealing in winter. And the time spent
on screen has led to a feeling of fatigue. 

It has also led to increased stress. A

study of 1,500 workers in 46 countries by
the Harvard Business Review found that
85% said their well-being had declined
and 55% felt they had not been able to
balance their work and home lives. 

The problems are physical as well as
mental. A survey of Italian workers found
that 50% reported greater neck pain, and
38% increased lower-back pain, while
working remotely. This is probably be-
cause home furniture is not designed to
accommodate extensive computer use. 

This does not mean that workers want
to go back to the old days entirely. The
Morgan Stanley survey found that em-
ployees said that, in future, they would
like to work from home for two days a
week, on average, compared with just one
day a week before covid-19.

When people do come back, mask-
wearing and social distancing will have to
continue for a while. Even if they legally
can, few employers will force their em-
ployees to get vaccinated, not least be-
cause of the furore this might arouse.
Gartner surveyed 116 human-resources
professionals and only 9% were planning

to mandate vaccination. This may mean
that 30-35% of American worker will not
be vaccinated, Gartner says. They will be
vulnerable to catching the virus at work.

Another problem for companies is
that employees have become less loyal as
the pandemic has progressed. Mr Kropp
says that workers are spending more
time looking for jobs online and up-
dating their LinkedIn profiles. Since few
businesses are hiring at the moment, not
many employees have left. But when the
economy opens up again, there might be
a rush for the exit.

The urge to depart may not be uni-
versal. As Bartleby has argued before, the
pandemic has divided workers into
slackers and Stakhanovites. The first
group are getting away with the mini-
mum effort. The second are working
even longer hours than before. It is the
Stakhanovites who are more likely to
leave, Mr Kropp argues, if they feel their
efforts are not adequately rewarded.

All this presents challenges for man-
agers who are planning a return to nor-
mal. They may have to redesign their
offices to create more distance between
desks, and come up with a system for
allocating space to employees who may
turn up for just three days a week. They
need to recreate camaraderie within
their teams and make sure their best
employees do not head out the door.

Issues of equity may be trickiest of all
to deal with. Women appear to be keener
on working from home than men are. But
Mr Kropp warns that managers have a
tendency to reward those employees
whom they can see, at the expense of
those with whom they have reduced
contact. That could widen the existing
gender pay gap. In short, when the all-
clear finally sounds, that may be just the
start of managers’ problems. 

Returning to the office will be tricky

Bartleby Back for good, or bad

at home (by Shopify in Amazon’s American
backyard, and Meituan and Pinduoduo in
Alibaba’s), as well as in places like Latin
America (by Argentina’s MercadoLibre) or
South-East Asia (by Sea, a Singaporean
group). The upstarts’ sales have soared of
late (see chart on previous page). In the
past 12 months they have more than qua-
drupled their combined stockmarket val-
ue, to $1trn. 

With no known plans to expand abroad,
Coupang’s prospects depend on fending
off local rivals. These range from the e-
commerce arms of big conglomerates such

as Lotte and Shinsegae to internet plat-
forms like Naver and upstarts like Baemin,
a food-delivery service backed by Germa-
ny’s Delivery Hero. To extend its dom-
inance Coupang must thus continue to
nurture the customer goodwill it has gar-
nered thanks to those pre-dawn deliveries.
The firm prides itself on employing deliv-
ery workers directly, and has a newsroom
section dedicated to correcting allega-
tions, for instance over working condi-
tions, that it deems false or distorted. But it
has not escaped scrutiny of the e-com-
merce industry. Earlier this month it had to

apologise after a government commission
classified the death of a young contract
worker at one of its logistics centres as an
industrial accident. 

Even if it manages to keep consumers
on its side, as seems likely, long-term
growth could require looking beyond ful-
filment and logistics, thinks Ms Kim. Mer-
cadoLibre and Sea owe significant chunks
of their rich valuations to adjacent busi-
nesses, from e-payments to gaming. To
thrive in South Korea’s isolated online eco-
system, Coupang may need to occupy
more than one niche. 
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Red in tooth and clawback

If business had a Moses, “Thou shalt link pay to performance”
would be on his tablet. Compensation committees have, how-

ever, tended to stick to a narrow reading of the commandment.
Whereas they reward good behaviour, deterring the bad is an after-
thought. Worried that this may lead bosses to adopt a mentality of
“heads we win, tails shareholders lose”, boards are rethinking
their priorities—partly in response to pressure from regulators
and investors, but also to shifting social winds. Perfectly balanced
incentives remain as elusive as the promised land. Still, measures
designed to ensure that misconduct does not pay are becoming
central to the debate about how to craft bosses’ salary plans.

The most striking change of recent years has been the rise of
the “clawback”. This is a provision in pay plans that gives the board
the right (or, less commonly, an obligation) to yank bonuses or
stock awards given but later found to be unjustly earned. A proto-
type, contained in America’s Sarbanes-Oxley reforms of 2002, re-
quired retrieving pay from chief executives and chief financial of-
ficers whose sins caused accounting restatements. The idea
gained traction after the global financial crisis. The European
Union mandated recouping money from wayward bankers. In
America Congress told regulators to craft a new clawback rule.
While they mulled this, big firms got the message and began to
draw up such policies voluntarily. Some 93% of those in the s&p
500 index now say they have one covering cash bonuses, equity
awards or both, according to iss, a proxy-advisory firm, up from a
small minority before Sarbanes-Oxley.

As such provisions have grown in popularity, two things have
happened. First, the list of misdeeds covered has lengthened.
What initially applied solely to criminal financial conduct now ex-
tends to almost anything that might damage a firm’s reputation.
That includes creating a toxic corporate culture, sexual harass-
ment and “inappropriate” personal relationships; cupping back-
sides is taken as seriously as cooking books.

The second development is that more firms—albeit still a mi-
nority—are plucking up the courage to invoke the provisions.
Wells Fargo clawed back $28m from John Stumpf on top of the
$41m he forfeited when he resigned as ceo of the lender in 2016,
after a probe concluded he had engendered a culture that encour-

aged employees to open fake accounts to lift sales. Goldman Sachs
tapped a dozen current and former executives for $175m last year
to help ease the pain of whopping fines over the investment bank’s
role in the 1mdb embezzlement scandal. McDonald’s is trying to
recoup $57m of severance pay from its ex-boss, Steve Easterbrook,
who was fired over sexual relationships with underlings.

The Goldman Sachs case encapsulates the pros and cons of
clawbacks. The firm won plaudits for its stance; here was a Wall
Street giant willing to make top brass pick up some of the tab for
wrongdoing. But what initially seemed a bold move became an
embarrassment when Gary Cohn, its former second-in-com-
mand, who had cashed in his pay awards on joining the Trump ad-
ministration in 2016, demurred. The stand-off ended when Mr
Cohn agreed to pay a sum, reportedly $10m, to charity. Much as the
bank tried to spin this as fair, it was made to look impotent.

The episode underlines that, when it comes to compensation,
he who has already paid the piper finds it harder to call the tune.
Goldman Sachs’s board could have shown more spine and seen Mr
Cohn in court, if only to signal it was serious about holding gran-
dees to account. That, though, would have been costly and risky.
Lawyers’ fees might have exceeded what Mr Cohn owed as they
wrangled over what is “excessive” pay, “inappropriate” behaviour
or “inadequate” oversight in a scandal that involved decisions at
many levels. The court might have sided with Mr Cohn, who was
never personally accused of wrongdoing. Boards must also con-
sider potential bad publicity. McDonald’s was put on the back foot
when Mr Easterbrook claimed it already had information about
his liaisons, including sexually explicit emails, when it approved
his severance package. 

Unsurprisingly, then, some firms try to just put the mess be-
hind them. ge decided last month not to claw back pay from an ex-
boss, Jeff Immelt, after a huge write-off and a probe into disclo-
sure policies led to a $200m fine for the industrial conglomerate.
(He denies wrongdoing.) Drugmakers accused of stoking the
opioid epidemic have also eschewed clawbacks. Such clauses may
deter some executives from reporting misconduct. And broaden-
ing what is considered wrongdoing creates ambiguity. Some firms
include behaviour “embarrassing” to them. Might a ceo express-
ing exotic political views count?

Fire, brimstone and bonuses
Still, deterrence efforts are proliferating. One popular policy is to
lengthen deferral periods for pay, by a year or more for cash bonus-
es, and a similar period beyond the vesting date for equity grants—
in some cases until after the executive leaves the firm. Though less
dramatic than clawbacks, this has the advantage of reducing the
chance that the money has left the company before alleged misbe-
haviour emerges. Last month cvs Health, other pharmacy chains
and even a few drugmakers (like Bristol Myers Squibb), agreed on a
set of extended-deferral principles with a group of investors who
had threatened to agitate over the firms’ role in the opioid crisis.

Clawbacks, too, will spread. For one thing, the pandemic reces-
sion has stoked anger over excessive executive pay—particularly
perceived pay-for-failure such as Boeing’s $62m payoff to Dennis
Muilenburg, who presided over the bungled response to two
crashes of its 737 max passenger jets. And big investors like such
provisions. In just a few years BlackRock, the world’s biggest asset
manager, has gone from tepid to wholehearted support for them.
What better way to focus executives’ minds than to make it clear
that what the board giveth, the board can take away? 

Schumpeter

How to design ceo pay to punish iniquity, not just reward virtue
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Capital markets

SPAC invasion

What links Martin Luther King III, the
son of the civil-rights leader; Sha-

quille O’Neal, a former basketball player;
and Kevin Mayer, the former boss of Tik-
Tok? The unlikely trio sponsors a special-
purpose acquisition company (spac), a
listed pot of capital that seeks a firm to take
public through a merger. Mr O’Neal is not
the only sportsman turned spacman. Colin
Kaepernick, the former quarterback fa-
mous for kneeling during America’s na-
tional anthem to protest against racism,
has teamed up with a private-equity firm to
launch a “socially conscious” spac. Alex
Rodriguez, a former baseball player, plans
to raise up to $575m for a spac targeting
sports-related firms. 

Financiers are in on the action, too. Bill
Ackman, the boss of Pershing Square, a
hedge fund, launched a spac that raised
$4bn in July, making it the biggest to date.
Gary Cohn, a former Goldman Sachs bank-
er and adviser to President Donald Trump,
has one too. So do a number of private-eq-
uity giants, including Apollo, Ares,  Bain,
kkr and tpg. 

Around 250 spacs were launched last
year in America, raising $83bn. Things
have only sped up since: in January an av-
erage of five were created each working
day, amassing more than $26bn in capital.
Because they tend to raise more cash once

they find an acquisition target—around
five times that in the initially listed pot—
spacs may be looking to buy firms worth as
much as $500bn, about 1% of the value of
all listed American companies. Look be-
yond the frenetic growth and you find a
spectrum of spacs, ranging from the ear-
nest to the exuberant.

The life of a spac tends to last at most
two years. It begins with the sponsor tak-
ing the blank-cheque firm public. Inves-
tors typically pay $10 a share and also re-
ceive warrants, which give them the right
to buy more shares at a later date. The
sponsor then searches for an acquisition
target that is looking to raise capital and go

NEW YORK

Blank-cheque firms are gobbling up capital and companies. How to make sense of
the craze for SPACs 
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public. Once it is found, shareholders vote
on the merger; often new investors are
brought in to provide more capital. When
the deal is done the sponsor receives a slice
of the merged firm’s equity and typically a
seat on the company’s board. The pot of
capital is now cash to be used by the newly
public firm. 

Proponents say spacs are cheaper than
conventional initial public offerings
(ipos), but they still incur underwriting
fees, and the sponsor’s share of the pro-
ceeds dilutes other shareholders. The path
to going public can be shorter and less un-
certain than an ipo, though. A firm merg-
ing with a spac knows exactly how much
capital it will raise.

Though spacs have been around as a fi-
nancing vehicle for almost two decades,
they were regarded warily for much of that
time—as a route to be used only by firms
shunned by sharp-suited investment
bankers. The latest mania can be traced to a
serendipitous deal struck in 2019 by Cha-
math Palihapitiya, a venture capitalist
turned boss of a spac, and Sir Richard Bran-
son, a billionaire businessman. 

Mr Palihapitiya’s spac had raised
$674m, wooing investors with promises of
disrupting the ipo scene. Sir Richard had
sought funding for Virgin Galactic, a
space-venture company, from Saudi Ara-
bia’s sovereign-wealth fund. But after Ja-
mal Khashoggi, a journalist, was killed in a
Saudi consulate in Turkey, Sir Richard sus-
pended the plan. A year later Virgin Galac-
tic merged with the spac. It received the
$674m pot, and another $100m in invest-
ment from Mr Palihapitiya, and went pub-
lic at a valuation of $2.2bn. Its market cap-
italisation is now $12bn. 

That success set off the trend. Today
spacs range from the tiddlers, with less
than $50m in capital, to the titans, such as
Mr Ackman’s $4bn spac. (The median spac
raises $240m at the initial stage.) Some is-
sue vast quantities of warrants and hand
sponsors fat slices of firms; others are
leaner. Some have target industries in
mind; others are ambivalent. High-profile
deals tend to spawn mini-trends. After Vir-
gin Galactic went public several space
deals took off; when Nikola, an electric-
truck maker, merged with a spac, interest
in electric-vehicle deals picked up; the en-
thusiasm for sports-spacs follows the list-
ing of DraftKings, a sports-betting plat-
form, in April. 

Their sudden popularity and the sheer
variety of their size, scope and structure
raise the question of which spacs are sen-
sible and which show signs of mania. A
financier in charge of a big investment
bank’s spac business sees a clear bifurca-
tion. There are plenty of good spacs with
excellent management teams that can help
turn mediocre companies into good ones.
But the rest, perhaps a third to two-thirds,

“don’t know the first thing about the busi-
nesses they are dealing with”. 

That seems to be confirmed by a recent
study by Michael Klausner and Emily Ruan
of Stanford University and Michael Ohl-
rogge of New York University. The authors
look at blank-cheque firms that made ac-
quisitions between January 2019 and June
2020. They find that, in 25% of cases, the
sponsor’s payout exceeded 12% of post-

merger equity, compared with a median
stake of 7.7%. 

They also conclude that some spacs de-
liver far worse returns for investors than
others: companies that went public
through the spac route fell in value by an
average of 3% after three months, 12% after
six months and by a third after 12 months.
They lagged behind the wider market and
even further behind an index of firms that

Silicon valley has thrived by in-
venting new ways of doing things,

from searching for information to con-
tacting friends. So it may come as no
surprise that the Valley is eagerly em-
bracing another sort of disruption: spe-
cial-purpose acquisition companies
(spacs), as an alternative to the conven-
tional initial public offering (ipo) for
startups. “So many things have become
cheaper and more efficient. Why are ipos
as expensive and inefficient as ever?”
asks Roelof Botha, a partner at Sequoia
Capital, a venture-capital firm. He de-
scribes the ipo process as “chicanery and
grand larceny”.

With Wall Street banks allocating
shares to top clients and encouraging
companies to price their offerings low to
ensure a rise on the first day, many in
Silicon Valley feel the ipo “tax” is too
great. Last year in America, underpricing
led to $30bn of unrealised gains for
newly public companies (and their em-
ployees). With spacs and direct listings,
another route to going public, there is no
pressure for a price to pop.

Signs of the spac craze are now as
common as sightings of unicorns in the
Valley. A few venture-capital firms, in-
cluding Khosla Ventures, have an-
nounced spacs, as have hedge funds that
invest in tech, and individual venture
capitalists. Prominent tech firms, in-
cluding 23andMe, a genetic-testing firm,
and SoFi, a personal-finance platform,
are going public through spacs.

Though their impact will be felt
across corporate America, spacs will
have a pronounced effect on the Valley.
For one, they might help finance ado-
lescent tech companies that struggle to
attract more private investment, but are
too small to do an ipo. Some point to
Opendoor, a property-tech firm, as an
example of a company that struggled to
raise another round of funding but has
thrived since going public through a
spac. Valued at $4.8bn before its merger

in September, it is now worth $18.1bn.
Blank-cheque firms may also fund

technologies in need of long-term in-
vestment. “Deep tech” like autonomous
vehicles, biotech and quantum comput-
ing could benefit. (Software companies,
which make easy, quick margins, are less
likely to be targets.) “A spac allows you to
be valued on the hopes and dreams of
tomorrow, versus the results of today,”
says Nirav Tolia, the founder of Next-
door, a social network, and an independ-
ent director of ipod, a spac.

spacs are opening up tech investing
to retail investors, too. The fact that tech
firms tended to delay listing meant that
the lion’s share of returns had already
been captured by venture capitalists
even before startups reached public
markets. spacs that merge with early-
stage firms could give more investors a
chance to pile in. They “are the closest
thing a retail investor can get to a venture
investment”, says Mr Tolia. This lucrative
but speculative kind of investing will
bring punters both risk and reward.

SPACs in Silicon Valley

Rain for the rainmakers

The spac craze will change tech investing

Investing al fresco 
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Great expectations 

Economic forecasters are pencilling in heady growth rates for the world’s big econo-
mies this year. gdp in America is expected to expand by close to 6% in 2021, the fastest
pace since 1984. Growth is expected to be most rapid in the second and third quarters
of the year, as vaccinations boost activity and fiscal stimulus takes effect. By contrast
the bounce-back in the euro area and Britain is expected to be more modest this year.
That reflects a delayed recovery: with economies still locked down, output is expected
to contract in the first quarter. 

The shape of things to come
GDP forecasts*, 2021

Sources: 14 economic forecasters, including investment banks and consultancies; The Economist *At February 16th 2021
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Stock exchanges

Advantage
Amsterdam

Though many exchanges are run by
multinational companies, they are still

often seen as the financial equivalent of a
national football team. When Amsterdam
ousted London as the largest share-trading
centre in Europe last month, it made head-
lines in both countries. “The eu wins first
battle for stock trading over Britons,” said
Het Financieele Dagblad. London’s Financial
Times observed that “Amsterdam punc-
tures the City’s post-Brexit hopes”.

Announcements of high-profile list-
ings in Amsterdam have further bolstered
the Dutch side. Jean-Pierre Mustier, the
former boss of UniCredit, an Italian bank,
and Bernard Arnault, a luxury-goods ty-
coon, are intending to list a special-pur-
pose acquisition company (spac) in Am-
sterdam aimed at buying fintech and other
financial firms. Vivendi, a French media
group, plans to list Universal Music, its re-
cord label, in the city. Earlier this month
Martin Blessing, the former boss of Germa-
ny’s Commerzbank, said he planned to
raise around €300m ($362m) for a spac
listed in Amsterdam that targets the finan-
cial industry. That follows an initial public
offering (ipo) last month by Poland’s In-
Post, an e-commerce group, which raised

€2.8bn—the biggest continental European
listing since 2018.

Ever since Britain voted to leave the Eu-
ropean Union, a number of continental ci-
ties, including Paris and Frankfurt, have
been vying to snatch business from Lon-
don. Amsterdam seems to have gained a
head-start. In January average daily Eu-
ropean share trading amounted to €9.2bn
on the Amsterdam bourse and the Dutch
arms of the Chicago Board Options Ex-
change (cboe) and Turquoise, a share-trad-
ing platform, much higher than daily trad-
ing of €2.6bn in 2020. By contrast, trading
sank to about €8.6bn in London in January,
about half its level in 2020. 

The shift was foreseeable: after Britain’s
exit from the single market on January 1st,
the eu refused to grant it “equivalence”, a
regulatory arrangement that would have
allowed the City of London to trade rela-
tively unhampered in European markets.
That forced trading in European shares to
move to the continent. Both the cboe and
Turquoise plumped for the Netherlands as
their alternative to Britain. 

Why Amsterdam? Euronext, the com-
pany that runs exchanges in cities includ-
ing Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris, has fo-
cused on building relationships with big
and small tech companies all over Europe,
says Michael Werner, a stock analyst at
ubs, a Swiss bank. The aim is to become the
listing venue of choice for hot tech compa-
nies. Several factors make the Dutch ex-
change more attractive than its continen-
tal rivals. Its regulation and governance
framework, such as its tolerance of dual-
class voting structures, are slightly more
favourable to companies. Its first-class in-
ternet infrastructure makes it easy to trade
fast. And the fact that English is so widely
(and well) spoken probably helps attract
foreigners. 

Nonetheless, in most respects London’s
crown is still secure. Take the Dutch ipo
boom, which starts from a very low base.
Last year only two companies went public
in Amsterdam, compared with 33 on Lon-
don’s stock exchange; 11 firms have already
listed in London this year, to Amsterdam’s
one. A spokeswoman for Euronext says
that it is “too early to draw any conclu-
sions” from the jump in trading volume. 

For Marieke Blom of ing, a Dutch bank,
the big question is whether the Brexit ef-
fect proves temporary or not. The eu is
considering whether to grant Britain
equivalence. Even if it does, Amsterdam
could still benefit from a virtuous circle.
Stock exchanges compete so aggressively
for the thin-margin business of share trad-
ing because liquidity begets liquidity. The
high volume of trading should make it eas-
ier for sellers and buyers to find each other,
and that should make the exchange more
attractive for listings. Some of Amster-
dam’s gains will probably stick. 

BE RLIN

The Dutch financial centre gains an
edge over continental rivals

listed via ipo. 
However, about half the sample is made

up of “high-quality” spacs, defined as
those run by former Fortune 500 bosses or
set up by large private-equity firms. These
perform much better, outperforming ipos
and the wider market over six months
(though not over 12).

How might the craze play out? About
three-quarters of spacs launched last year
are yet to do a deal. One scenario worth
considering is that bumper issuance leaves
many spacs unable to find suitable targets.
Investors can redeem their shares at cost
until a target is bought (the proceeds from
the spac’s ipo are kept in an escrow ac-
count in the meantime). The burden of
failure—the spac’s set-up and search ex-
penses—would therefore probably fall on
sponsors. In order to avoid this, many
might take any willing firm public. Voting
and redemption mechanisms guard inves-
tors against dodgy deals, though they have
not prevented investors from losing mon-
ey so far.

Investors’ willingness to accept poor re-
turns may wane as they become more fa-
miliar with spacs. They certainly grasp that
those like Mr Ackman’s, which will issue
him 6.7% of the shares in the merged firm
only once investors earn a 20% return, are
more sensibly structured, valuing it more
handsomely than the rest. (Its share prices
are trading at 50% above their ipo level.)
But they also still want to take a punt on Ni-
kola and other electric-vehicle copycats, in
the hope of finding the next Tesla. Seen
this way, the mania around spacs is simply
an expression of wider exuberance. 
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Trade

In search of a cure

Fixing the World Trade Organisation
(wto) is not enough for Ngozi Okonjo-

Iweala, the first woman and first African to
lead it. On February 15th, the day she was
appointed as director-general, she an-
nounced that she wanted to help bring an
end to the pandemic, too. The two are re-
lated; she hopes to encourage members to
lift export restrictions on food and medical
products, and even stimulate vaccine pro-
duction. The former Nigerian finance min-
ister and chairwoman of gavi, a vaccine-fi-
nance agency, is not alone in thinking the
wto could do more.

When the pandemic first struck the
wto seemed largely irrelevant. That was
partly by design: it permits trade restric-
tions if they protect health. Global Trade
Alert (gta), a watchdog, recorded 202 ex-
port restrictions on medical supplies and
personal-protective equipment between
January and September 2020. Members’
failure to alert the wto of their actions was
more egregious. Bernard Hoekman of the
European University Institute calculated
that over a similar period gta recorded
more than twice the number of trade mea-
sures reported to the wto.

Now some are asking whether the wto
should do more to discourage trade restric-
tions. Members including Singapore and
New Zealand have sought to limit export
controls and lower import barriers for pan-
demic-related products. On paper the pro-
posal offers gains for everyone: companies
in producing countries would access big-
ger markets, and consuming countries
would achieve greater security of supply.
But the idea has not caught on among ex-
porters, perhaps because they know that
they would struggle to keep up their side of
the bargain when crisis hits. Ms Okonjo-
Iweala is keen to beef up the wto’s moni-
toring efforts, which should be easier.

Another complaint has been that the
wto’s intellectual-property rules are too
rigid, and protect pandemic profiteers over
the poor. Médecins Sans Frontières, a char-
ity, has pointed to Italian producers of 3d-
printed ventilator valves threatened with
patent-infringement lawsuits, or South
African producers struggling to access raw
materials for covid-19 tests. In emergen-
cies the agreement on Trade Related As-
pects of Intellectual-Property Rights
(trips) allows governments to issue “com-
pulsory” licences to make health-related
products without the permission of the
patent holder. So far, though, none has.

WASHINGTON, DC

The wto has a new chief. Is it time for
new trade rules too?

Ngozi takes her seat 

Digital currencies

Token gestures

Anyone who bought bitcoin a year ago
must feel vindicated—and rich. The

price of the cryptocurrency crossed
$50,000 for the first time on February 16th,
a five-fold increase over the past year. Wall
Street grandees including BlackRock, Bank
of New York Mellon and Morgan Stanley
are mulling holding some for clients. Last
week Tesla, an electric-car maker, said it
had bought $1.5bn-worth of bitcoin and
would accept it as payment for its cars.

Investors’ interest in bitcoin as an asset
may be rising, but the inefficiencies and
transaction costs associated with its use
make it unlikely ever to be a viable curren-
cy. Here the action has been within central
banks. As consumers have shifted away
from using physical cash, and private com-
panies—such as Facebook—have ex-
pressed an interest in launching their own
tokens, many central banks have begun
planning to issue their own digital curren-
cies. The Bank for International Settle-
ments, a club of central banks, last month
said it expects one-fifth of the world’s pop-
ulation will have access to a central-bank
digital currency (cbdc) by 2024. 

China is the clear frontrunner. On Feb-
ruary 17th it concluded the third big test of
its digital currency, handing out 10m yuan
($1.5m) to 50,000 shoppers in Beijing. It
has announced a joint venture with swift,
an interbank-messaging system used for
cross-border payments. Sweden, another
champion, has extended its pilot project.

The latest big central bank to get serious
about a cbdc is the European Central Bank
(ecb). Its public consultation, seeking
views on the desirable features of cbdcs,
concluded in January, garnering over
8,000 responses. Speaking to The Econo-
mist on February 10th, Christine Lagarde,
its president, said she planned to seek ap-
proval from her colleagues to begin prepar-
ing for a digital euro. A decision is expected
in April. Ms Lagarde hopes the currency
will go live by 2025. 

Much like other central banks, the ecb
wants to offer consumers digital tender
that is as safe as physical cash. Unlike bank
deposits, a claim on central-bank reserves
carries no credit risk. Digital-currency
transactions could be settled instantly on
the central bank’s ledger, rather than using
the pipes of card networks and banks. That

could provide a back-up system in the
event that outages or cyber-attacks cause
private payment channels to fail.

The bank also sees a digital currency as
a potential tool to bolster the international
role of the euro, which makes up just 20%
of central-bank reserves globally, versus
the dollar’s 60%. It could let foreigners set-
tle cross-border transactions directly in
central-bank money, which would be fas-
ter, cheaper and safer than directing them
through a web of “correspondent” banks.
That could make the digital euro attractive
to businesses and investors. 

Its main draw may be to offer a level of
privacy that neither America nor China can
promise, says Dave Birch, a fintech expert.
The former uses its financial system to en-
force sanctions; the latter seeks control.
But getting the design right will be tricky:
the European Union still wants to be able
to track cash that is being laundered or hid-
den to dodge taxes. One fix could be to let
users open e-wallets only once they have
been vetted by banks, but for the use of the
digital currency itself to be unmonitored. 

A wildly successful digital euro could
siphon deposits away from banks and
threaten the availability of credit. Reme-
dies being considered include capping the
amount of currency users can hold or—as
Fabio Panetta, a member of the ecb’s exec-
utive board, suggested on February 10th—
charging penalties on use above a thresh-
old. A digital euro could also involve “huge
legal reform”, says Huw van Steenis of ubs,
a bank. “Settlement finality”—which gov-
erns when a payment completes and can-
not be reversed—varies across the euro
zone’s 19 countries, and would need to be
harmonised. Launching a cbdc will take
more than token efforts. 

Bitcoin grabs the headlines, but the
real action is at central banks 

................................................................
For the full interview with Christine Lagarde, go to
economist.com/CLpod
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In October South Africa and India there-
fore proposed to suspend trips rules relat-
ing to copyright, industrial designs, pat-
ents and trade secrets, until most of the
world’s population is immune. James Love
of Knowledge Ecology International, a
think-tank, says the waiver could help
overcome the often intense pressure from
rich-country governments on poorer ones
not to use flexibilities written into the
rules. Patent holders, of course, claim such
waivers hurt their incentive to invest.
(Whereas under a compulsory licence
buyers would have to pay some royalty, un-

der the proposed waiver they would not.) 
The truth is that the waiver itself might

not do much to expand vaccine produc-
tion. Without companies facilitating the
transfer of technology it would have
“roughly zero net effect”, says Rachel Sil-
verman of the Centre for Global Develop-
ment, another think-tank. And today’s
supply constraints reflect manufacturing
bottlenecks rather than patent protection.
As for other products, Bryan Mercurio of
the Chinese University of Hong Kong says
that if governments have not issued com-
pulsory licences, often the problem is not

with the existing trade rules but with their
own domestic lawmaking. 

In any case, the proposal has not gained
much support among other wto members
and Ms Okonjo-Iweala does not seem to be
advocating for it. On February 15th she
pointed to existing trips flexibilities, and
warned about the risks of putting off in-
vestment in vaccines to combat the varia-
nts of covid-19. Ms Okonjo-Iweala wants to
set up a longer-term framework for re-
sponding to pandemics instead. The ques-
tion is whether it can look different to the
one already in place.  

If you had to pick an emblem of the
wild ride that financial markets have

been on, it would be Carnival. When the
pandemic took hold, its cruise ships
were regarded as floating petri-dishes.
Yet last April it was able to raise capital,
as the corporate-bond market thawed.
More recently it raised $3.5bn at half the
interest rate that it paid last year. Now all
the talk is of pent-up consumer demand
and the inflation that will unleash. Car-
nival’s bookings for the first half of 2022
are above their level in 2019. The compa-
ny has captured the market zeitgeist
once again. 

If you can marvel at the speed of the
firm’s change of fortune, marvel too at
another turnaround. The yield gap be-
tween ten-year Treasury inflation-pro-
tected bonds (tips) and conventional
bonds of the same maturity is widely
seen as a measure of long-term inflation
expectations. These inflation “break-
evens” have soared to 2.2% from a low of
just 0.5% last March. 

Serious people are talking of a return
to 1970s-style inflation. In America bum-
per fiscal-stimulus packages seem to
arrive like overdue buses, one after an-
other. They are layered on top of unprec-
edented monetary easing and a pledge by
the Federal Reserve to tolerate inflation
above 2% for a while. The case for higher
inflation seems more persuasive than it
has for years. But break-evens will not
tell you a lot about whether it might be
sustained. They are too volatile to be a
reliable guide. 

A jump in annual inflation seems
assured. Last spring, when cruise liners
were beached, there was a glut of crude
oil in storage and in seaborne tankers.
The month-ahead price of oil briefly
turned negative. A year on, inventories
are falling. The price of a barrel of Brent

crude has surged past $60. The trend is
mirrored in the rising prices of other
commodities. That will push up year-on-
year comparisons of prices and thus an-
nual inflation. Commodity markets offer a
template of what could yet happen in the
wider economy: a surge in demand meets
constrained supply, leading to inflation.  

In the central-banking model, expecta-
tions are self-fulfilling: businesses set
prices and wages in accordance with the
inflation they look ahead to. Yet it would
be unwise to put too much faith in break-
evens. They often reflect market influen-
ces that are only tangential to future in-
flation. Look at Britain, for instance. Legis-
lation in 2004 obliged pension funds to
match their assets to their long-term
promises. This in turn spurred demand for
long-dated index-linked bonds, and the
debt-management office issued lots more
of them. Despite this issuance, the de-
mand for inflation protection has over
time driven real yields down to unusually
low levels and pushed up break-evens. 

In America, the oil price appears to
have an outsize influence on break-evens.

A simple model based on the oil price
and the dollar tracks market measures of
expected inflation quite closely, accord-
ing to a recent note by Steven Englander
of Standard Chartered, a bank. His mod-
el, based on data from 2006 to 2016,
predicts the recent rise in break-evens
pretty well. Sharp rises in the oil price
tend to push up inflation, but the effect
is temporary. They ought not to influence
medium-term break-evens, but in prac-
tice they do. 

Bonds respond to changes in risk
appetite in ways that have implications
for implied break-evens too, says Eric
Lonergan of m&g, a fund manager. The
ten-year Treasury is the quintessential
safe asset. It is liquid (unlike tips) and
investors use it as protection against
extreme moves in share prices. When the
stockmarket falls hard, as it did last
March, the price of a ten-year Treasury
typically rallies, and the yield collapses,
as investors seek safety. But as risk appe-
tite returns, the effect unwinds. The yield
curve has steepened—which is to say,
yields on longer-dated bonds have risen
relative to those on shorter-dated
bonds—as it tends to at the start of an
economic recovery. A corollary is that
break-evens have also risen. But this is
mostly the outcome of shifting attitudes
to risk, rather than forecasts of inflation.

For all their shortcomings, inflation
break-evens are closely watched. The
whole edifice of asset prices, from shares
to homes, rests on rock-bottom interest
rates, and thus on quiescent inflation.
Before the pandemic, financial markets
were prone to periodic growth scares
(trade wars, an over-zealous Fed, and so
on) that spooked stockmarkets. Now we
seem to be set for a series of inflation
scares. And Carnival’s cruise liners are
not even at sea yet. 

Jumping shipButtonwood

What market-based measures do and don’t tell you about inflation fears

Breaking bad
United States, ten-year break-even inflation rate, %

Source: Refinitiv Datastream
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Radiant energy

When america sneezes, the rest of the world catches a cold.
But what happens when it runs a fever? After a trying 2020 in

which gdp fell by 3.5%, America is poised to enjoy a robust re-
bound in 2021 simply by returning to something like normal as
vaccination proceeds. Yet it might manage more than just that. If
President Joe Biden’s covid-19 relief bill is enacted, total stimulus
this year may exceed $2.5trn. That could easily push output above
what the Congressional Budget Office estimates to be its “poten-
tial” level: that is, the amount the economy can produce without
an increase in inflationary pressure. This possibility has some
American economists on the lookout for signs of accelerating
growth in prices and wages. America does not operate in a vacu-
um, however; should overheating occur, its effects will not be con-
fined within its borders. Depending on how the recovery plays
out, a hot American economy could be a boon for the rest of the
world—or yet another source of concern.

In a closed economy that does not trade with the rest of the
world, too little spending leads to job losses and downward pres-
sure on prices, whereas too much should push up employment
and, eventually, prices. In an open economy, however, some of the
effects of the shifts in demand spill over to the rest of the world. A
sharp drop in spending, for instance, may be associated with
plunging demand for imports, in which case some of the pain of a
slump is exported abroad. During the global financial crisis of
2007-09, troubles in financial markets wreaked havoc all over the
world, but even countries relatively insulated from those woes felt
a chill thanks to trade links with America and Europe. According
to one estimate, about a quarter of the drop in American demand
and a fifth of the fall in European demand was borne by other
economies, and transmitted through trade.

A boost to demand ought to work in a similar way, but in the
other direction. As Americans spend more, some of it leaks
abroad: through purchases of foreign goods, for example, or
spending on services—including tourism, which should begin to
rebound as pandemic restrictions are lifted. An analysis of fiscal-
policy spillovers published by the imf in 2017 found that an Amer-
ican stimulus consisting mostly of spending (as opposed to tax
cuts) and worth 1% of gdp raises the output of the average country

by 0.33% in the first year. Countries with closer trade ties experi-
ence bigger effects; the fillip to Canada’s economy is estimated to
be almost three times the average, for example. If the combination
of reopening and stimulus invigorates the American consumer,
the effects could quickly be felt all over the world. 

The degree to which it is felt, however, depends crucially on the
policy response, both at home and abroad. Fiscal spillovers are
more powerful when recipient countries are themselves operat-
ing below potential. American spending is thus more likely to
spill over to the rest of the world if its recovery is much stronger
than those of its trading partners. Ordinarily, spillovers provide a
strong incentive for governments to co-ordinate their stimulus ef-
forts—lest some tight-fisted economies (eg, those in Europe) free
ride on the largesse leaking from more generous ones. Indeed, on
February 12th Janet Yellen, America’s treasury secretary, urged her
counterparts in the g7 group of countries to “go big” on stimulus,
too. Countries that free ride could find themselves in hot water
with Ms Yellen: the Biden administration has promised to be stern
with countries that run large, persistent trade surpluses. 

But if America does come close to overheating, then a reluc-
tance to spend elsewhere may be less irksome than usual, as de-
mand-starved countries serve as a release valve for the pressure
building up at home. Growth in global trade seems to have en-
hanced its pressure-relieving capabilities, according to work by
Jane Ihrig, Steven Kamin, Deborah Lindner and Jaime Marquez of
the Federal Reserve. They reckon that the expansion in trade has
served to weaken the link between changes in domestic demand
and corresponding shifts in total output, with net exports bearing
more of the burden of adjustment to changes in domestic spend-
ing. In the late 1990s, for instance, measures of domestic demand
grew even faster than real gdp (which was itself growing at a rapid
clip). Inflation remained relatively subdued, however, in part be-
cause America’s current account deficit swelled. Similarly, a surge
in imports this year might dissipate potential inflationary pres-
sures in America while giving a lift to its weaker trade partners. 

Built to spillover
The biggest uncertainty about the global effects of a hot American
economy is the reaction of the Fed. Recent work by Kristin Forbes
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology suggests that do-
mestic inflation has become more responsive over time to global
factors—including the amount of economic slack across the glob-
al economy as a whole. Yet wage inflation still seems to respond
mostly to domestic conditions. The Fed might therefore shrug off
price rises later this year, reckoning that short-run price pressures
will not translate into sustained inflation until America’s job mar-
ket, and the world economy, is fully recovered. A doveish Fed
should make for a weaker dollar and easier financial conditions
worldwide, adding to the boost that comes from Americans buy-
ing more goods from abroad.

But a really rip-roaring economy could test the Fed’s patience,
particularly if a yawning current account deficit and soaring asset
prices cause it to worry about a build-up of financial risk. The
spectre of American interest-rate hikes could frighten global mar-
kets, and force emerging economies to adopt less stimulative fis-
cal and monetary policies. A bit of demand spilling over from
America would seem insignificant in comparison. That the Fed
will suddenly turn hawkish still seems unlikely. But if America’s
temperature runs high enough, the rest of the world may break out
in cold sweats. 

Free exchange 

If America’s economy runs hot, what happens to the rest of the world?
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Gender medicine

Arrested development

Gender dysphoria—the miserable
feeling of being at odds with one’s

sex—is one of the fastest-rising medical
complaints among children. America had
one paediatric gender clinic in 2007. It now
has at least 50. The sole paediatric gender
clinic for England and Wales, known by its
acronym, gids, has seen referrals rise 30-
fold in a decade. A similar pattern is evi-
dent across the rich world. 

Many attending such clinics are given
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (gnrh)
agonists, or “puberty blockers”. These
drugs, licensed to treat cancers of the
breast and prostate, endometriosis and
“central precocious puberty”—a rare con-
dition in which puberty starts far earlier
than normal—are prescribed off-label to
stop the signals that stimulate the testicles
or ovaries to ramp up sex-hormone pro-
duction. The idea is to delay puberty, buy-
ing time for patients to decide whether to
proceed to cross-sex hormones and sur-
gery with the aim of “passing” as adult
members of the opposite sex. 

All drugs offer a mix of harms and bene-

fits. But despite their popularity, the ef-
fects of puberty blockers remain unclear.
Because they are not licensed for gender
medicine, drug firms have done no trials.
Record-keeping in many clinics is poor. A
2018 review by researchers at the Universi-
ty of Melbourne described the evidence for
their use as “low-quality”. In December
British judges likewise flagged the lack of a
“firm evidence base” when ruling that chil-
dren were unlikely to be able to give mea-
ningful consent to taking them. Britain’s
National Health Service recently withdrew
a claim, still made elsewhere, that their ef-
fects are “fully reversible”. 

The studies that do exist are at once
weak and worrying. The day after the court
ruling, gids published a study that found

children were happy to receive the drugs.
But there was little other evidence of bene-
fit—not even a reduction in gender dys-
phoria. Two older studies of Dutch pa-
tients given puberty blockers in the 1990s
found that gender dysphoria eased after-
wards. But without a control group, it is
impossible to tell how patients would have
felt had they not taken the drugs. 

A 2020 paper analysed responses to an
online survey and concluded that people
who had taken puberty blockers were less
prone to suicidal thoughts. But online sur-
veys capture convenient samples, not rep-
resentative ones. People may answer re-
peatedly, or at random. Much of the data
appeared to be misreported: many who
said they had taken puberty blockers were
too old to have plausibly done so.

In the absence of direct, robust evi-
dence, researchers can try to extrapolate
from other findings. Off-label prescribing
is common in paediatric medicine, be-
cause drug firms do not generally like run-
ning trials on children. So doctors look for
second-hand evidence from elsewhere to
guide their decisions. One source is stud-
ies that look at how gnrh agonists are
used to treat other conditions. 

Interrupting normal adolescence is not
the same as treating cancer, endometriosis
or precocious puberty. Nevertheless, data
from these conditions have flagged un-
pleasant side-effects. Men who take gnrh
agonists lose energy and sexual desire.
(This is why some countries prescribe

Prescriptions for puberty-blocking drugs are on the rise. There is little solid
evidence about their effects
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them to sex offenders.) Women are thrust
into an artificial menopause, an experi-
ence unpleasant enough that, in endome-
triosis, drugs are typically prescribed for
six months at most. Several legal cases
have been brought against drug firms by
adults who took puberty blockers for pre-
cocious puberty. They allege cognitive def-
icits, brittle bones and chronic pain in later
life, though none has made it to court. 

Animal studies suggest such concerns
may be worth investigating. One 2017 study
looked at sheep, which go through a devel-
opmental spurt similar to human adoles-
cence. Sheep given puberty-blockers per-
formed worse than controls on a maze-
navigation task, suggesting their spatial
memory was inferior. A 2020 paper look-
ing at mice found, among other things,
that females given puberty blockers were
more timid in unfamiliar environments,
and gave up sooner on a “forced swim” test
that is commonly used to assess whether
anti-depressants work. 

One big worry is that puberty blockers
seem to reliably lead to cross-sex hormon-
es, in what doctors call a “cascade of inter-
ventions”. The best estimate, from studies
starting in the 1970s, is that around 80% of
gender-dysphoric children who are al-
lowed to express themselves as they wish,
but who do not socially transition—change
their clothes, pronouns and the like to pre-
sent as members of the opposite sex—will,
as they grow up, become reconciled to
their biological sex. Yet puberty blockers
seem to prevent that reconciliation. In Eu-
ropean clinics that report numbers, it hap-
pens with just 2-4% of children given the
drugs. American clinics rarely publish fig-
ures, but anecdotally the picture is similar.

Such numbers led British judges to rule
that the effects of those subsequent treat-
ments should be taken into account when
assessing puberty blockers. Besides their
intended effects, such as the growth of
breasts or facial hair, cross-sex hormones
also cause side-effects. One 2018 study
concluded that females who take testoster-
one are more likely to suffer cardiovascu-
lar disease, while males who take oestro-
gen have higher risk of blood clots and
strokes. The additional risk grew the long-
er the patients remained on hormones. 

Some doctors worry about osteoporo-
sis. Bone density rises sharply during pu-
berty, but blockers disrupt that process. If
they are followed by cross-sex hormones
they are very likely to impair fertility, even
if hormones are later stopped—though the
lack of studies means no one knows how
much, says Will Malone, an American en-
docrinologist and member of the Society
for Evidence-Based Gender Medicine, a
new group. If the cascade of intervention
ends with removal of the testicles or ova-
ries the result will be sterility.

Despite the uncertainties, professional

bodies have endorsed the drugs. In a 2018
position paper the American Association
of Paediatrics (aap) described “gender-af-
firmative” care as the only ethical ap-
proach. Not everyone is convinced. James
Cantor, a Canadian clinical psychologist,
published a paper accusing the aap of mis-
stating the contents of its citations, which
“repeatedly said the very opposite of what
the aap attributed to them”. (Asked for
comment, the aap restated its position.)
Marcus Evans, a psychoanalyst, resigned
from the board that oversees gids over
worries about “experimental” treatments. 

The best way to settle such disputes is
the same as in any other part of medicine: a
big, well-run clinical trial. So far, despite
soaring caseloads, and puberty blockers
having been prescribed for decades, no one
is planning to conduct one. 

Palaeontology

Very, very long in
the tooth

In the 1966 science-fiction movie “One
Million Years B.C.”, Raquel Welch and

John Richardson traverse a primitive land-
scape inhabited by dinosaurs and early hu-
mans. The film was low on science and
high on fiction: by then dinosaurs were
long dead and humans—at least, ones re-
sembling Ms Welch and Mr Richardson—
were hundreds of millennia away. 

A more accurate picture of Earth’s in-
habitants at the time is now being re-
vealed. In research published in Nature, a
team of scientists led by Anders Gother-
strom, at the University of Stockholm, and

Love Dalen at the Centre for Palaeogenet-
ics, also in Sweden, describe sequencing
dna samples from mammoths that lived
and died in north-eastern Siberia around a
million years ago.

The team’s work represents a new re-
cord, for their mammoth dna is, by some
half a million years, the oldest ever suc-
cessfully reconstituted. Extracted from
horses, bears and even Neanderthals and
Denisovans, two close cousins of modern
humans, such ancient dna has proved an
invaluable tool for investigating the past.
Although fossils preserve the gross physi-
cal features of extinct animals, they are si-
lent about many crucial details that even
an incomplete genome can help to fill in. 

The trouble with dna is that it breaks
down post mortem. The more broken-
down it is, the harder it is to sequence. Sci-
entists think that, after about 6m years, all
that would be left would be individual base
pairs, the equivalent of trying to recon-
struct a book from a heap of its constituent
letters. Under the right conditions, howev-
er, such as the extreme cold of Arctic per-
mafrost, this decay can be slowed. 

Dr Dalen and his colleagues were inter-
ested in three mammoth molars extracted
in the 1970s from Siberian geological layers
that suggested great age. Samples from
each were sent to Dr Dalen’s laboratory in
2017. Having checked they had not been
unduly contaminated by bacteria or the
shaking hands of awe-struck palaeontolo-
gists, strands of dna were extracted, se-
quenced, and dated. Whereas dna samples
from a living animal can run to several
hundreds of thousands of letters, the time-
worn mammoth samples yielded strands
mere dozens of letters long. This is close to
the limit of what is scientifically usable,
says Ludovic Orlando, a biologist at the
Centre for Anthropobiology and Genomics
of Toulouse. 

To date a specimen, fragments of its
dna are compared to corresponding
chunks from known descendants. Armed
with a few evolutionary rules-of-thumb,
scientists can calculate how long it would
have taken for the observed mutations to
arise. Analysis of this sort revealed that the
youngest molar, found near a village called
Chukochya, was between 500,000 and
800,000 years old. A tooth found near the
Adycha river was from an animal that had
died between 1m and 1.2m years ago. A
third, found near another village called
Krestovka, was dated at between 1.1m and
1.2m years. The previous record had been
held by a set of horse dna thought to be as
much as 780,000 years old.

The teeth held other surprises. The
Krestovka mammoth belongs to a previ-
ously unknown branch of the mammoth
family tree, an ancestor of the Columbian
mammoth which roamed North America
1.5m years ago. The Adycha mammoth was

Million-year-old mammoth genomes
push the limits of a revolutionary
technique

Watch out, Raquel! 
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Like electric cars, electric boats are
not a new idea. In the early 1900s Clara

Ford preferred driving her electric car
around Detroit instead of one of the
noisy gasoline-powered Model Ts her
husband Henry had begun making.
Around the same time, posh electric
launches cruised silently along the River
Thames in Britain, using dockside stop-
offs to top up their batteries with elec-
tricity and their bars with champagne. 

These days, thanks to worries about
climate change, electric cars are making
a comeback (in eco-minded Norway, they
account for more than half of new cars
sold). Now electric boats are following. A
number of manufacturers are vying to
become the marine equivalent of Tesla,
the Californian company which builds
some of the most fashionable and fastest
electric cars.

Rand, a Danish firm, has developed a
range of traditional-looking electric
motorboats. Zin Boats, a Seattle-based
company, has two electric models, a
tender and a five-seater speedboat. For
more leisurely cruising, Serenity Yachts,
a Cayman Islands boat-builder, offers a
19.4-metre hybrid with 30 solar panels on
the roof. In electric mode the panels will
power the craft along at a steady pace
provided, of course, the sun is shining.

Candela, a Swedish company, is tak-
ing a different approach. Its six-seater
Candela Seven (pictured) uses hydrofoils
to raise its hull completely out of the
water. This reduces friction, says Gustav
Hasselskog, Candela’s founder. That, in

turn, cuts energy use by around 80%,
which should help reassure any skippers
with range anxiety.

The hydrofoils also operate like the
ailerons on an aircraft’s wing. Computer
software similar to that which helps
pilots fly jet fighters automatically turns
the foils in different directions to stabil-
ise the boat and prevent it from tipping
over. The hydrofoils can be retracted
when the boat comes into dock or runs
up to a beach. 

With a top speed of 30 knots (56kph)
and little wake, the Candela Seven can
also be used for waterskiing. So far, 20 of
the 30 speedboats ordered have been
delivered. At €265,000 ($322,000) a pop,
this shows early adopters of electric
motorboats, like the buyers of the first
Teslas, are happy to pay premium prices.

Electric sailing

Of batteries and boats

A new generation of electric craft take to the water

Mixing water and electricity 

an ancestor of the iconic woolly mam-
moth. It appeared to possess many of its
descendant’s features half a million years
earlier, suggesting the woolly mammoth’s
distinctive physiology evolved more slow-
ly than had been thought.

These are the sorts of insights into the
slow workings of evolution that very an-
cient dna can offer. And, it seems, pro-
spects for collecting more such ultra-old
samples are good. Permafrost has existed
on Earth for the past 2.6m years. That puts
an upper limit on the age of sequenceable
dna, but one that still leaves a million
years more headroom. “I’m sure that in the
permafrost there are going to be samples
that have survived longer,” says Patricia
Pecnerova of the Swedish Museum of Nat-
ural History, and a co-author on the study.
Records, after all, are made to be broken. 

Sleep research

The interpretation
of dreams

Dreams are clearly important. All hu-
mans have them, as do animals from

cats to elephants. Neuroscientists believe
they are involved in the processing of me-
mories. Yet studying them is limited by the
fact that dreamers themselves cannot talk
to anyone while they are asleep. Research-
ers must rely on the unreliable recollec-
tions of people who have woken up. Now,
though, a team of scientists led by Ken Pall-
er, a neuroscientist at Northwestern Uni-
versity, think they may have found a way
around that problem. 

Dr Paller's starting point was the fact
that lucid dreams—in which sleepers are
aware they are dreaming—seem to be asso-
ciated with only one kind of sleep, known
as "rapid eye movement" (rem) sleep. Dur-
ing rem sleep, brain activity looks similar
to that seen during waking hours. Past re-
search has shown that it is possible for
people to be influenced by events taking
place in the outside world during rem
sleep. So Dr Paller speculated that it might
be possible to reach out to people in such
states, and to get answers back. 

As described in Current Biology, Dr Pall-
er, along with colleagues in France, Germa-
ny and the Netherlands, gathered 35 volun-
teers. All were trained to be mindful of
their mental state, and to analyse whether
they thought they were awake or in a
dream. In some labs (though not all) that
training was accompanied by a distinctive
sound. That same sound was repeated, as a
cue, while the participants were in rem

sleep. Participants were also trained to
make distinct left/right eye movements to
indicate they were aware they were dream-
ing, and in response to questions. They
practised interpreting numbers conveyed
as flashes of light, taps on their arm, or
even as spoken words. 

Thus prepared, the volunteers were
wired up with electrodes and sent back to
the land of Nod. Sometimes the research-
ers would initiate contact with their
dreamers by playing the sound cue and
waiting for an eye signal in response. At
other times, the participants themselves
sent an eye signal of their own accord.
Once it was clear that contact had been
made, the researchers asked their ques-
tions, and waited for answers.

Interviewed upon waking, the partici-
pants reported that the questions had been
incorporated into their dreams. One said

an audio question was heard through a car
radio; another that flashes of light sent by
the researchers manifested as a flickering
light. One of the numerical questions even
manifested as the street number of a
house. Intriguingly, participants occasion-
ally “remembered” a mathematics prob-
lem different from the one they had been
asked—despite having given the correct
answer, via eye movements, at the time. 

The method often did not work. Partici-
pants signalled that they were engaged in
lucid dreaming in just 26% of the sessions.
Of that group, 47% answered at least one
question put to them correctly. But it
proves a point. Dr Paller and his colleagues
say their findings refute the notion that at-
tempting communication with dreamers
is pointless. And that, in turn, may help re-
searchers shed some light on what dreams
are for, and how they work. 

Dreamers can be asked questions.
Some will even give answers
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Tackling climate change

The race to zero

“How many planets?” That question
was posed by Mahatma Gandhi as

he contemplated the environmental impli-
cations of India’s following the resource-
intensive path of development pioneered
by Britain. The inquiry still resonates. As
the World Economic Forum, a think-tank,
has put it, the global “food-energy-water
nexus” is in trouble. Global warming is the
most alarming crisis of all. How many
planets would be needed if everyone in
China lived in McMansions and drove gas-
guzzlers, as many Americans do? 

For some tycoons, the solution is to
find more planets. Fifteen years ago Elon
Musk was so worried about climate change
making Earth uninhabitable, he earnestly
told this reviewer, that he intended to turn
humanity into a multi-planetary species.
He has since been funnelling the fortune
he is making at Tesla, his electric-car com-
pany, into building ever-better rockets at
SpaceX. This month Jeff Bezos stepped
back from running Amazon, an e-com-
merce goliath, to spend more time on Blue
Origin, his rocket venture, which he calls
his most important work. The coming en-
ergy crisis, he has declared, means that “we

have to go to space to save Earth.” 
By contrast, Bill Gates, the co-founder

of Microsoft, has his feet firmly planted on
the ground. He is just as concerned about
global warming as are those thrillionaires,
but in his view there is only one planet that
matters. His new book, “How to Avoid a
Climate Disaster”, is devoted to reconciling
the legitimate aspirations of billions of
people for economic advancement with
the environmental harm that results. If hu-
manity is to win the great race between de-
velopment and degradation, he writes,
green innovation must accelerate. 

Previous energy transitions—for in-
stance, from coal to oil—took many dec-
ades. But given the pressing need to decar-
bonise the global economy, says Mr Gates,
“we have to force an unnaturally speedy
transition”. He wants governments to in-
crease funding for climate research five-
fold in a decade; disclosing his own invest-
ments, he urges them to bet on such prom-

ising but risky fields as advanced nuclear
power. There should be more green pro-
curement (a path China has followed with
solar panels and electric cars) and greener
regulation. But the linchpin of his argu-
ment is the introduction of a meaningful
carbon price, to account for the externali-
ties involved in using dirty energy.

Mr Gates is hardly the first to advance
these proposals. Besides his status as one
of the world’s richest people and most gen-
erous philanthropists, two things make his
endorsement of them compelling. First, he
is not a reflexive environmentalist. His
long-standing commitment to public
health and the alleviation of poverty led
him to oppose flaky green causes like Eu-
rope’s unscientific bans on genetically
modified organisms. In a moving chapter,
he notes that Africa’s poor have yet to enjoy
the benefits of the first “green revolution”
in agricultural science, which from the
1960s boosted farming yields and saved a
billion people in Asia from starvation; they
desperately need more such innovations
in crop science and fertilisers. He awak-
ened to the climate crisis as it became clear
that the world’s indigent, who have con-
tributed least to the problem, are likely to
suffer most from famines, droughts, rising
seas and other effects of global warming.

Second, Mr Gates has long been allergic
to top-down regulation. “It might seem
ironic that I’m calling for more govern-
ment intervention,” he concedes. “When I
was building Microsoft, I kept my distance
from policymakers in Washington.” Be-
cause he instinctively favours markets

Governments and business must work together to save the world, says Bill Gates
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How to Avoid a Climate Disaster. By Bill
Gates. Knopf; 272 pages; $26.95. Allen Lane;
£20
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over mandarins, his policy recommenda-
tions carry more weight than the common
calls heard today in America and Europe
for blank-cheque spending on Green New
Deals. A carefully calibrated push from the
top, he insists, will set off a tsunami of pri-
vate-sector investment and invention. 

Much of his book is devoted to a de-
lightfully wonkish assessment of conten-
ders in the race to solve the climate prob-
lem. In Mr Gates’s view, decarbonising
electricity is the “single most important
thing we must do to avoid a climate disas-
ter”. This is not only because electricity ac-
counts for over a quarter of the direct
greenhouse gas (ghg) emissions caused by
human activity today, but because clean
power can enable a shift to zero-carbon
transport (think electric cars). Greening in-
dustry is harder, he acknowledges, but he
points to advances even in such unsexy ar-
eas as low-carbon cement and steel.

Mission possible
Mr Gates takes on some green shibboleths,
which he clearly considers courageous,
though others will detect an outmoded
mindset. He is an unabashed defender of
carbon-free nuclear power, despite the in-
dustry’s failure to solve serious problems
surrounding waste and proliferation. He
chastises those who make a fetish out of
wind and solar technologies, emphasising
the constraints of the intermittent genera-
tion they involve. 

Many environmentalists are clamour-
ing for cuts in emissions of ghgs by 2030.
Mr Gates rejects that: what matters most,
he counters, is getting to a “net zero” car-
bon footing by 2050, which means any
man-made ghg emissions are offset by ab-
sorption and sequestration. Provocatively,
he claims that “making reductions by 2030
the wrong way might actually prevent us
from ever getting to zero”. For example, a
breathless dash from carbon-loaded coal
to natural gas sounds climate-friendly, as
it would lead to a decline in energy-sector
emissions within a decade. However, it
would lock gas technology—which is not
carbon-free—into the grid for decades,
perhaps blocking the adoption of better al-
ternatives. “The things we’d do to get small
reductions by 2030 are radically different
from the things we’d do to get to zero by
2050,” he insists.

The most refreshing aspect of this book
is its bracing mix of cold-eyed realism and
number-crunched optimism. Mr Gates re-
veals that when he attended the un’s land-
mark Paris summit on climate change in
2015, he had serious doubts about man-
kind’s willingness to take on this Hercu-
lean task: “Can we really do this?” Even
now, after making the case for why the
world must do so, and urgently, he won-
ders if the climate challenge will be harder
than putting “a computer on every desk

and in every home”.
That is a useful analogy, for the techno-

Utopian vision of a global internet seemed
as impossible to achieve a few decades ago
as solving the climate crisis does now. Ken
Olsen, founder of Digital Equipment Cor-
poration, a pioneering computer firm,
once stated flatly: “There is no reason any-
one would want a computer in their
home.” Yet before long the digital revolu-
tion succeeded—because of a happy con-
vergence of top-down forces and disrup-
tions from below. 

Mr Gates wants the same combination
to take on climate change. He acknowledg-
es the power of the state and a need for in-
tergovernmental co-operation, something
not often heard from techno-libertarians;
but he also calls for more green ambition
and risk-taking by short-termist investors
and company bosses. Ultimately his book
is a primer on how to reorganise the global
economy so that innovation focuses on the
world’s gravest problems. It is a powerful
reminder that if mankind is to get serious
about tackling them, it must do more to
harness the one natural resource available
in infinite quantity—human ingenuity. 

Britain’s past and present

The sun never sets

As britain’s global role has shrunk, so
the island’s politics have become in-

creasingly insular. But occasionally wider
concerns intrude—as in the Brexit saga, or
during the protests that followed the death
of George Floyd in Minneapolis last year.
Both led to anguished debates about Bri-
tain’s place in the world, and over British
identity more generally. 

In these discussions, the British Empire
has been fingered as the culprit for many of
the country’s problems and neuroses, from
racism to a sense of exceptionalism that
fuelled Brexit. Statues have been toppled
and punches thrown. If, in the past, much
of the thinking about empire was blin-
kered and jingoistic, these days it is often
lacerating. British imperialism is identi-
fied as the source not only of militarism
and hooliganism, but of the irresponsibili-
ty of high finance and much besides. In
contrast to such polemics, Sathnam San-
ghera’s new book is nuanced, intelligent
and even entertaining. 

It is also refreshingly honest. The son of
Punjabi immigrants, Mr Sanghera was

born in the mid-1970s in Wolverhampton,
an industrial town in the West Midlands
and a focal point of anti-immigrant poli-
tics. He learned nothing about the British
Empire at school, he writes. But as wran-
gles about Brexit and racism swirled
around him, he resolved to read up.
“Empireland” is the result.

As well as chronicling the familiar sins
of empire, particularly in India, the author
gives a fair hearing to those who empha-
sise the more positive aspects of imperial
rule, railways, courts and all. And just as
Britain has an imperial past, he recognises
that it also has a liberal, anti-imperialist
history—of abolishing the slave trade and
spreading democracy, albeit in limited
form. The empire is laid bare in all its con-
tradictory complexity. 

The same goes for its legacy. Mr Sanghe-
ra, a writer for the Times, justifiably criti-
cises Britons for not being more receptive
to immigrants, but he is no reflexive ad-
mirer of “pure multiculturalism”. He ac-
knowledges that a laissez-faire approach
to integration has sometimes allowed im-
migrant communities to “become isolated
and myopic”. He argues that immigrants
themselves are sometimes to blame for
this—and that the people who suffer most
are families like his own: “Too much of my
energy as a young adult was expended on
getting my family to accept that I wanted to
be more British, to change more quickly
than they were.”

As for knocking over more statues, he
concludes that rather than trying to oblit-
erate imperial history, which will always
infuriate as many people as it pleases, Bri-
tain should commemorate more of the col-
onised people who challenged and re-
formed the empire, or indeed died for it on
the battlefield. In short, more, not fewer,
plinths and plaques. That would give a
clearer and more textured picture of Bri-
tain’s imperial past—just like Mr Sanghe-
ra’s excellent book. 

Empireland. By Sathnam Sanghera. Viking;
320 pages; £18.99

They also served 
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Foreigners in Berlin

Unreal city

Berlin ought to collapse under the
weight of its past. Its 20th century was

scarred by revolution, tyranny, genocide
and partition, each remembered in the so-
lemn monuments and museums that dot
the city today. But there has long been a
second Berlin, this one a blank slate and
haven for young Europeans, Americans,
Antipodeans and other free spirits seeking
cheap rent, like-minded souls and perhaps
a second adolescence. This is a metropolis
of edgy galleries, smoky bars, empty
streets and casual liaisons; of perfunctory
efforts to learn German, 30-somethings
serving out internships, and soul-sapping
battles with the paper-pushers of the Aus-
länderbehörde (immigration offices). 

This version of Berlin offers almost un-
limited creative, recreational and sexual
possibilities—albeit usually within a
handful of gentrifying neighbourhoods in
the city’s east—and is the backdrop for two
new books by young Anglophone writers.
Neither “Fake Accounts”, a debut novel by
Lauren Oyler, an American critic who once
lived in Berlin, nor “In the End, It Was All
About Love” by Musa Okwonga, a British
writer and musician who still does, is real-
ly about the German capital. Its tumultu-
ous history barely features in either; nor,
with the odd exception, do its contempo-
rary politics. Instead, Berlin offers the pro-
tagonists the space they need to examine
and discover themselves.

The nameless American narrator of
“Fake Accounts”, the more ambitious of the
two, finds herself in a bind. Snooping
through her boyfriend’s phone, she learns
he has been peddling outlandish conspir-
acy theories to a large following on Insta-
gram. Before she can ditch him, though, he
dies in a bicycle accident. Shocked but also
frustrated, on a whim she indulges what
friends dismiss as the “toolish popular
fantasy” of leaving New York for Berlin,
where “you could come and go from life as
you pleased,” and not be “obligated to act a
certain way, or at all”. 

Alienated and aimless, she takes on
low-wage work to support what becomes
her main recreational activity: inventing
fake personalities to try out on unsuspect-
ing dates arranged online, whom she

meets in bars in Neukölln or Kreuzberg.
Not a lot happens (until, in the final chap-
ter, it does). Social media, especially Twit-
ter, both relieve and intensify her sense of
isolation. The narrative begins to flit be-
tween the virtual and the “real”, teasing out
the ways one interacts with and shapes the
other. Berlin leaves her in peace as she pur-
sues her eccentric projects.

“Fake Accounts” resolves the problem
of how to render the online world in fiction
without falling prey to technobabble or un-
readability. Indeed, it is in part a rebuttal of

the claim that modern technology has
made old-fashioned fiction obsolete—for
while it grapples with the contemporary
challenges of social media, it also dwells
on the traditional concerns of motivation
and character. In long, baggy paragraphs,
the narrator scrutinises her behaviour and
beliefs and invites others to join in, from a
smart-alec chorus of ex-boyfriends to the
reader, whose approval is sought but
whose assumptions are questioned at ev-
ery turn. 

This playful approach, reminiscent of

Fake Accounts. By Lauren Oyler. Catapult;
272 pages; $26. Fourth Estate; £12.99
In the End, It Was All About Love. By
Musa Okwonga. Rough Trade Books; 132
pages; £11.99

1949 and showing Alec, Jo, Val, Vern and
Ben alive and well, his alternative “reel of
time” winds on, stopping every 15 years
to chart the progress of each: what they
have endured, where they have ended up,
what challenges might lie ahead.

Bright boy Alec marries Sandra and
secures a job as a typesetter in Fleet
Street, but after a while both his relation-
ship and his future “in the print” are
threatened. Jo starts out as a singer in a
dingy Soho club and continues her un-
fulfilling musical journey as a rock star’s
girlfriend in the Hollywood Hills. And in
a series of colourful episodes, Vern grad-
uates from school bully to dodgy proper-
ty developer and makes his money (be-
fore losing it all) from “primping the
city’s past”. 

The two other characters suffer their
share of hard knocks. Ben’s affecting
story takes him from psychiatric hospital
to hospice by way of unexpected salva-
tion. Val is unable to leave a Nazi boy-
friend who spends his days “bruising and
breaking”. One section of her tragicomic
tale begins with a farcical skinhead
meeting (“Who’d have thought that
national socialism demanded so many
sandwiches?”) and culminates in a bout
of sickening violence.

“Light Perpetual” lacks the exploits
and twists of Mr Spufford’s wonderful
debut novel, “Golden Hill”, which was set
in pre-revolutionary New York. Yet it
develops into both a brilliant character
study and a captivating ensemble piece.
The doubly imagined lives of his resusci-
tated five are skilfully rendered: grasping
Vern and his reversals of fortune provide
comic relief, the others elicit sympathy
as they achieve small triumphs and
weather dashed hopes and failed dreams.
Life, after all, is an opportunity to miss
opportunities, make mistakes—and,
sometimes, to put them right.

British fiction

Still lives

Light Perpetual. By Francis Spufford.
Scribner; 336 pages; $27. Faber & Faber;
£16.99

What might have been 

Francis spufford’s second novel has
a basis in fact. His acknowledgments

inform readers that in 1944 a v2 rocket
destroyed a household-goods shop in
south London. Among the 168 fatalities
that day were 15 children. Similarly,
“Light Perpetual” begins with a wartime
explosion, in this case in the fictional
London borough of Bexford. Here the
German attack kills five children, rob-
bing them of all their possible futures:
“All the would-be’s, might-be’s, could-
be’s of the decades to come.”

Rather than sketching the aftermath
of the blast and introducing new charac-
ters, Mr Spufford instead imagines a
quirk of fate that intervened to save these
five young lives. After fast-forwarding to
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Twitter’s endless loops of attention-seek-
ing and hot takes, will not appeal to every-
one. But Ms Oyler’s writing is sharply ob-
served and often uproariously funny—and
behind her very-online jokes and shaggy-
dog stories lies a serious account of a mod-
ern search for meaning and authenticity,
in a city that can seem to offer little of ei-
ther. From the unadorned harshness of its
public spaces to its arresting light—which
can turn “everything an eerie slate…like it
had always just rained, or you had just
cried”—she captures her version of Berlin. 

The narrator’s relationship with the city
in Mr Okwonga’s carefully crafted novella
runs deeper. He left London to be “as in-
nocuous as a cobblestone” in Berlin, and is
as successful as “a dark-skinned black man

in an overwhelmingly white city” might
dare to hope. The racism is persistent, but
not disabling. Friendships are powerful,
but cannot block out the loneliness. On-
line dating, this time earnest, turns out to
be a “spectacular exercise in humility”. As
for social media, the narrator’s therapist
recommends that he cut down to reduce
his anxiety levels. 

Expats in Berlin will find much to rec-
ognise in this book, from the ecstasy of the
summers to the “friendships which never
quite take root”. That is, until the final
chapter, when the narrator makes a pil-
grimage to rural Uganda, the land of his
dead father. This experience, steeped in
family and history, seems to fulfil his
search for identity as Berlin never could. 

Korean listening habits

Exit music

He did not mind working in advertis-
ing, says Kim Jae-geun. “It’s creative

and competitive, it was fun while I was
young, but I no longer had the strength for
it.” So for the past seven years, instead of
spending his days writing copy, Mr Kim, a
softly spoken 59-year-old in wire-rimmed
glasses and a dark jumper, has spent his
evenings behind the counter of his bar
near Seoul’s government district—a venue
also home to thousands of vinyl records
that he began collecting as a teenager. 

Stacks of scrap paper and pens on the
countertop and the tables let customers re-
quest their favourite songs. Before the gov-
ernment introduced a curfew to fight the
covid-19 pandemic, Mr Kim says the bar,
Seochon Blues (pictured), used to fill up
with tired office workers from the sur-
rounding firms and state agencies during
the week, and with 20-something hipsters
and local artists at the weekends. “There’s a
bit of a retro wave,” he observes. “All the
young people ask for very old songs.” 

Mr Kim’s is one of dozens of “lp bars’‘ in
South Korea’s capital, many of which are
run by men with similar stories. South Ko-
rean companies offer few opportunities
for middle-aged workers who have not
climbed through the ranks, or who have
grown fed up with the rigid rhythms of of-
fice life. Leaving their jobs in their 50s,
with music collections becoming too large
for their living rooms, a few who have not
taken up work as taxi-drivers or security
guards have decamped with their records
to softly lit basements or walk-ups in unas-
suming office buildings. 

The first lp bars opened in the 1990s,
possibly inspired by the “listening bars”
that originated in mid-20th century Japan,
where music aficionados would flock to
listen to imported records that were other-
wise hard to come by. But they have prolif-
erated in recent years, their frequently
middle-aged owners benefiting from the
analogue trend that has gripped South Ko-
rea’s digital natives. One established K-pop
star promoted his latest single with a pic-
ture of himself posing in front of stacks of
records in clothes from the Sixties; newer

bands release special editions of their lat-
est albums on vinyl. Last year national
sales of vinyl records were up by 75%;
women in their 20s and men in their 30s
were the biggest buyers.

The atmosphere in the bars ranges from
mellow to raucous depending on the loca-
tion, time and tastes (though pandemic-
induced restrictions have made melanch-
oly the dominant mood). Many requests
are on the mawkish side. Kim Kwang-seok,
a South Korean folk-rock singer of the
Nineties, is particularly popular, says Mr
Kim; so is “Hotel California”. Some places
specialise: “People know I have lots of Six-
ties psychedelia, so they come mostly for
that,” says Choi Byung-ik, who with his
wife runs a bar in Hongdae, a hip studenty
area. Connoisseurs like to listen to Leaf
Hound, a British band that in its heyday re-
corded only one album, alongside better
known groups such as Pink Floyd and
Cream, for which the bar is named. 

The usp of others is their equipment.
“You won’t find this sound system any-
where else, because I built it,” says a pro-
prietor in the glitzy Apgujeong neighbour-
hood of his mix of state-of-the-art amps
and speakers that reportedly date to the
1930s. But in a metropolis that in general
has little time for sentimentality, all lp
bars encourage nostalgia. 

“I don’t like digitisation and I don’t like
the isolated way people live now,” says Lee
Jae-jun, who left a job in logistics to open a
bar down the street from Mr Kim’s. “I like
remembering the Eighties and Nineties
and I like playing the songs from people’s
youth and reminiscing.” On the best days,
regulars arrive “for just one drink, and
then I play a song they like, and another
one, and before you know it, it’s 4am and
everyone goes home drunk and happy.” 

SEOUL

Tired of your job? Own too many records? Time to open a bar

Some dance to forget
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Economic data

 Gross domestic product Consumer prices Unemployment Current-account Budget Interest rates Currency units
 % change on year ago % change on year ago rate balance balance 10-yr gov't bonds change on per $ % change
 latest quarter* 2020† latest 2020† % % of GDP, 2020† % of GDP, 2020† latest,% year ago, bp Feb 17th on year ago

United States -2.5 Q4 4.0 -3.6 1.4 Jan 1.2 6.3 Jan -2.2 -14.9 1.3 -30.0 -
China 6.5 Q4 10.8 1.9 -0.3 Jan 2.5 5.2 Dec‡§ 1.5 -5.2 3.1     §§ 51.0 6.44 8.4
Japan -1.2 Q4 12.7 -5.3 -1.2 Dec nil 2.9 Dec 3.5 -12.2 nil -8.0 106 3.8
Britain -7.8 Q4 4.0 -9.9 0.7 Jan 1.0 5.0 Oct†† -2.1 -14.3 0.6 -6.0 0.72 6.9
Canada -5.2 Q3 40.5 -5.3 1.0 Jan 0.8 9.4 Jan -2.1 -13.5 1.1 -25.0 1.27 3.9
Euro area -5.0 Q4 -2.4 -7.6 0.9 Jan 0.3 8.3 Dec 2.6 -9.2 -0.4 3.0 0.83 10.8
Austria -4.0 Q3 54.6 -6.9 1.2 Dec 1.1 5.8 Dec 2.4 -8.5 -0.1 10.0 0.83 10.8
Belgium -4.7 Q4 0.8 -6.2 0.3 Jan 0.4 5.8 Dec -1.1 -9.4 -0.1 4.0 0.83 10.8
France -5.0 Q4 -5.3 -8.3 0.6 Jan 0.5 8.9 Dec -2.3 -10.9 -0.2 nil 0.83 10.8
Germany -3.9 Q4 0.4 -5.3 1.0 Jan 0.4 4.6 Dec 6.8 -4.8 -0.4 3.0 0.83 10.8
Greece -9.6 Q3 9.5 -9.9 -2.0 Jan -1.3 16.2 Nov -6.6 -9.2 0.8 -13.0 0.83 10.8
Italy -6.6 Q4 -7.7 -9.1 0.2 Jan -0.1 9.0 Dec 2.9 -11.3 0.6 -34.0 0.83 10.8
Netherlands -2.9 Q4 -0.5 -4.4 1.6 Jan 1.1 3.9 Dec 8.4 -6.1 -0.4 -5.0 0.83 10.8
Spain -9.1 Q4 1.6 -11.4 0.5 Jan -0.3 16.2 Dec 0.8 -12.0 0.2 -5.0 0.83 10.8
Czech Republic -5.3 Q3 1.2 -5.7 2.2 Jan 3.2 3.2 Dec‡ 3.6 -6.5 1.5 -5.0 21.5 6.8
Denmark -3.8 Q3 2.4 -4.0 0.6 Jan 0.4 4.4 Dec 8.5 -3.6 -0.3 12.0 6.18 11.7
Norway -0.6 Q4 2.6 -1.7 2.5 Jan 1.4 5.0 Nov‡‡ 3.2 -1.3 1.3 -9.0 8.53 8.6
Poland -1.8 Q3 -2.8 -2.8 2.7 Jan 3.4 6.2 Dec§ 3.6 -7.9 1.3 -87.0 3.74 5.3
Russia -3.4 Q3 na -3.1 5.2 Jan 3.4 5.9 Dec§ 2.0 -3.8 7.0 86.0 74.0 -14.3
Sweden  -2.6 Q4 2.0 -3.2 0.5 Dec 0.4 8.2 Dec§ 4.8 -3.5 0.3 27.0 8.34 16.3
Switzerland -1.6 Q3 31.9 -3.0 -0.5 Jan -0.7 3.5 Jan 9.1 -3.7 -0.3 39.0 0.90 8.9
Turkey 6.7 Q3 na 0.4 15.0 Jan 12.3 12.9 Nov§ -5.4 -3.4 12.7 169 6.98 -13.3
Australia -3.8 Q3 14.0 -2.9 0.9 Q4 0.9 6.4 Jan 1.2 -7.3 1.4 30.0 1.29 15.5
Hong Kong -3.0 Q4 11.8 -5.8 -0.6 Dec 0.3 6.6 Dec‡‡ 6.2 -7.6 1.2 -30.0 7.75 0.3
India -7.5 Q3 125 -7.9 4.1 Jan 6.6 6.5 Jan 1.3 -7.2 6.0 -36.0 72.8 -2.0
Indonesia -2.2 Q4 na -2.2 1.6 Jan 2.0 7.1 Q3§ -1.6 -7.2 6.5 -7.0 14,020 -2.6
Malaysia -3.4 Q4 na -5.3 -1.4 Dec -1.1 4.8 Dec§ 4.8 -7.4 3.0 13.0 4.04 2.5
Pakistan 0.5 2020** na -2.8 5.7 Jan 9.5 5.8 2018 0.1 -8.1 10.0     ††† -127 159 -3.0
Philippines -8.3 Q4 24.4 -9.3 4.2 Jan 2.6 8.7 Q4§ 3.4 -7.8 3.2 -127 48.4 4.5
Singapore -2.4 Q4 15.9 -5.8 nil Dec -0.2 3.2 Q4 18.2 -13.9 1.2 -46.0 1.33 4.5
South Korea -1.3 Q4 4.4 -1.0 0.6 Jan 0.5 5.7 Jan§ 3.8 -5.7 1.9 23.0 1,108 6.9
Taiwan 4.9 Q4 7.8 3.0 -0.2 Jan -0.2 3.8 Dec 13.8 -1.5 0.4 -23.0 27.9 7.3
Thailand -4.2 Q4 5.4 -6.1 -0.3 Jan -0.8 1.5 Dec§ 3.7 -6.4 1.4 40.0 30.0 4.0
Argentina -10.2 Q3 61.7 -9.7 38.5 Jan‡ 42.0 11.7 Q3§ 0.6 -8.6 na -464 88.9 -30.8
Brazil -3.9 Q3 34.6 -4.4 4.6 Jan 3.2 14.1 Nov§‡‡ -0.7 -15.8 7.9 142 5.42 -20.3
Chile -9.1 Q3 22.6 -6.2 3.1 Jan 3.0 10.3 Dec§‡‡ 1.4 -7.9 2.7 -74.0 717 10.7
Colombia -3.5 Q4 26.5 -7.0 1.6 Jan 2.5 13.4 Dec§ -3.6 -8.8 4.9 -59.0 3,539 -4.1
Mexico -4.5 Q4 13.0 -8.3 3.5 Jan 3.4 4.4 Dec 2.6 -2.8 5.3 -123 20.3 -8.3
Peru -9.4 Q3 187 -12.0 2.7 Jan 1.8 13.1 Jan§ 1.0 -8.0 3.9 nil 3.65 -7.4
Egypt 0.7 Q3 na 3.6 4.4 Jan 5.1 7.2 Q4§ -3.6 -8.5 na nil 15.6 0.1
Israel -1.3 Q4 6.3 -3.6 -0.4 Jan -0.6 4.8 Dec 3.9 -11.8 1.0 26.0 3.27 4.6
Saudi Arabia -4.1 2020 na -4.2 5.7 Jan 3.4 8.5 Q3 -3.7 -10.6 na nil 3.75 nil
South Africa -6.0 Q3 66.1 -7.3 3.2 Jan 3.3 30.8 Q3§ 0.6 -16.0 8.7 -16.0 14.7 2.0

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 months. ‡‡3-month moving 
average. §§5-year yield. †††Dollar-denominated bonds. 

Commodities

The Economist commodity-price index % change on
2015=100 Feb 9th Feb 16th* month year

Dollar Index
All Items 161.8 163.6 2.3 46.8
Food 128.1 127.7 1.5 29.5
Industrials    
All 193.3 197.1 2.9 59.7
Non-food agriculturals 141.8 144.6 16.3 43.2
Metals 208.6 212.6 0.5 63.5

Sterling Index
All items 179.0 179.3 0.1 37.4

Euro Index
All items 148.3 149.7 2.4 31.1

Gold
$ per oz 1,838.3 1,810.5 -1.7 13.0

Brent
$ per barrel 61.2 63.5 13.5 11.1

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Refinitiv Datastream; 
Fastmarkets; FT; ICCO; ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool 
Services; Thompson Lloyd & Ewart; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional.

Markets
 % change on: % change on:

 Index one Dec 31st index one Dec 31st
In local currency Feb 17th week 2019 Feb 17th week 2019

United States  S&P 500 3,931.3 0.5 21.7
United States  NAScomp 13,965.5 -0.1 55.6
China  Shanghai Comp 3,655.1 nil 19.8
China  Shenzhen Comp 2,460.5 nil 42.8
Japan  Nikkei 225 30,292.2 2.5 28.0
Japan  Topix 1,961.5 1.6 14.0
Britain  FTSE 100 6,710.9 2.9 -11.0
Canada  S&P TSX 18,374.8 -0.4 7.7
Euro area  EURO STOXX 50 3,699.9 1.4 -1.2
France  CAC 40 5,765.8 1.7 -3.5
Germany  DAX* 13,909.3 -0.2 5.0
Italy  FTSE/MIB 23,178.6 -0.4 -1.4
Netherlands  AEX 681.0 3.6 12.6
Spain  IBEX 35 8,122.7 0.7 -14.9
Poland  WIG 59,008.5 4.0 2.0
Russia  RTS, $ terms 1,462.4 1.0 -5.6
Switzerland  SMI 10,809.3 -0.2 1.8
Turkey  BIST 1,540.6 -0.4 34.6
Australia  All Ord. 7,158.8 0.4 5.2
Hong Kong  Hang Seng 31,084.9 3.5 10.3
India  BSE 51,703.8 0.8 25.3
Indonesia  IDX 6,227.7 0.4 -1.1
Malaysia  KLSE 1,595.3 -0.1 0.4

Pakistan  KSE 46,768.1 0.3 14.8
Singapore  STI 2,920.4 -0.2 -9.4
South Korea  KOSPI 3,133.7 1.1 42.6
Taiwan  TWI  16,362.3 3.5 36.4
Thailand  SET 1,514.9 -0.1 -4.1
Argentina  MERV 52,386.6 0.9 25.7
Brazil  BVSP 120,355.8 1.6 4.1
Mexico  IPC 45,062.0 0.8 3.5
Egypt  EGX 30 11,413.2 -1.1 -18.3
Israel  TA-125 1,665.1 -1.0 3.0
Saudi Arabia  Tadawul 9,084.3 2.1 8.3
South Africa  JSE AS 67,110.1 1.5 17.6
World, dev'd  MSCI 2,816.0 0.5 19.4
Emerging markets  MSCI 1,444.9 1.5 29.6

US corporate bonds,  spread over Treasuries
 Dec 31st
Basis points latest 2019

Investment grade    126 141
High-yield    376 449

Sources: Refinitiv Datastream; Standard & Poor's Global Fixed Income 
Research.  *Total return index. 

For more countries and additional data, visit
Economist.com/indicators

Economic & financial indicators
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The reign in Spain

King charles ii of Spain had an under-
bite so extreme he could not chew, a

tongue too big to speak clearly and a body
so weak he struggled to support his weight.
“The Story of Civilisation”, a history of the
West, said he was “always on the verge of
death but repeatedly baffling Christendom
by continuing to live”. When he died in
1700 aged 38, the coroner found his body
“did not contain a single drop of blood; his
heart was the size of a peppercorn; his
lungs corroded; his intestines rotten and
gangrenous; he had a single testicle, black
as coal, and his head was full of water.”

Charles was more inbred than an aver-
age child of a brother-sister pairing: his
parents, both born to first cousins, were
uncle and niece. And Spain fared poorly
under his reign. His failure to produce an

heir set off a war that cost the country parts
of modern Belgium and Italy.

Was Spain’s misfortune under Charles a
coincidence? Its power was already in de-
cline beforehand. Perhaps a different king
would have done even worse. Determining
how much credit or blame to assign to rul-
ers for their countries’ fates has long been
seen as an unresolvable debate. But a re-
cent working paper by Nico Voigtländer
and Sebastian Ottinger of the University of
California at Los Angeles argues that lead-
ers’ impact can indeed be isolated—thanks
to the genomes of kings like Charles.

For centuries, European nobles often
married close relatives. This practice, at
which Charles’s Habsburg clan excelled,
kept power and titles closely held. It also
led to the copying of recessive genes,
which can cause rare diseases and reduce
cognitive ability. In theory, each round of
inbreeding should have made monarchs
slightly stupider—and thus worse at their
jobs. This yields a natural experiment. As-
suming that countries’ propensity for in-
cest did not vary based on their political
fortunes, the periods in which they had
highly inbred (and probably dim-witted)

leaders occurred at random intervals.
The authors analysed 331 European

monarchs between 990 and 1800. They
first calculated how inbred each ruler was,
and then assessed countries’ success dur-
ing their reigns using two measures: histo-
rians’ subjective scores, and the change in
land area controlled by each monarch. The
authors only compared each ruler against
their own country’s historical averages.

Sure enough, Spain’s tailspin under
Charles was predictable. Countries tended
to endure their darkest periods under their
most inbred monarchs, and enjoy golden
ages during the reigns of their most genet-
ically diverse leaders. The change in their
land areas tended to be about 24 percent-
age points greater under their least inbred
rulers than under their most inbred ones.

Incestuous monarchs and fluid borders
sound remote from modern politics. Yet
the study’s finding—rulers who preside
over setbacks tend to be relatively unintel-
ligent—has timeless implications. Voters
may overestimate governing parties’ influ-
ence over what happens on their watch.
But absolving leaders of responsibility en-
tirely would probably be a worse error. 

Data on inbred nobles boost the case
for a leader-driven theory of history

Philip of
Castile

b.1478-d.1506

Joanna of
Castile

b.1479-d.1555

Isabella of
Portugal
1503-39

Charles V HRE*
(Charles I of Spain)

1500-58

Ferdinand I
HRE*

1503-64

Anna of Bohemia
and Hungary

1503-47

Isabella of 
Austria
1501-26

Christian II
of Denmark

1481-1559

Philip II 
of Spain
1527-98

Maria 
of Spain

1528-1603

Maximilian II
HRE*

1527-76

Charles II
of Austria

1540-90

Anna of
Austria
1528-90

Albert V, Duke
of Bavaria

1528-79

Christina 
of Denmark

1522-90

Francis I, Duke
of Lorraine

1517-45

Anna of
Austria
1549-80

Maria Anna
of Bavaria
1551-1608

William V,
Duke of Bavaria

1548-1626

Renata of
Lorraine

1544-1602

Philip III
of Spain

1578-1621

Margarita
of Austria
1584-1611

Ferdinand II
HRE*

1578-1637

Maria Anna
of Bavaria
1574-1616

Philip IV
of Spain
1605-65

Maria Anna
of Spain
1606-46

Ferdinand III
HRE*

1608-57

Mariana
of Austria

1634-96

Charles II of Spain 1661-1700

*Holy Roman Emperor    †Qualitative assessments from Frederick 
Adams Woods’s “The Influence of Monarchs”. Scored from -1 to +1 
before comparison with country averages    ‡Probability that both 
copies of any given gene are identical (offspring of siblings=25%), 
%-point difference from country average    §Change in natural log
Source: “The effect of European monarchs on state performance”, 
by S. Ottinger & N. Voigtländer, NBER working paper, 2020

→ The Habsburg noble family were the kings and queens of much of Europe—and of inbreeding

The ancestry of Charles II of Spain Amount of inbreeding v subjective assessment 
of ruler ability†, relative to country average, 990-1795

Amount of inbreeding v change in European land 
area controlled by ruler§, relative to country average
1100-1795
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The instrument was new and shiny, trailing black cables
across the stage, and Chick Corea did not much like the look of

it. Nor, as he sat down and tapped the keys in his clear, springy
style, did he much like the sound of it. The year was 1968, he was in
trumpeter Miles Davis’s band, and he was sitting at a Fender
Rhodes electric piano. 

This was the future, though. He and Miles had been wondering
for a while whether jazz could move authentically from acoustic
instruments to electric, fuse with rock and rhythm ‘n’ blues, and
thus bring in audiences of thousands. A few more notes and runs,
and he began to like it fine. They tried it out together on an album
called “Filles de Kilimanjaro”; then, by the early 1970s, he was
playing a Rhodes in his own band, called Return to Forever, with
Stanley Clarke and Bill Connors (later Al di Meola) on electric gui-
tars and Lenny White on drums. They looked like any other shaggy
tight-trousered rock group of the time. But when they launched
into his “Hymn of the Seventh Galaxy” in 1973 he began to realise
what they had done. This jazz was so new and so exciting that it
made the hairs stand up on his arms. Under his wiry control at the
keyboards, challenging, beaming, wriggling his shoulders with
delight (“Chick” came from “Cheeky”, which he was), the band be-
came his Mothership, adventuring in the limitless space where all
musical styles flowed round each other.

That adventure was to last a lifetime. Over the decades he won
23 Grammys and 67 nominations for his reinvigoration of jazz. He
played to packed houses the world over, touring with barely a
break. Yet he found it odd to be celebrated as a jazz-fusion pioneer,
as if you could say where one sort of jazz ended and another began.
He treated music more like a swimming pool, where he just jump-
ed in and had fun. 

Fusion, in any case, went on all the time. As soon as you played
a piece with anyone, you exchanged ideas. As a young player in

New York in the 1960s he had learned from everyone he gigged for:
from Stan Getz, who tamed his wildest side and taught him melo-
dic simplicity, to Mongo Santamaria, who shaped his African-Cu-
ban instincts with the beat of a conga drum. (He felt so passionate-
ly Spanish, or Cuban, by the end of his gigs in Harlem that it was
odd to think his ancestry was Italian.) Even the “older guys”, Mo-
zart, Chopin, Scriabin, were still teaching him, his kindred spirits.
He once wove Mozart’s Sonata in F major into Gershwin’s “The
Man I Love”, and was amazed at how well they went together. 

In music, jazz especially, one exploration naturally led to an-
other. He had only to think how he composed, hearing a tune in
his head, playing off it, adding on, doodling with crayons to jog his
creativity along. Sometimes he wrote phrases down, or composed
at a keyboard so they were stored. All too often, though, he
couldn’t catch them. Music, like a waterfall, never stayed still, and
nor did bands. But that was good. Every change of players brought
in something fresh. An Egyptian snare drum sent his music in one
direction, a flute in another. He tried duos with a vibraphone-
player, Gary Burton, and a banjoist, Bela Fleck, to see what strange,
thrilling sounds came through. When he set up an online acade-
my later and asked the young to send in questions, it was at least
partly to provoke new thoughts. He welcomed wrong notes, didn’t
much mind miscues: they could pitch him down a different path. 

That encounter with the Rhodes piano had, nonetheless, been
dramatic for him. It came just after he had taken up Scientology
and, with it, began to wonder about the effect he could have in the
world. He had never wondered about it before. Growing up in
Chelsea, Massachusetts, he spent hours experimenting on the pi-
ano, alone in his bedroom into which the piano, like a spacecraft,
had had to be hoisted by a crane. His father was a Dixieland trum-
peter; music sang round the house, and the joy it gave him did not
seem to need sharing. Now he thought it did. Music was a story he
could tell, to fill people’s imaginations. He noticed, too, how stars
like the Beatles sold themselves as entertainers to huge crowds,
while jazz-players still haunted their smoky clubs. He wanted to
play innovative, heart-lifting jazz on a rock-star scale, too. 

To the fury of purists (people with no curiosity, he thought)
jazz fusion became a great commercial success. But he was still ex-
ploring. Even as fusion arrived he was playing avant-garde acous-
tic stuff, indulging his wild, atonal, piano-string-plucking side
with a group called Circle. Later on, with fusion all the rage, he
played sessions with his friend Herbie Hancock on a couple of
concert grands, duels of improvisation on anything from Duke El-
lington to Bartok’s “Mikrokosmos”. He loved the family rapport of
bands, but also needed every so often to check out the world alone.
Synthesisers quickly followed the Rhodes piano, but he seldom
gave up the chance to commune with a Steinway—even if some-
times in trainers, or in one of his Hawaiian shirts. 

In short, he was not to be tied down, not even to success. His
most famous and popular song was a number called “Spain”, from
1973. It had come to him in the usual random way, as he was trying
out the second movement of Rodrigo’s “Concierto de Aranjuez”.
He added this and that, put in other rhythms, and the piece rolled
out from there. Yet its very popularity, once it was recorded, froze
it in place. Anxiously he rearranged, reinvented, and in 1999
scored it for the London Philharmonic Orchestra. But in the end it
was not a piece for free adventuring any more. 

That was the vital thing. As late as 2014 he astonished one critic
by saying, as he strolled onstage for a two-hour solo concert, that
he had no plan. That was usually the case. No plan or, if he was
with a band, only last-minute rehearsals. He wanted to be sur-
prised by what would happen if, say, he started improvising from
the hesitant first bars of Chopin’s Mazurka in A minor. Even if he
felt at home with the venue and the crowd, he wanted to approach
with his sharp, searching fingers a world he had never visited be-
fore. And with his first note, like that first note on the Fender
Rhodes, spring over any doubt, and take the audience with him. 

Music without limits

Armando “Chick” Corea, pianist, composer and pioneer of
jazz fusion, died on February 9th, aged 79
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